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ABSTRACT
Higher education enables individuals to be prepared to make an impact in the global
society through enhanced skills and the ability to understand their community and the world in
which they reside. According to EVERFI (2019), studies showed that diversity in education,
specifically on college campuses, improve a student’s intellectual engagement, motivation,
citizenship, and cultural engagement, while enhancing their critical thinking, problem-solving,
and writing skills. It is advantageous for students to be exposed to other races, ethnicities, and
varying socioeconomic and cultural backgrounds. These differences prepare students for success
in a diverse world by broadening their awareness of diverse customs, beliefs, and values, and
higher learning plays a critical role in this process. To help ensure the inclusivity of all
populations, it is imperative to address the status of Black males in higher education. Black male
undergraduate enrollment has only increased from 4%-6% over the last 40 years, and therefore,
there are some vast long-term implications pertaining to Black males in higher education and in
the global community. There has been extensive research on the educational trajectories of Black
males in higher education, many conducted from a deficit perspective. In this study, I used
Harper’s (2012) Anti-deficit Achievement Approach to explore the perceptions of 12 Black male
students who are succeeding at a large metropolitan research Predominately White Institution
(PWI). Open-ended, semi-structured interviews were used to engage the participants. The
analysis revealed how pre-collegiate inputs and college environment, lead to outcomes that
contribute to the student’s preparedness and success. The findings are insightful and might
provide the University with data that could be useful in better supporting Black male students.
vi

CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Higher education is provided by universities, colleges, and other institutions that award
academic degrees to both undergraduates and graduates (Allen, 1992). Research shows that
compared to high school graduates, college graduates have a longer life span, greater access to
health care, better economic security and stability. Opportunities for significant positions in
employment, greater job satisfaction, involvement in community service and volunteer work, and
overall more self-confidence are the results of attaining a college degree (Allen, 1992).
The United States is becoming more racially and ethnically diverse and similar patterns
exist within postsecondary education (U.S. Census, 2011). According to the Status and Trends in
the Education of Racial and Ethnic Groups, the United States (U.S.) population has become more
diverse over the last two decades (Aud, fox, & KewalRamani, 2010). Significant shifts took place
between 1980 and 2008 as Hispanics surpassed Blacks as the largest racial/ethnic group other than
Whites (U.S. Department of Commerce 2001a). According to Aud, fox, & KewalRamani (2010, p.
6), these patterns of population shifts are expected to continue between 2008 and 2025 as
Hispanics, Asians, Native Hawaiians or Other Pacific Islanders, are expected to grow faster than
the populations of Whites, Blacks, and American Indians/Alaska Natives see Figure 1.1). In 2017,
the United States population age 25 years and older was approximately 221 million, 65% were of
which were White, 12% Black, 15% Hispanic, and 6% Asian/Pacific Islander (National Center for
Education Statistics, Table 101.20, 2017).
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Figure 1.1. Percentage distribution of the total population in the United States by
race/ethnicity: Selected years, 1980-2008, and projections, selected years, 2010-2025.
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Census Bureau, Statistical Abstract of the United States,
2010. Public domain.

Educational attainment is important. According to the National Center for Education
Statistics (Table 501.40, 2017), the percentage distribution of 25- to 34-year old males with a
bachelor’s degree or higher employed in the labor force in 2017 was 91% compared to 76% for
those who had not completed high school, and 65% for those who did not complete high school.
The Social Security Administration, Office of Retirement (2018), stated that men with bachelor's
degrees earn approximately $1,000,000 more in median lifetime earnings than high school
graduates (see Figure 1.2).
The U.S. Census Bureau (2017) stated that wide disparities in educational attainment still
exist. During the past 50 years, the U.S. has seen both racial and ethnic disparities in higher
education enrollment and attainment. These disparities have resulted in gaps in income earnings,
employment, and other related outcomes for communities of color (U. S. Department of
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Education, 2016). Disparities in the educational participation and attainment of different
racial/ethnic groups in the United States are well documented (Ross et al., 2012).

Figure 1.2. Estimated lifetime earnings by educational attainment (in millions of dollars).
Source: Tamborini, Christopher R., ChangHwan Kim, and Arthur Sakamoto. 2015.
“Education and Lifetime Earnings in the United States.” Demography 52: 1383–1407.
Reprinted with permission.

Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka was a landmark Supreme Court case in 1954 in
which the justices ruled racial segregation in public schools unconstitutional. Decades later,
however, academic success for Black students is still a major challenge in public education.
Among some of the most unrelenting and multifaceted issues in American higher education are
the dismal college enrollments, disengagement and underachievement of Black males, and the
low rates of baccalaureate degree completion (Harper, 2010).
According to the National Center for Education Statistics (Table 302.62, 2017), the
percentage of 18- to 24-year-old males enrolled in degree-granting postsecondary institutions
was White (40%), Black (31%), Hispanic (31%), and Asian (66%). In 2017 approximately 38%
of White males age 25 and older attained a bachelor’s degree, 23% of black males, 16% of
Hispanic males, and 575 of Asians (National Center for Education Statistics, Table 104.10,
2017).
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Allen (1992) posed some relevant questions that are still being explored on national, state
and local levels: What happens to Black students at the critical stages between college entry and
the election of a major field of study, and graduation or dropping out? How does the college
experience for Black students differ? How do factors such as gender, social class, geographic
region, or occupational goals influence Black students' success?
There are Black males who achieve academic success across the nation. Those vast
achievements have resulted in Black males holding positions as inventors, playwrights, CEO’s of
organizations, faculty members, mayors, governors, and most recently, President of the United
States. However, the success of Black males is small in comparison to their other male
counterparts. Black males aspire to attend and succeed in college. However, postsecondary
institutions continue to be challenged with how best serve students once they enroll, ensuring
they persist and graduate. This study will explore the factors that successful Black male
students at the University of South Florida perceive contributed to their success.
Statement of Problem
Inequalities in educational opportunities persist in institutions of higher learning and must
be addressed in order to bring about a tangible change (Hyman and Jacobs, 2009). The Black
college student enrollment rate in the United States has grown to be relatively equal with Blacks’
own share of the population; however, completion rates are less than equal with Blacks only
making up 10.1% of all degree earners nationwide in 2012 (Harper, 2012; Harper & Davis,
2012).
In fall 2016 total undergraduate enrollment in degree-granting postsecondary institutions
was 16.9 million students, an increase of 28% from 2000. While total undergraduate enrollment
increased by 37% between 2000 and 2010 (from 13.2 million to 18.1 million students),
4

enrollment decreased by 7% between 2010 and 2016 (from 18.1 million to 16.9 million
students). However, the greatest difference was between Black male and female students.
Between 2016 and 2027, undergraduate enrollment is projected to increase by 3% (from 16.9
million to 17.4 million students).
Black male student persistence in college is a major policy issue in higher education, and
throughout the years it has brought considerable attention to the field (Allen, 1992; Cuyjet, 2006;
Harper, 2006; Harper, 2012; Strayhorn, 2008, Toldson, 2008; Palmer, R., Moore, J., Davis, R., &
Hilton, A., 2010). While there is evidenced progression, American higher education continues
to address the academic preparedness, persistence and success of Black males in undergraduate
studies. "Unless we find a solution to Black male student success in higher education, our
democracy is not only at risk, but our global society will be impeded" (Robert Palmer et al.,
2009).
Purpose of Study
Over the past years, a variety of stakeholders have worked to advance the agenda of Black
male student persistence and degree attainment. With the development of a new report from the
University of Southern California’s Race and Equity Center (Harper, 2019), institutions across the
country are able to gauge the progress made and improvement needed to address Black enrollment
in relation to the Black population of the state. The purpose of this qualitative case study was to
explore the lived and learned experiences of successful Black males at the University of South
Florida to gain an understanding of the factors they perceive contributed to their success.
The University of South Florida (USF) has gained national distinction for increasing its
four- and six-year graduation rates from 51 to 69% (Dosal, 2017). According to the Education
Trust Report, A Look at Black Student Success: Identifying Top and Bottom Performing Institutions
5

(2017), USF was recognized as a top-performing university in the state of Florida and sixth in the
nation for eliminating the completion gap between black and white students. The report examined
graduation rates and completion gap data between black and white full-time, bachelor’s degreeseeking students at 676 public and private nonprofit colleges and universities. They report found
that while Black student enrollment at four-year colleges and universities is up 37% over the last
10 years, graduation rates for Black students are 22 percentage points below the graduation rates of
White students. According to the USF Office of Decision Support, USF exceeded the national
average of 40.9%, as the graduation rate for Black students was 63.7%. Unfortunately, a
significant gender gap remains, as males graduate at rates up to 20% lower than females in the 4year graduation rates, and approximately 10% in 6-year graduation rates.
By interviewing Black male students who have progressed through various academic
channels in order to achieve ‘success’ based on the defined academic standing of this study, I
sought to gain an understanding of the attributes and experiences that participants perceive as
contributing to their success.
Research Questions
The following research questions will guide this study:
1. To what do Black male students attribute their undergraduate academic success at the
University of South Florida?
2. What do Black male students perceive has contributed to their academic success at the
University of South Florida?
3. What advice would successful Black male students give to the University to enhance
Black male student academic success?

6

Significance of the Study
According to Toldson (2008), all Black communities contain examples of young Black
men who have been academically successful “regardless of immeasurable” social
disadvantages. Exploring characteristics that vary on the spectrum of Black male achievement
levels provide greater depth and insight to factors that are associated with high achievement
among Black males and the varying factors that may contribute to a lack of persistence after
the undergraduate programs are critical next steps.
This study presented the Black male student perspective regarding their lived
experiences associated with their academic success while enrolled as undergraduates. This
study aimed to provide insight into college learning and living environments and interventions
that participating students perceived contributed to their success among this population of
students. Their varied perspectives may yield insights that may benefit other Black males in
their goal to graduate from USF. In turn, the perspectives of the participants may be useful for
informing current University practices.
Definition of Terms
The following section defines how key terms were used in this study.
Anti-Deficit Thinking: Focusing on the advantages, experiences and achievements of Black of
African American students in higher education institutions; inquiry that reflects on the various
motivators to attain their educational goals; and explains how minority students thrive and
navigate environments that are comprised of the majority (Harper, 2012).
Black: A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa (Musu-Gillette et al.,
2017).
Black church: Various denominations of churches under Christian faith of which the majority of
the African American community identify (Taylor, 2019).
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Completion: Degree or credential attainment (McGlynn, 2011).
Classification in college: Classification based on credit hours indicating whether a student is a
freshman, 0-29; sophomore, 30-59; junior, 60-89; and senior, 90 or more (The Undergraduate
Catalog, 2019).
Completion gap: Documented persistent gaps between the educational attainment of White
males and that of Black, Hispanic, American Indian/Alaska Native, and Native Hawaiian/Pacific
Islander males (Ross et al., 2012).
Community Cultural Wealth: A range of knowledge, skills and abilities that are used by
Communities of Color to survive and resist various forms of racism and oppression (Yosso,
2005).
Deficit thinking: The process of placing the blame on the student for failure to attain
undergraduate degree (Valencia, 2010).
Educational inequalities: The unequal distribution of academic resources including school
funding, access to books and technology, and qualified and experienced teachers to communities
that are historically disadvantaged – in forecasting success (King, 2017).
Faith: Belief in God or in a set of religious doctrines (American Heritage Dictionary, 2019).
Fictive Kinship: Relationships where people are regarded as being part of a family, although
they are not related by blood or marriage (Brooms, 2017).
First Time in College Student: A student who has never attended a postsecondary college or
university or who has attended an institution and earned less than twelve (12) semester credit
hours of academic credit after high school graduation (State University System of Florida, 2019).
Persistence: Continuous enrollment in a higher education system from admission to degree
completion (Siedman, 2012).
Predominantly White Institution (PWI): Institutions of higher learning that are unofficially
8

designated this category when the population of White students account for 50% or greater of the
student enrollment (Lomotey, 2010).
Racism: One’s benefiting from a system of privileges based on race that are subtly ingrained in
the surrounding culture (Tatum, 1997).
Religion: A formal, organized, and recognized structure of beliefs and practices of individuals
who participate in a collective worship experience (Holland, 2014).
Student Engagement: Participation in educationally effective practices, both inside and outside
the classroom, which leads to a range of measurable outcomes (Kuh, et al., 2007).
Student Involvement: The amount of physical and psychological energy a student devotes to the
educational experience (Astin, 1984).
Student Success: Academic achievement, engagement in educationally purposeful activities,
satisfaction, acquisition of desired knowledge, skills and competencies, persistence, attainment
of educational objectives and postcollege performance (Kuh et al., 2006).
Conceptual Framework
All stakeholders in higher education must be committed to student success if change is to
be actualized. There are two conceptual frameworks that would be most beneficial in framing
the study about the success of Black males at the University of South Florida. The primary
framework is the Input-Environment-Output (IEO) model by Alexander Astin, and a
complementary framework is the Anti-Deficit Achievement by Shaun Harper.
Inputs-Environment-Outputs Model
Astin’s Input-Environment-Output (IEO) model focuses on three important aspects of
this framework (see Figure 1.3). The IEO model emphasizes the need to understand student
qualities and characteristics upon their entry into an educational institution. The model helps
9

explain the impact that college has on students. The core concepts of the theory consist of three
elements:
1. A student's "inputs" such as demographics, background, and any previous experiences.
2. The student's "environment", which accounts for all of the experiences a student would
have during college.
3. The "outputs" or “outcomes” which cover a student's characteristics, knowledge,
attitudes, beliefs, and values that exist after a student has graduated college (Astin,
1991).

Figure 1.3. Astin’s Input-Environment-Output (I-E-O) Model (1991)

This model underscores the need to have a greater understanding of a student’s qualities
and characteristics upon entry into college. The nature of the educational environment, coupled
with interactions are essential in evaluating potential effectiveness and success (Astin, 1991).
Input and output data are of limited use if the researcher does not know what the student is
involved in (which is the environment), while attending college. This IEO model is useful as it
identifies various kinds of student data based on inputs, environments, and outcomes, that are
needed to adequately assess the degree to which educatio0nal environments are influencing the
outcomes measured (Astin, 1991).
Inputs emphasize the need to understand the student qualities and characteristics, from
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background to values, leading up to entry into a higher education institution. A student’s outlook
concerning the experiences prior to college are critical because these perspectives play a major
role in the development that shapes their lives. Examples of inputs may include a student’s
demographic characteristics, gender, age, ethnic background, educational background,
socioeconomic level, social involvement and pre-college experiences, degree aspiration,
disability status, and reason for selecting a particular institution. Environment will assess the
totality of the student’s experiences throughout his college years, and the impact the institution
had on the student. Examples of environment factors may include the program, university
personnel, curricula, faculty or instructor, facilities, institutional climate, teaching style, courses
offered, social affiliations or friends, campus living and roommates, extracurricular activities,
and organizational affiliation. Outputs are the actual outcomes, the results of the student’s
involvement and development as he exits the institution. Some of these measures have included
course performance, grade point average, degree completion and the overall satisfaction with
program and institution, all of which will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of that institution.
The IEO model is predicated on the assumption that the principal means by which
assessment can be used to improve educational practice is by enlightening the educator about the
comparative effectiveness of different educational policies and practices (Astin, 1991). This
model explains how student outcomes are influenced by both their incoming characteristics and
their educational environment, which could be of great value in assessing Black male student
success. The IEO model provides a strong theoretical underpinning in the examination of how
the environment relates to student satisfaction and student success (Astin, 1991). Using Astin’s
IEO Model is relevant in showing the relation between a student’s background and college
experiences, personal and social learning as denoted by Strayhorn (2006b), and how those are
linked to specific student outcomes. Therefore, this model will provide a great framework for
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assessing the holistic makeup of Black males from pre-collegiate exposure and experiences to
the college environment, all impacting the outcomes of student success. While this model brings
forth pertinent information, it is also limited in reviewing ongoing current and additional relevant
data resources that might be helpful in the structure of the research, and therefore, a
complementary framework could add great value to this study.
Anti-Deficit Achievement Framework
Over the last decade, scholars have begun to shift their research focus to the experiences
and successes of African American male students. Emerging scholarship has departed from a
deficit framework in research on Black males to achievement and success, exploring the factors
that are attributable to their educational progression (Harper, 2012). According to Harper
(2012), these studies have employed noteworthy theoretical and conceptual frameworks such as
Tinto’s (1993) student departure theory, Astin’s (1984) student involvement theory, Bean’s
(1980) student attrition model and Berger’s (2000) student retention model. Of course, despite
any shortcomings that might have emerged through the various studies, the research advanced
the knowledge of Black male student progression and success (Harper, 2012). The Anti-Deficit
Achievement Framework (see Figure 1.4) developed in 2010 maintains there is value in moving
toward an asset-oriented perspective on student achievement by identifying perceptions of how
Black males have achieved degree attainment and college success instead of why they do not
persist and complete. A core tenet of this framework is a success-based philosophy to
improving Black male student success in higher education. When institutions adopt an antideficit approach to educating students, it shows that they are willing to implement assessments in
order to better understand their students and then chart appropriate instruction, interventions and
programs to address areas of deficiency and support students in general (Harper, 2012).
Harper (2012) suggested that reframing Black male student achievement is critical. As
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racial demographics in the United States are changing, researchers have been more strategic and
intentional in examining the Black male student experience. Black males are succeeding in and
completing postsecondary education, even though barriers might exist; and positioning questions,
resources, strategies and support systems in an anti-deficit manner, allows for others to see Black
males from a different more positive perspective (Harper, 2012). According to Harper (2006,
2012), the best resource for understanding Black male student success, are Black males
themselves. In a national study which used an anti-deficit framework, Harper’s findings revealed

Figure 1.4. Harper’s Anti-Deficit Achievement Framework (2010)
insights on Black male college success from Black male students who had achieved the status of
success. The anti-deficit framework posed questions from which Black male college students
cultivate practical relationships with faculty and staff rather than from a deficit approach which
seek to uncover why Black males have inadequate relationships with their faculty or have been
inadequately prepared for higher education (Harper, 2012). The anti-deficit framework also
examined how Black male students learned how to manage and navigate the college experience in
spite of the challenges and barriers that exist on college campuses (Harper, 2012). No one is more
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equipped to share their story, insight, perspective and success, than the individual Black male who
has been actively engaged in their college process and actually succeeded in higher education.
Cooperrider, Whitney, Stavros (2008) has reinforced an anti-deficit approach from an
organizational perspective through Appreciative Inquiry (AI). AI represents a paradigm shift in
organizational development departing from the traditional deficit-based logic. AI creates an
alignment of strengths that makes weaker systems irrelevant. AI focuses on leveraging the
strengths of an organization to design and redesign the organization to be more effective and
sustainable. The AI initiatives utilize a 4-D Cycle to include discovery (appreciating), dream
(envisioning), design (co-constructing), and destiny (sustaining). The discovery stage aims to
find, emphasize, and illuminate the best in any given situation. The dream stage details the
possibility of what could be instead of limiting traditional understanding. The design stage finds
common grounds of sharing in which everyone agrees how to proceed. The destiny stage is the
actual implementation of the change. This approach has revolutionized the leadership of change
and has helped business, education, healthcare, communities, non-profit and government
institutions discover the power of a strengths-based, anti-deficit approach to change
(Cooperrider, Whitney, Stavros, 2008). Appreciative Inquiry is a powerful approach to positive
change that promotes a greater understanding of people and organizations.
An anti-deficit framework would be instrumental in shaping and altering the manner in
which Black males are viewed, received, embraced, taught, mentored, and even expected to
succeed. Moving from a deficit to anti-deficit framework will enhance the success of Black
males in higher education by exploring the characteristics that contribute to successful degree
completion. Both the primary, Astin’s I-E-O and the complimentary Harper’s Anti-Deficit
Achievement frameworks examined inputs or pre-college socialization and readiness,
environment or college achievement, and outputs or post-college success, all focused on
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comprehensive preparedness, impact and outcomes. Therefore, since Harper has conducted
extensive research on Black and African American males using this framework, it was necessary
to utilize this framework to explore the perceived success of Black male students at the
University of South Florida.
Delimitations
Delimitations define the boundaries around a study by showing what was not included.
Delimitations are essential to a study as they tell the reader what will be included, as well as
excluded. This research will be conducted at a large, predominantly white metropolitan research
university and the results cannot be generalizable to other similar institutions. Institutional size
is related to student persistence and degree attainment based on its effects on students’
perceptions of the institutional environment, faculty and peer interactions, and students’
academic and social involvement (Kuh, 2006). A subgroup of Black males will be used in this
study. All participants in this study came from the same campus and were full-time students,
with specified characteristics as described in Chapter Three.
Limitations
Qualitative research is descriptive and the researcher is interested in gaining an
understanding through the verbal expressions of the participants. In qualitative research, the
researcher has a particular subset of personal qualities that connect with their research
phenomenon, and these qualities have the capacity to filter, skew, shape, block, transform,
construe, and misconstrue what transpires from the outset of a research project to its culmination
in a written statement (Peshkin, 1988). The researcher took measures by conducting member
checking and maintaining a journal to ensure all participants receive the same experience.
However, the researcher recognized bias as a limitation of this qualitative study, as the
researcher identified as the same racial makeup of the participants, and was passionate about the
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struggles, progression, livelihood and success of Black males.
Another limitation was that the study was limited to engaging a range of 15-20 Black
male students near graduation from a single institution through in-person or by video conference
one-on-one semi-structured interviews. The data included was self-reported based on the
perspectives of the participants. These data relied on the lived experiences of the participants
and therefore, could be limited based on their recollections or what they believed the researcher
was looking for in this study. Another limitation was the limited time and scope of the
interviews, and therefore, the lack of time could have impacted the depth of information
obtained.
Chapter Summary
This chapter described the various components that were established for this study to
include the introduction, problem, and purpose, significance of study and research questions. In
addition to these components, the chapter also described other aspects of the study that included
key terms, delimitations and limitations, and researcher assumptions. The remainder of this
research is organized into four chapters. Chapter Two is a literature review that addressed the
pre-collegiate experience, impact of college environment, and student success outcomes based
on Astin’s Input-Environment-Output (IEO) Model, using a complimentary Anti-Deficient
Achievement Framework that will be useful in conducting the study. Chapter Three discussed
methods that described with a rationale for the research design to include details concerning the
sample size, participant selection, and data analysis. Chapter Four concentrated on the findings,
and Chapter Five concluded the analysis and recommendations of the study.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Researchers have defined student success in a variety of ways. The holistic aspect of
student success is consistent with the majority of college mission statements and institutional
goals, which include outcomes that are not strictly academic or cognitive in nature (Astin, 1991;
Kuh, Shedd, & Whitt, 1987). The theoretical perspectives that are vital in understanding student
success include sociological, organizational, psychological, cultural, and economic (Kuh et al.,
2006). Kuh et al. (2006) defined student success as “the academic achievement, engagement in
educationally purposeful activities, satisfaction, acquisition of desired knowledge, skills and
competencies, persistence, attainment of educational outcomes and post-college performance.”
Based on the studies at Marymount College, student success is unable to be defined merely by a
grouping of words, rather it is defined based on five outcomes: student retention, educational
attainment, academic achievement, student advancement and holistic development (Miller,
2014). Kinzie and Kuh (2017) indicated that student success refers to students reaping the
benefits of a postsecondary experience incorporating institutional and student actions to reach an
expected outcome. Broadly, student success can be viewed as a set of specified indicators that
represent success. While there are various definitions of student success, it is evident that the
term relates to numerous groupings of outcomes that lend to the holistic preparation of students
that build upon one another throughout the students’ development (Kinzie and Kuh, 2017).
Several studies have shown the differences in college degree completion rates for Black
males as compared to their counterparts, and also compared to Black females (Allen 1992;
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Harper & Davis, 2012, Lederman, 2012; NCES, 2012; Strayhorn, 2010). As a matter of fact,
Black males lag behind their female counterparts and other racial and ethnic groups in key
educational outcomes (Harper, 2006). According to Strayhorn (2010), Black men have the
lowest degree completion rates among gender and all racial groups. In 2017, there were 3.3
million Black students enrolled in college, out of a total undergraduate population of about 17
million. Of which, 29% of African Americans age 25 and older had a bachelor’s degree, to
include approximately 12% of Black males, see Figure 2.1. (U. S. Census Bureau, 2017).

Figure 2.1. Black Educational Attainment Percent of Black Men and Women 25 and
Older.
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2017, American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates.
Public domain.
Although college enrollment rates for Black males are proportional to Black male representation
in the adult U.S. population, college attainment rates fall far short of these numbers (Toldson,
2012). Once Black men are enrolled in college, fewer than one-third earn bachelor’s degrees
within six years, which is the lowest college completion rate among both sexes and all racial
groups in U.S. higher education (Harper, 2012).
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This section provides a review of literature organized around Astin’s IEO Model relating
to Black male students in higher education focusing on preparation (inputs), experiences
(environment), and completion (outputs). The literature review begins with a historical overview
of Black males in American higher education and then expounds upon inputs focusing on the
participant’s upbringing, college preparedness, and characteristics they bring to college; the
environment which involves the multifaceted aspects of college life; and the outcomes being
assessed through the success of Black males persisting to graduation and preparedness beyond
college. The purpose of this study is to explore success through the voices of successful Black
male students based on their learned and lived experiences in higher education. By hearing their
stories, the researcher will garner greater insight into the attributes that contribute to Black male
student success at the University of South Florida.
The Evolution of Black Males in American Higher Education
Attaining a college education is far more than acquiring a job or preparation for a career.
A college education can be considered the groundwork for life. In order to project and plan for
the future, one must comprehend and recognize the impact of the past. Early in history, college
was clearly recognized as an agency of social and economic stability, an educational opportunity
for some, but not for all. The historic American colleges founded in the colonial period starting
in the 1600’s created a legacy in higher education. The legacy was that early collegians who
were sons of privilege were expected to be leaders in the community and men of influence where
religion was central and fundamental to their existence (Thelin, 2004). Harvard College was the
beginning of American higher education. In 1636, Harvard was founded as the first colonial
college based on religious denominations and was established in order to train ministers and
promote their upward mobility. During this time, acquiring a college degree was not a
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prerequisite to practicing in a specific field because learning often took place outside the
academy (Thelin, 2004).
As time progressed, so did the need to expand educational opportunities. Oberlin College
in Ohio became the exception for the admission of African American students into college.
Founded in 1832, Oberlin College thrived on progressive causes and social justice issues, and
started regularly admitting Black students in 1835. During this period, educational opportunities
were dismal for Blacks, and in the South, Blacks were prohibited from receiving an education.
In 1865, once the Civil War ended, freed slaves and women were granted the right to education,
food, shelter, clothing, medicine, and land through the establishment of the U. S. Freedmen’s
Bureau (United States Senate, 2018). Consequently, the U.S. Freedmen’s Bureau had the
responsibility of educating approximately four million newly freed slaves. The Bureau
established over 4,000 schools specifically for Blacks, which consisted of a staff that was mostly
male teachers with military background. The establishment of these schools was basically the
launching of historically Black colleges and universities (HBCUs). Although historically Black
colleges and universities existed, they operated in name only as most were providing primary
and secondary education (Conrad & Gasman, 2015).
According to Conrad & Gasman (2015), more slaves were freed at the beginning of the
20th century, which resulted in the creation of additional laws to address constitutional rights.
These newly created laws led to the U.S. Supreme Court landmark decision of Plessy v.
Ferguson in 1896. Plessy v. Ferguson gave states the constitutional authority to uphold racial
segregation laws in public facilities, and in education. These segregated facilities had to be
considered equal in their quality, but this caused even further divide because separate was not
equal. This case law became known as the “separate but equal” accommodations for Blacks.
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The institutions that were created specifically for Blacks were not equitable as they received
considerably less funding, had inferior facilities, fewer courses were offered and insufficient
resources plagued the institutions. While Plessy v. Ferguson provided the legal justification for
approximately 58 years for continued segregation in transportation, public accommodations, and
schools, it was eventually overturned by the Supreme Court ruling of Brown v. Board of
Education of Topeka in 1954. It is clear under the 14th Amendment that no public institution
may discriminate in admissions based on race (Kaplin & Lee, 2014). Leading this charge in the
early 1950’s the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
challenged segregation laws and filed lawsuits on behalf of plaintiffs, from which Brown
stemmed. Oliver Brown filed a class-action suit against the Board of Education of
Topeka, Kansas, in 1951, after his daughter, Linda Brown, was denied entrance into a White
elementary school. Brown claimed that schools for Blacks were not equal to schools for Whites
and claiming the segregation clause of the 14th Amendment had been violated. In Brown v.
Board of Education of Topeka, the justices ruled unanimously that racial segregation of children
in public schools was unconstitutional, changing the trajectory of American higher education
(Conrad & Gasman, 2015). While this case was concerned with elementary and secondary
schools, it became quite applicable and relevant to higher education as well (Kaplin & Lee,
2014).
Other important pieces of legislation that had an impact on Blacks in higher education
were the Morrill Act of 1862 and the Second Morrill Act of 1890. The original Morrill Act
proposed in 1857, called for Congress to legislate a land-grant bill funding system of
industrialized colleges, in which one college would be located in each state (Fleming, 1984).
The bill was vetoed because it showed bias in unethically allocating land based on the number of
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senators and representatives each state had in Congress. The bill finally passed legislation in
1862, allowing institutions to teach military tactics, engineering and agriculture (Fleming, 1984).
Universities that already had to respond to the Morrill Act which affected the funding of these
existing state institutions. Therefore, in an attempt to bring about greater equality, the Second
Morrill Act was introduced. Through the Second Morrill Act, the federal government took a
more assertive interest in the education of African Americans, resulting in seventeen colleges
being established for Blacks (Conrad & Gasman, 2015). The Second Morrill Act of 1890
mandated that states show that race was not a factor in admissions, or otherwise designate a
separate land-grant for students of color to attend college. Therefore, known as the Second
Morrill Land-Grant Act of 1890, this Act gave federal lands to states for the purpose of
educating newly free slaves (Fleming, 1984). In other words, the Second Morrill Act banned
racial discrimination in admissions for schools that would receive federal funding. While
HBCUs were already in existence, the Second Morrill Land-Grant Act caused a rise in the
growth of HBCUs.
A few public HBCUs resulted from the Second Morrill Act to include Prairie View A&M
University, North Carolina A&T University, Tuskegee University, and Florida A&M University.
HBCU’s provided opportunities to those interested in pursuing higher education when other
colleges kept the doors of admission closed. According to Conrad & Gasman (2015), the
creation of the Black land-grant colleges demonstrated both the advancement and boundaries of
higher education as it pertained to what would be offered to and provided for Blacks, all within
the framework of racial segregation. As reported by the U.S. Department of Education (2018),
there are 107 HBCUs, of which 51 are public colleges and universities, with more than 228,000
total students enrolled. The public institutions account for more than two-thirds of the students
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in historically black institutions, to include 20% of Black undergraduate enrollment in both
public and private HBCUs (U.S. Department of Education, 2018). Although HBCUs still face
challenges with appropriate federal funding and support, these institutions are notable because
they offer supportive environments creating a sense of belonging, feelings of pride and an
opportunity to develop a racial identity (Conrad & Gasman, 2015).
Issues of Success for African American Males
The 1960’s was a time of great unrest and turmoil for those in the Black community, and
it was at this time that Blacks began to attend predominately white institutions at an increasing
rate. Fleming (1984) noted that toward the end of the decade, Blacks were choosing
predominately white institutions (PWI’s) over attending historically Black colleges and
universities as PWI’s had better academic environments, financial aid packages, and academic
resources, all assisting students in their need to persist and graduate from college. Although
resources at PWI’s were superior to those at Black colleges, the racism and hostile environments
at the PWI’s made attending those institutions difficult. While groups have been excluded from
various sectors of higher education, privileged individuals have capitalized on college and
university opportunities (Pendakur, 2016). This exclusion has caused students of color and their
low socioeconomic peers to be continually behind in this multigenerational race. These students
face a plethora of challenges including attempting to make institutions that were not designed for
them fit their educational goals, consequently resulting in the opportunity gap. In American
higher education, opportunity has been dictated by the type of institution, and therefore, the
opportunity gap is widely prevalent at predominantly white institutions where they are politically
supported by state legislatures. While students of color are definitely on these college and
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university campuses, the opportunity gap still persists as the stereotypes have been socialized at
these institutions (Pendakur, 2016).
African American male student achievement in higher education has garnered national
attention over the last 20 years. Researchers have consistently and coherently documented the
continuous problem that exists and the complexities that involve Black males in higher
education. The achievement issues of African American males are an important concern for
American society as it has extensive effects on the United States society politically,
economically, and socially (Cuyjet, 2006). American higher education continues to address the
academic preparedness, persistence and success of Black males in undergraduate studies. There
has been extensive research on Black male students and the challenges encountered and barriers
faced in pursuit of higher education. These varied issues, challenges, and hardships have been
well documented over the years through research conducted by Allen (1992), Cuyjet (2006),
Harper (2012), Strayhorn (2008), and J. Luke Wood (2012). These researchers discussed the
context in which African American males have had to overcome obstacles, and in their research,
they have explored the countless perspectives on African American male students in higher
education. The participation and experience of Black male students has been a concern for many
institutions of higher education, yet the problem persists (Cuyjet, 2006). Although American
higher education has evolved, fast forward more than four centuries later, the structure of higher
education has changed, but the history, legacy and impact in large part still remains. This is
evidenced by the fact that African American males constituted approximately 4% of all
undergraduate students from 1976-2012, with college completion rates lower than all major
racial and ethnic groups in the United States (Lederman, 2012; Brooms, 2018).
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Inputs: Foundations for Black Male Student Success
The term inputs refer to those personal qualities the student brings initially to the
education program, which includes the student's initial level of developed talent at the time of
entry into a higher education institution (Astin, 1993). Some examples of inputs might include a
student’s demographic characteristics, gender, age, ethnicity, educational background, high
school grade point average, SAT score, socioeconomic level, social involvement, pre-college
experiences, degree aspiration, and reason for selecting a particular institution. Many of these
inputs directly impact the environment and outcomes of African American males in college. The
development and preparedness of students are influenced by their homes, communities, and
schools, all foundational aspects of a students’ life. Therefore, it is imperative that a holistic
assessment of a student’s overall experience and academic exposure and achievement involves a
framework that will address the systemic issues that underrepresented students face (Stewart,
2007).
African American students are less likely to be prepared for college, and for students who
come from poverty-stricken areas, the percentage of unpreparedness increases (ACT, 2013). The
United States Department of Education, Office of Civil Rights (2014) released data regarding the
educational disparities in three fundamental areas in high school that are important for entry into
college. These areas include the level of coursework available to students, the teaching
experience of the teachers, guidance counselor availability and access to counselors (Department
of Education, 2014). Studies have shown that family support, the educational background of the
parents, social factors, faith, fictive kinships, pre-college planning, quality of K-12 education,
racism and racial identity and self-efficacy are some of the important factors that influence the
development and preparation for students to enter college (Allen, 1992; Kuh, 2006; Cuyjet,
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2006; Cross, 1971; Broom, 2017; Tatum, 2017; Moore, 2013). Gaining an understanding and a
working knowledge of the factors that contribute to the overall development of these students is
essential in creating and implementing policies, procedures and practices that will enhance the
development and preparedness for entry into and the successful completion of postsecondary
education. The following sections on family, faith, fictive kinship, pre-college planning, K-12
education, racism, and racial identity and self-efficacy, will provide the context for how these
inputs relate to the holistic makeup of African American males as they enter into postsecondary
institutions.
Support Systems
As suggested by Tierney (1999), assimilation into college life can be enhanced by
capitalizing on the cultural backgrounds and support systems of Black males. The 2010 Census
holds that 43.5% of African American children live in two-parent, married households. A twoparent household appears to be most effective in cultivating the lives of African American
students (U.S. Census, 2010). Family involvement is imperative as it affords the students
opportunities to grow, develop and build solid foundations to achieve personal and academic
success.
Another factor related to the success of students prior to entry into a postsecondary
institution is the educational background of the family. Tinto (1975, 1986, 1993) suggested that
students whose families have more education and affluence are more likely to persist in higher
education institutions. According to National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE), based on
data reviewed during this study, there were approximately one in three students from families
where neither parent had any education beyond high school, constituting first generation college
students. Both racial and ethnic minority students are largely first generation, are excessively
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represented in this population, are less informed about the college admission process, and are
also less prepared based on the level of high school coursework (Kuh, 2006). The parental
educational background influences the decisions of students to pursue postsecondary education.
Students who come from backgrounds where education is entrenched in the life of the family,
have been conditioned to believe that attending college is an expectation, not an exception.
A study conducted by Herndon and Hirt (2004), investigated the role of families in the
lives of successful Black college students. There are various sources of support provided by
higher education institutions to include academic, emotional, social, and financial. However,
another form of support that is critical in Black student success is that of family. The family is a
conduit for educational attainment for several reasons. First, families are primary sources of
academic potential. Meaning, family is the first unit that is engaged in the student’s
development and learning capacity. Second, families set the parameters of community standards
within the home environment. These parameters impact the student’s outlook on larger social
systems. Third, family is influential in creating the context in which events and phenomena are
evaluated. Black families extend beyond the immediate members and are greatly characterized
by the valuing of extended relationships, kinships. The researchers in this study evaluated
successful African American college students who were seniors at their respective institutions,
all public, predominantly White, research universities. Successful was defined in this study as
those who met senior status. The mean GPA was 2.66 on a 4.0 scale and consisted of 11 females
and 9 males. Data was collected from in-depth interviews in which each interview lasted
approximately 60 to 75 minutes. The results suggested a model of eight connections between
students and their families that contribute to the success of Black students in college (Herndon
and Hirt, 2004).
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Herndon (2014), explored the role of family in the life of African American college
students. The study was specifically designed to develop a model of the factors that affect
African American college students’ motivation to pursue higher education and their ability to
succeed in school. The study included two groups in the study, successful African American
college students and members of those students’ families, with an overall sample that consisted
of 11 females and 9 males. In assessing the various stages in the higher education process, the
first stage related to precollege events and experiences. The participants suggested that the
precollege stage is important in terms of family student interactions among Blacks. The primary
and most frequently mentioned theme was family influence. Family influence consisted of
ongoing encouragement as well as financial, moral, and social support. Family influence also
meant values instilled by parents and other family members early on in the lives of students,
impacting their desire and drive to attend college (Herndon, 2014).
Fictive Kinships
Fictive kinship is defined as relationships where people are regarded as being part of a
family, although they are not related by blood nor marriage (Brooms, 2017). Fictive kin are
afforded some of the same rights and statuses as family members, are expected to participate in
the duties of the extended family, and are identified as peer group members, Godparents and
church members (Taylor et al., 2013). Based on Brooms (2017) research, Black males benefit
from fictive kinships or non-familial relationships. Some of these relationships are established in
schools and the bonds established have been noted as most impactful. Brooms (2017),
conducted a study to investigate how Black male students’ experiences with Black male teachers
at a single-sex secondary school impact their learning environment. Twenty college aged Black
males who all attended the same public high school with Black male teachers were studied. The
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researcher was seeking an understanding of their experiences, how this environment contributed
to their learning, and how they made meaning of those learning experiences. The findings
suggested that Black male students identified adult Black males at their school as “otherfathers”
which are actions expressed as holistic care, support, parenting, modeling, and life coaching.
Some students acknowledged Black male adults as significant contributors to their overall
development. Other students shared that learning from Black male teachers provided them with
valuable and insightful perspectives on what is means to be Black and male. Finally, the
students indicated that engaging with Black male adults in their schools provided unique
opportunities to learn more about themselves. The researcher believed it is a necessity that
educational researchers and practitioners better understand how Black males matter and make a
difference in the lives, learning, and schooling experiences of Black male youth (Brooms, 2017).
Taylor, Chatters, Woodward & Brown (2013) studied the differences between African
Americans, non-Hispanic Whites and Caribbean Blacks focused on measures of family,
friendship, fictive kin and religious congregation-based informal support networks. The
researchers used data from the National Survey of American Life, aligned with the family
solidarity model (McChesney & Bengtson, 1988). The family solidarity model moves beyond
receiving and giving support to family interactions and affection that are essential in illustrating
family relationships. The family solidarity model allowed for an assessment of social support
network structures and functions across a diverse set of dimensions, within both kin and non-kin
networks (McChesney & Bengtson, 1988). The researchers found an abundance of theoretical
perspectives on family and non-family or fictive kinships that informed their research. One
perspective indicated that Blacks are more likely than Whites to give and receive assistance from
their various support networks. Findings for Black-White differences in support networks were
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attributable to various factors to include: the age of the populations studied; life circumstances
of study populations inclusive of socioeconomic status, support examined in relation to health
concerns, caregiving, family responsibilities; and the specific types of kin groups examined
inclusive of parents, adult children, grandparent, siblings, or other relatives (Taylor et al., 2013).
Faith in the African American Community
Faith in the African American community can broadly be expressed as a belief in God’s
providence. African American culture has a strong and extensive historical connection to
religion and spirituality. Although the words religion and spirituality are used interchangeably,
they are distinctly different. The ability to worship God freely and establish a spiritual
relationship is the first freedom of African people. Faith and family are pillars in African
American culture, and both provide the foundations for success in this community (Cuyjet,
2006).
In the African American community, identity is closely tied to religious beliefs (Cuyjet,
2006). Research identified religion as an important domain of identity in the process of selfdiscovery (Erikson, 1964; Stewart, 2005; Mattis, 2002). Erikson argued that religion is the
oldest and most enduring institution that promotes the emergence of fidelity, the commitment
and loyalty to an ideology that emerges upon the successful resolution of the psychosocial crisis
of identity formation (Erikson, 1968). In other words, religion provides a foundation for moral
beliefs and behavioral norms that are more than mere traditions, but are a way of life in the
African American community. The beliefs and values of religious traditions provide a context in
which one can establish a sense of belonging and make meaning of who they are while finding
their place in the world (Erikson, 1968). Stewart (2005) studied ways in which spirituality
influenced Black students’ multiple and integrated identities by using a faith-identity typology
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theory. Mattis (2002) studied African American college students enrolled in two and four year
colleges, and found that racial identity was a predictor for religious orientation. Cuyjet (2006)
engaged in a study at three private historically Black colleges, all located in what is considered
the Bible Belt (an informal region located in the South where conservative evangelicals play a
significant role in the community) to assess the influence of religion. He recognized that
spirituality and religious activities were foundational to African American male students and
these students were committed to maintaining their faith and spirituality in pursuit of their goals
(Cuyjet, 2006). The higher levels of spiritual beliefs and participation in religious activities
correlated with academic performance and the decision-making process in college (Walker &
Dixon, 2002; Cuyjet, 2006). Most of these faith and spiritual beliefs were established prior to
the student’s arrival to college, and thus contribute to the attributes that students possess when
entering higher education institutions.
In addition to familial and peer support, Black males’ at Predominantly White Institutions
(PWI) embrace their spirituality as a factor of their success (Herndon, 2003). Herndon affirmed
that Black males in college receive academic, emotional, social, and financial support. However,
given the role of spirituality and religion in the Black community, many African American males
value spiritual and religious support as an instrumental factor impacting their success. In
examining the role of spirituality in the persistence of Black male college students, Herndon’s
(2003) study thirteen males from a Mid-Atlantic PWI garnered rich data through semi-structured
interviews. These students explained how spirituality affects their ability to stay in school,
stating that using prayer and worship as a means of coping, relieving stress, and facing racism
was a contributing factor to their success. Based on Herndon’s (2003) findings it can be
concluded that Black males who receive spiritual guidance and familial support, are more likely
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to experience greater success in college. He suggested that Black males find ways to leverage
relationships to their advantage, including their relationships with a higher power that may
indeed strengthen self-efficacy (Herndon, 2003).
Pre-College Planning
Planning for college and postsecondary activities as early as the eighth grade
increases the prospects for completing college (Swail et al., 2003). As a matter of fact,
parental expectations were the strongest predictor of predisposition to college among White
eighth graders who attended low-income, high-minority schools, but the same did not hold
true for others (Hamrick & Stage 2004). However, family influence with African American
students tend to be extremely important in the college planning process (Herndon, 2014).
High school teachers may also play a role as they may enhance or diminish a student’s
aspirations to attend college. Some teachers believe that a particular group of students are
limited in what and how much they can learn, and therefore, teachers tend to lower their
performance expectations of these students (U.S. Department of Education, 2004). Kunjufu
(1995) noted that Black boys effectively stop caring about school around the end of elementary
school. He contended that teachers halt their efforts to nurture and promote achievement among
Black males as early as fourth grade, thus inciting apathy and disengagement among those
students. Kunjufu visited several K-12 classrooms and noticed that White teachers taught in
ways that failed to stimulate enthusiasm for learning among Black boys, curricula at most
schools were non-Africentric and disproportionately focused on memorization instead of
problem solving, and few classrooms were led by Black male teachers. During an eight-year
period, he saw no male teachers in any of the classrooms he assessed, instead the males were
usually found in roles of janitors, physical education teachers, or administrators (Harper &
Davis, 2012).
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According to Pascarella & Terenzini (2005), well prepared, highly motivated students
tend to do well in college and persist to graduation. Who students are, what they do prior to
starting their postsecondary education, and where and how they attend college can all make a
difference in their chances for obtaining a baccalaureate degree or another postsecondary
credential (Kuh et al., 2006). In 2004 and 2005, the High School Survey of Student
Engagement (HSSSE) was conducted on 170,000 students in grades 9 through 12 in 167 high
schools across 28 states. HSSSE was designed to assess the attitudes, perceptions, and
behaviors of high school students and explore the kinds of activities that will help them develop
the habits and skills needed for success in college and beyond (Kuh et al., 2006). The results of
the survey examined whether students were ready to attend college. The educational plans for
students showed variations based on gender, race, and instruction. Some of the results were that
women (87%) were more likely than men (80%) to aspire to college; students whose fathers
had completed college were three times as likely as their classmates to indicate that achieving a
college degree was also their educational goal; and males made up two-thirds of the students
who said they do not feel supported and respected by their teachers ((McCarthy & Kuh, 2006).
Additional data revealed that African American and American Indian students generally studied
less, were less likely to be enrolled in college-prep or honors courses, and participated less in
extracurricular activities than their white and Asian classmates. Those students in advanced
level high and college preparatory courses spend more time studying than other students, while
others are not as academically prepared. The study clearly demonstrated the importance of
college readiness.
The findings in this study revealed areas that need immediate attention in order to
improve high school student performance and better prepare students for college and the
workplace (McCarthy & Kuh, 2006). Males are already considered an at-risk population and
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therefore, it is important to help ensure that males are prepared for the rigors of a college
education.
Quality of K-12 Education
According to Strong American Schools (2008), many African American students who
graduate from high school do not pursue college. For the ones who enroll in college, many tend
to be ill prepared and in need of remedial coursework. Remediation is an issue in the African
American community and far too many students enroll in college without the academic
foundation needed to be successful in college. Nationally, 63% of students in two-year colleges
and 40% of those in four-year institutions take some remedial education; approximately half of
the first-year students at community colleges and a quarter of first year students at four-year
colleges do not persist to their second year (Venezi et al., 2005). Research has shown that
students who enroll in remedial coursework are less likely to graduate from college (Strong
American Schools, 2008). Therefore, it is important that all aspects of preparedness be
assessed, starting with the quality of the K-12 schools, while ensuring that resources needed for
the enhancement of educational opportunities are made available to better prepare African
American students for entry into postsecondary institutions.
The quality of the academic experience and strength and intensity of the high school
curriculum affect almost every dimension of success in postsecondary education (Kuh et al.,
2006). Based on Kuh’s study, the quality of high school preparation is not synchronized with
the interest of students who plan to attend college. High school academic rigor must be
assessed and aligned with the skills needed to succeed in college. According to McGee (2013),
access to advanced placement, honors curriculum and rigorous coursework in high school,
particularly in mathematics and science, is essential in preparing students for higher education.
Students who take college level courses or have access to college level work are more likely to
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pursue and succeed in college (McGee, 2013). Many students of color are not enrolled in
college preparatory courses, and are frequently encouraged to take a vocational track in high
school or directed to lower level courses that do not prepare them for college (Moore et al.,
2010). The expectations of both the students and teachers must be altered earlier in the
student’s educational path in order to adequately prepare them for the opportunities of a higher
education.
Systemic Racism
Racial discrimination is a risk factor in African American adolescents, and has a lasting
effect on all aspects of their lives (Sellers, et al., 2006). The denial of racism ignores the
continual reality of racial hostility and discrimination faced by many African American males
in society (Prager, 2011). The large gap between Black males and others exists long before
these students start school and continue throughout their lifespan. In many areas, Black
Americans are segregated in minority communities where children are likely to attend school
with other children of color. The resources and the quality of education available in those
communities significantly impact the preparation of African American students for most
educational endeavors. Therefore, the development of a high-quality, seamless education from
early childhood to secondary education is a necessity (Prager, 2011).
Researchers have established that infrequent or minor occurrences of racial
discrimination may result in lower academic motivation and achievement (Chavous et al.,
2008). Statistics reveal that approximately 60% of Black students expect to experience some
form of racism on campus (Strayhorn, 2011). However, literature more explicitly delineates
that African American males are at greater risk than African American females for
experiencing racial discrimination (Chavous et al., 2008). Studies have also reported that racial
discrimination is a major cause for the high attrition rate of Black students matriculating at
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predominately White colleges and universities (Stovall, 2005). In order to counteract the
impact of racism, institutions and individuals must examine their role in perpetuating racism
whether inadvertently or advertently. Strategies, policies, training and practices of zero
tolerance must be adopted to change racist thinking. Racism is a learned behavior that must be
unlearned to help ensure a nonracist educational environment and future exists for all students.
The views and perspectives of African American males in society affect their place and
feeling of belonging in society and in higher education. Ways in which Black and Latino male
teens, especially those who reside in America’s largest cities, are persistently portrayed in
media and elsewhere negatively affect society’s expectations of them and, at times, their
expectations of themselves (Harper, 2014). Visions of them in urban high schools are almost
entirely negative. Black males are viewed as the perpetrators of school violence and are
situated at the lowest statistical metric of educational excellence. Regardless of the fact that
teachers have unproven, unchallenged, and incorrect thoughts and beliefs about Black male
students, these thoughts tend to be harmful and detrimental. Viewing these young men through
deficit-colored lens perpetuates a dismal, biased narrative about their social and educational
outlook (Harper, 2014).
The metaphors created of Black men in society often confine them to settings molded
by drugs, crime, athletics, and academic failure (Harper & Davis, 2012). While some of these
issues are measurable and researchers have written about them, in concert, they convey a
message in both society and the academy that Black males “don’t care about education”
(Harper & Davis, 2012). In their study, Harper and Davis used the Oppositional Culture
Theory (Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Ogbu, 1978). The theory proposed that social structural
conditions shape opportunities and impact students’ motivation to attend school. African
American students connect success in school to adapting their behaviors to the accepted norm
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within the white culture. Therefore, the opposition of African Americans to assimilate into
White culture is a significant part of the educational experience of African American youth
(Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Ogbu, 1978). Although contemporary scholars have found
supporting data on negative outcomes for students impacted by deficit thinking, Harper and
Davis found different outcomes. In spite of the negative perceptions that hover over Black
students, this study showed that Black students often care about school even when negative
perceptions exist (Harper & Davis, 2012).
The Civil Right Data Collection (CRDC) on African-American students, particularly
males, revealed that Black males are far more likely to be suspended or expelled from school
than their peers. Black students make up 18% of the students in the CRDC sample, but 35% of
the students suspended once, and 39% of the students expelled (U.S. Department of
Education, 2012). Empowering Black male students with the resources to be successful,
accepting them in the same manner that other students are accepted and invested into, may
transform their place in society and higher education. According to Brooms (2014),
“education has proven to be a great elevator for Blacks; in fact, education has a transformative
power that liberates us from our former selves and allows us to create ourselves anew” (p.
207).
Racial Identity and Self-Efficacy
Another critical aspect of inputs are the attributes Black males themselves bring to a
college or university campus. Everyone brings something with them to college, and often it is
inclusive of a variety of elements. One element that Black males bring is their racial identity
and individual views regarding their competence in achieving goals. Racial identity theory is
another lens that has been examined for African American student success. Racial identity is
how one conceptualizes and identifies with members of their racial group. This identity
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development begins at a young age and continues through their formative years. Racial identity
theory emerged over 25 years ago, with one of the most influential models, Nigrescence Theory
developed by Cross (1971). The Nigrescence Theory focused on the process of becoming
black, and considered the pivotal Black racial identity model. In 1991, Cross re-visited the
theory, condensed and revised the initial theory. Cross indicated that racial identity
development involves going through stages simultaneously, beginning with less awareness
about their Black identity then progressing to internalized positive thoughts, not only about
themselves as a Black person, but about other racial groups as well.
Racial identity is the different attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors an individual hold about
African American culture and heritage. Some Black racial identity theories have focused on
cognitive, emotional, and behavioral processes associated with being Black in society (Cross,
1991, 1995; Vandiver, Fhagen-Smith, Cokley, Cross, & Worrell, 2001). According to these
various theories, Black racial identity explains the processes by which Blacks develop a
healthy sense of themselves. There are numerous sectors and multiple factors that influence
black identity development including family income, traditions, church, and parental
socialization. Bakari (1997) stated that a positive racial identity helps create a positive attitude
and confidence in one’s ability, therefore, a positive racial identity is critical for the academic
success and personal development of African American students.
Based on Tatum’s (1997, 2004, 2017) research, integrating an individual’s past,
present, and future into a cohesive, unified sense of self is complex and this process begins in
adolescence and continues for a lifetime. The concept of identity is shaped by history, family
dynamics, individual characteristics, social norms and political environments. Therefore, racial
identify is multidimensional. To this end, identity development in youth of color is imperative
for one to feel secure in their own sense of self and racial identity. Tatum (2017) revisited race
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and identity, and fast forward by 20 years, she still suggested that while the population is much
more diverse now than when she began her work on identity, some things especially in these
perilous times when the nation appears to be divided, that identity is still relevant. Tatum
reiterated that one reason students from similar racial backgrounds may gather together, is that
being able to connect with peers who have similar experiences serves as a way of affirming
one’s identity.
The manner in which males view themselves, their capacity, and ability to be
successful reinforces self-efficacy. Bandura (1997) defines self-efficacy as an individual’s
beliefs in their ability to produce a desired result. It is the individual’s personal judgment of
how they can executive the necessary action required to address potential situations. Selfefficacy, the construct in Bandura’s (1986) social cognitive theory, stated that individuals are
agents proactively engaged in their own development and can make things happen by their
actions. In other words, individuals possess self-beliefs that enable them to exercise a measure
of control over their thoughts, feelings, and actions, ultimately impacting their overall behavior
(Bandura, 1986). In this Social Cognitive Theory, individuals learn from one another through
observation, imitation and modeling (Bandura, 1986). Self-efficacy is a connection between
possessing knowledge and skills and engaging in behaviors that support the accomplishment of
goals. In other words, building a student’s self confidence in their own abilities. Students who
perceive themselves as self-efficacious accept more challenges, exert more effort, and focus
more on achieving their established goals. Bandura explained how self-efficacy can be
influenced and developed, and how it positively effects all facets of human experience. He also
posited that self-efficacy is not a trait that some have and others don’t, instead anyone has the
ability to exercise and strengthen their self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997).
Bandura's (1997) argued the role of self-efficacy beliefs in human functioning is
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that "people's level of motivation, affective states, and actions are based more on what
they believe than on what is objectively true" (p. 2). Therefore, how people behave can
be better predicted by the beliefs they embrace about their capabilities instead of by what
they are truly capable of accomplishing. Bandura suggested that people guide their lives
by their beliefs of personal efficacy. An individual’s belief in their efficacy influences
the courses of actions people choose to pursue, how much effort they put forth in those
given endeavors their resilience and thought patters. In general, the degree to which
someone believes in their own self-efficacy influences their overall functioning (Bandura,
1997).
Wood et al. (2015) studied the effect that math and English self-efficacy had on the
academic integration of first year Black males in two year colleges. The participants entered
college directly following high school, and therefore, were first year college students. The
study was guided by Bean and Eaton’s (2011) Psychological Model of College Student
Retention. The model emphasized that a psychological process that occurs prior to college and
is adapted through a student’s enrollment in college, has an influence on both the social and
academic integration. This phenomenon was explored in this study, as the researchers
measured academic integration. The results indicated that math self-efficacy was significantly
predictive of academic integration measures that included the following: student’s speaking
with faculty regarding academic matters, meeting with academic advisors to discuss academic
plans, and using the internet to access the school library for coursework.
Strayhorn (2015) conducted a mixed methods study that examined factors that influence
Black males’ preparation for college and subsequent success in STEM programs. Strayhorn
utilized both quantitative and qualitative methods to garner a better understanding of the survey
results and to validate the findings. The study included 140 Black male undergraduate students
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who were enrolled at large public Historically Black Colleges and University’s and
Predominately White Institutions. In this sample, 61% of the participants were first generation
students, and one-third were associated with STEM related majors. Data was collected through
a survey created by Strayhorn, the Student Success Questionnaire. There were an additional 38
participants who were engaged in one-on-one interviews which were used to explore the
experiences of Black males in college or in STEM related majors. The results of the study
indicated that Black males had higher levels of self-efficacy. However, it was noted that nonSTEM Black male majors reported higher levels of self-efficacy than Black males in STEM
majors (Strayhorn, 2015).
College Environment
Environment refers to the student's actual experiences during the educational program.
Astin (1991) suggested that environment entails anything that happens with students during
their program that might have an impact on their college experience, and development,
resulting in an impact on outcomes measured. Students who find something or someone
worthwhile to connect with in the postsecondary environment are more likely to engage in
educationally purposeful activities during college, persist, and achieve their educational
objectives (Kuh et al., 2007).
When students belong to an affinity group, develop a meaningful relationship with one
or more faculty or staff members, or take responsibility for activities that require daily
decisions and tasks, they become invested in the activity and more committed to the college
and their studies. Institutions that focus on student success and create a student-centered
culture are better positioned to help their students attain their educational objectives. Among
the institutional conditions linked to persistence are supportive peers, faculty and staff
members who set high expectations for student performance, and academic programs and
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experiences that actively engage students and foster academic and social integration. Some of
these programs and experiences include first-year seminars, effective academic advising, peer
mentoring, advising and counseling, summer bridge programs, living-learning communities,
and undergraduate research programs (Kuh et al., 2007).
While higher education has been characterized as one of the greatest hopes for
intellectual and civic progress in this country, it has not been seen as the solution for all (Boyer,
1997). Swail (2003) suggested the following principles can be used by institutions of higher
education to design student success interventions:
•

Rely on proven research,

•

Institutionalize activities, services or programs,

•

Involve a variety of groups or stakeholders on campus,

•

Be sensitive to change issue and retrain staff,

•

Focus on students,

•

Plan for sustainability in funding,

•

Conduct assessment and institutional research,

•

Target the student populations with the most needs.

Swail also suggested that while institutions have a responsibility to help ensure student success,
other factors play a role in the persistence and retention of students. These factors are relatively
similar for both White and Black students and include academic preparedness, campus climate,
students’ commitment to their education, social and academic integration and financial aid
(Swail, 2003).
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Several qualitative studies examined Black males who persist and achieve within a
variety of educational structures, including high schools, two-year colleges, and historically
Black and predominately White four-year colleges and universities (Hrabowski, Maton, & Greif,
1998). These studies offered a more in-depth understanding of how students experience varying
academic environments. Harper (2012) discussed that 67.6% of Black male first year students
do not persist to degree completion, and he suggested several reasons for the lack of persistence
such as academic unpreparedness, fit, and lack of appropriate support services. While the Black
college student enrollment rate in the United States has grown to be in alignment with the share
of the Black population, the completion rates are less equal with Blacks making up
approximately 10% of all degree obtainers nationwide in 2012 (Harper, 2012).
Approximately half of all college students who enter a four-year postsecondary
institution will fail to complete a bachelor’s degree within 6 years of entering higher education
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2012). In addition, students of color face substantial
racial and ethnic disparities in college persistence and degree attainment (Museus, 2014). While
62% of White students who begin college at a four-year institution complete a bachelor’s degree
within 6 years of matriculation, that figure is only 39, 40, and 50 % for American Indian and
Alaskan Native, Black, and Latino students, respectively (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2012). Several higher education researchers have requested multiple theoretical
frameworks and assessment tools that may better reflect the experiences of racially diverse
student populations. Museus’ (2014) Culturally Engaging Campus Environments (CECE)
Survey featured nine indicators of campus environments that promote success among racially
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diverse populations. The model posited that undergraduates who encounter more culturally
engaging campus environments are more likely to exhibit a greater sense of belonging and are
more likely to persist to graduation.
According to the American Council on Education (2012), diversity in student bodies and
among faculty and staff is important in order for institutions to fulfill their primary mission,
provide a high quality of education and make contributions to the local, national and global
economies. An aspect of the campus climate involves the assurance that diversity in the broadest
sense is a part of the fabric of the institution. While higher education institutions have diversity
offices, programs and initiatives, and often list diversity in their values statements, diversity from
a broad and inclusive perspective as an actualized value could very well be challenged (Hyman
and Jacobs, 2009). Diversity, inclusive of race, ethnicity, gender, age, religion, sexual
orientation and socioeconomic status, should be both valued and a priority in higher education.
Diversity is not accomplished through admissions or institutional quotas, missions or mandates,
but it is achieved through intentional and conscious decision making through the creation of
broad-based inclusive learning environments (Hyman and Jacobs, 2009).
Diversity accomplishes the following: enriches the educational experience, promotes
personal growth and a healthy society, strengthens communities and the workplace, enhances
America's economic competitiveness, expands worldliness, enhances social development,
prepares students for future career success, prepares students for work in a global society,
promotes creative thinking, and enriches the multiple perspectives (Hyman & Jacobs, 2009).
Diversity can impact college environments by institutions offering curricular and co-curricular
opportunities to students on topics related to differences of ethnicities, races, ages, abilities,
sexual identities, religions and classes. According to Clark (2016), diversity in college also
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means that there are opportunities to learn about the intersection of all these different identities.
EVERFI (2019) reiterated the importance of diversity in college. According to the Center for
American Progress, “More than half of all U.S. babies today are people of color, and by 2050 our
nation will have no clear racial or ethnic majority. Our nation is changing, and our higher
education institutions need to reflect this diversity.” Research has shown that increased racial
diversity enhanced the academic and social development of students, which resulted in higher
level of academic achievement and increased intergroup relations (Kirby, 2012). All of these
attributes have a positive impact on students as they are able to see themselves as leaders and
acquire the skills and development necessary to enter the workforce.
In order to enhance knowledge, learn about the differences that exist in the world, and be
prepared to work in a diverse workforce, colleges and universities must offer resources where
students from diverse backgrounds can learn and grow.
Supporting Black Males on Campus
In order to improve the enrollment rates of African American males in higher education,
support has to be provided to help ensure successful outcomes are achieved. There are multiple
forms of support provided to Black males from institutions of higher education (Allen, 1992;
Carroll, 1998). One form of this support is academic. Academic support may be manifested in
tutoring services, faculty contact and peer mentoring programs. Academic support is also
provided through campus facilities such as libraries and computer centers that support student
learning (Allen, 1987; Tinto, 1993; Herndon, 2014). Another form of support a student might
need in college is emotional. Emotional support might include strategies with stress and time
management. Some students may receive this kind of support formally from services provided
by campus like counseling centers, and others may seek emotional support informally from
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faculty, staff, or peers in the campus community. A third form of support is social. Social
support is discussed in terms of friendships, social networks formed by students, student
organizations, and participation in collegiate athletics or intramural sports. A fourth area of
support is financial assistance. Students may receive financial support from multiple sources.
Financial support is presented through federal and state need-based programs, like Pell grants or
student loans, or through institutional resources like scholarships (Herndon, 2014). These
various kinds and levels of support may have a direct impact on Black males being on college
campuses.
In concert with the Anti-deficit Achievement Framework, Brooms (2017) discussed
being black and being male on campus. In this work, Brooms marked a radical shift away from
the pervasive focus on the challenges that Black male students face and the deficit rhetoric that
often limits perspectives about them. Instead, Brooms offered reflective counter-narratives of
success. Being Black, Being Male on Campus used in-depth interviews to investigate the
collegiate experiences of Black male students at historically White institutions. Framed through
Critical Race Theory and Blackmaleness, the study provided a new analysis on the utility and
importance of Black Male Initiatives (BMIs). Through the voices of 40 Black male students,
perceptions, identity constructions, and ambitions were explored while addressing how race and
gender intersect influencing the experiences of students. The study took place at two
universities, a predominantly white institution in the rural Midwest where black students made
up about 15% of the 10,000-student population. The other was a large metropolitan research
university in the South where Black students made up approximately 11% of the student body.
The study revealed how Black males made meaning of their experiences was situated within
their own needs, goals and desires, and that there is a need for support from multifaceted and
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multidimensional efforts to enhance their collegiate experiences (Brooms, 2017).
Cultural Capital
Ladson-Billings and Tate (1995) led Critical Race Theory (CRT) into education by
challenging the racial inequalities in schools. This was one of the strongest critiques of
education noting that educational inequality must be acknowledged by the role racism and White
supremacy plays in education. Much of Ladson-Billings and Tate work emphasized CRT
through K-12 schooling. Over the last 20 years, researchers have used CRT to examine
educational research and outcomes, and how these outcomes impact students of color. To this
end, Patton (2016), extended the work of Ladson-Billings and Tate towards a CRT of higher
education. Patton claimed that scholars within the field of higher education have incorporated
CRT to expose hidden and blatant inequities. Patton, Harper, and Harris (2015) used CRT to
examine student engagement and college access. Harper, Patton, and Wooden (2009) used CRT
to discuss reform efforts that were needed to advance African American education. Patton,
McEwen, Rendón, and Howard-Hamilton (2007) used CRT to challenge the racelessness of
student development theory, a prominent area within the student affairs field. To further disrupt
academic prose in higher education, Patton offered three propositions to inform educational
inequality in postsecondary. Overall, this work focused on disrupting racelessness in education,
but focused primarily on postsecondary contexts related to history, access, curriculum, policy,
and research (Patton, 2016).
Critical Race Theory (CRT) shifts the research lens away from a deficit view of
Communities of Color and instead focuses on the array of cultural knowledge, skills, abilities
and contacts (Yosso, 2005). According to Yosso (2005), there are numerous forms of capital
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nurtured through cultural wealth to include aspirational, navigational, social, linguistic, familial
and resistant capital. These forms of capital draw on the knowledge that students of color bring
with them from their homes and communities as they enter college. This CRT approach to
education involves a commitment to develop schools that acknowledge the multiple strengths of
Communities of Color in order to serve a larger purpose toward social and racial justice. This
approach, community cultural wealth, may be used by educational leaders to frame their
interactions with students and to empower individuals to understand how students of color access
and experience college from a strengths-based viewpoint (Yosso, 2005).
Jayakumar, Vue, and Allen (2013) presented their study of a community initiative college
preparatory program in Los Angeles, California, named Young Black Scholars (YBS). YBS, a
comprehensive college preparatory program for African American and other minority high
school students that has supported more than 21,000 students since inception. YBS began as a
solution to the 1983 California Post-Secondary Education Commission study which indicated an
alarming number of African American students who did not meet the University of California
school system entrance requirements upon high school graduation. Jayakumar, Vue, and Allen’s
qualitative study was conducted with 25 middle- and high-income Black college students. The
participants documented the role community played in facilitating college access. The study
revealed that students’ perceptions of support of their college aspirations from the YBS program
were significantly different from the perceptions of the support they received from their schools.
The researchers posited that YBS participants embrace going to college as an act of resistance to
deficit-based narratives regarding the racial achievement gap and social reproduction. The
researchers described the students’ experiences through a new model of a liberatory collegegoing process or culture for students of color. Meaning, there are a set expectations and norms
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that socialize students to view themselves as college-bound by illustrating how racial and
cultural community and school environments influence community cultural wealth and promotes
transformative resistance (Jayakumar, Vue, & Allen, 2013).
Brooms (2018), conducted a multisite study exploring the role of a Black Male Initiative
(BMI) program on Black male students’ college experiences across three separate campuses.
Strayhorn’s sense of belonging and Yosso’s community cultural wealth models were employed
as theoretical frameworks to examine how the participants made meaning from their
engagement. Strayhorn (2018) explained how a sense of belonging is critical to the success of
all students, specifically Black students in an environment that deviates from their normal life.
Strayhorn suggested that a sense of belonging is critical as it has an affect that could determine a
student’s success or departure in college. The study conducted by Brooms (2018), focused on
how students make meaning though their active involvement in the BMI, and how those
experiences support and enhance Black male student integration, academic performance, sense
of self, persistence, and overall success in college. Through narrative inquiry, it was revealed
that the BMI program enhanced the students’ sense of mattering and belonging on campus,
helped them access sociocultural capital, provided holistic support, focused on Black male
identities, and engendered students’ persistence (Brooms, 2018). Brooms argued that the
students’ narratives highlighted the potential and possibilities for supporting Black male success
through Black Male Initiative type programs in higher education.
Student Involvement in Learning
It is important that researchers and institutions assess not only whether students are
involved in college, but how they are involved in college. According to Astin (1984), the more
students were involved in their academic endeavors in college life, the more likely they were to
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be retained. Astin (1984) suggested that the amount of physical and psychological energy a
student invests in the collegiate experience directly influenced departure decisions. Therefore,
his study on student involvement provided a direct correlation to student persistence. The study
explained how desirable outcomes are viewed in relation to how students change and develop as
a result of being involved in co-curricular activities while enrolled in college (Astin, 1984). The
theory detailed five basic assumptions about involvement. These assumptions are:
1. Involvement refers to the investment of psychosocial and physical energy.
2. Involvement is continuous, and amount of energy invested varies from student to
student.
3. Involvement has both quantitative and qualitative features.
4. The amount of student learning and personal development associated with any
educational program is directly proportional to the quality and quantity of student
involvement in that program.
5. What students’ gain from being involved is directly proportional to the extent in which he
or she were involved.
The Student Involvement Theory implied a relationship between the investment students make
(effort), the results they achieve (outcomes), and the quality of involvement, are all interrelated
and critical factors to student success.
Kuh’s et al. (2006) review of literature suggested students who come from low income
backgrounds are typically more likely to have a lower quality of education prior to entering a
higher education institution. While these students might enter college, the lack of academic
preparedness and finances will have a great impact on their persistence, and could negatively
impact their degree completion, if they are able to remain in college. Kuh suggested that based
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on decades of studies, student engagement is an effective educational practice and seems to
benefit students from various backgrounds and populations. Therefore, Kuh et al. (2006) posited
that student engagement is related to positive educational outcomes; student-faculty interactions
are critical to learning; and for students who are at-risk, engagement may have some type of
compensatory relation for low income and first-generation students of color that are attending
Predominantly White Institutions.
High impact practices (HIPs) have been studied, researched and proven beneficial to
college students from various backgrounds (AAC&U, 2013). HIPs are intended to help diverse
students in higher education benefit from all aspects of their studies in college. Numerous
undergraduate opportunities are considered high impact practices that facilitate life changing
learning outside of the classroom (Kuh, 2008). High impact practices include: First-year
seminars and experiences; common intellectual experiences; learning communities; writingintensive courses; collaborative assignments and projects; undergraduate research;
diversity/global learning; service learning, community-based learning; and internships, capstone
courses and projects. Some of the core elements of these high impact practices involve
economic, civic and personal development (Kuh, 2008). Kuh recommended that institutions
should strive to have all students participate in at least two HIPs over the course of their
undergraduate experience, one during the first year and one in the context of their major (NSSE,
2007). Research suggested that high-impact practices increase rates of student retention and
student engagement, and therefore, institutions must be intentional in what they provide and how
assessable these practices are for each student.
A study conducted by Flowers (2004) grounded in Astin’s Student Involvement Theory,
examined the effects of student involvement on African American students. This study explored
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the extent to which student involvement impacted the educational outcomes of African American
students. Flowers used a sample from the College Student Experience Questionnaire (CSEQ)
data that consisted of approximately 8,000 male and female African American students. The
areas that had the greatest influence on African American student involvement in college
included library services and experiences, interactions with faculty, course learning, experiences
with art, music and theater, and participation in clubs and organizations (Flowers, 2004). This
study revealed that particular kinds of involvement is a contributing factor to the success of
African American students in college.
Strayhorn (2010) reviewed summer bridge programs which are largely populated with
students of color, have gradually become more prevalent in higher education as a strategy used
for college preparation. While these summer bridge programs have shown success rates, the
empirical studies in this area have remained largely descriptive and in short supply. The study
was used to assess and measure the effect of summer bridge program participation on preparation
for college in four areas: academic self-efficacy, sense of belonging, and academic and social
skills. The study was based on a cohort model, and data suggested that summer bridge programs
had positive impacts on a student’s academic skills. The results also indicated that student’s
belief about their academic skills and their precollege aptitude had a positive impact on their
first-semester grades in college, explaining approximately 30% of the variance in first-semester
GPA. Strayhorn (2010) suggested that with the appropriate resources, support, and anti-deficit
approach, that students can be admitted into higher education institutions at a higher rate, and
with a higher propensity and ability to be successful.
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Stakeholder’s Role
A broader group of stakeholders including lawmakers and policymakers have a
responsibility in Black male student success (Harper & Harris, 2012). Harper (2012) conducted
a study, “National Black Male College Achievement Study” on the effects of active engagement
on college campuses. Harper established characteristics (grade point average, involvement in
leadership activities, relationship with faculty or administrators and participation in either a
student abroad program or internship) to determine student participants. There were 219 Black
men students at forty-two colleges and universities, six different institution types in twenty states
across the country that participated in the study. The males cited that as a result of participating
in college, they learned how to work with people from different backgrounds, they started to
manage their time more effectively, they become more comfortable communicating with others,
and working in small and large groups became easier. The findings of this study also revealed
that parents tended to be most influential in their college search and selection process (Harper,
2012). Several males believed their success can be attributed to their successful start. Some of
the participants started college through summer bridge programs, others were involved in peer
mentoring groups. All of the participants indicated that involvement on campus in some facet
was a key factor to their persistence and continued success in higher education.
Higher education contributes to the growing economy and strengthens innovation,
leading to a more lucrative job market and greater professional opportunities. In a new report by
Harper & Simmons (2019), Is Your State Serving Black Students?, shows how every public
university in the country is serving black students based on specified metrics. There are over
900,000 Black undergraduate students enrolled at public colleges and universities in the United
States, and this report reveals the status of these Black students (Harper & Simmons, 2019). The
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researchers combined data from the U.S. Census population statistics, in addition to quantitative
data from the U.S. Department of Education, Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System
(IPEDS) to measure postsecondary access and success of Black undergraduate students. These
measures are based on four access and equity indicators to include: Representation Equity,
Gender Equity, Completion Equity, and Black Students-to-Black Faculty Ratio. Representation
Equity is assessed based on whether an institution’s percentage of black undergraduates ages 1824 matched the overall black population of that university’s home state. Gender Equity focused
on the enrollment gap between Black undergraduate men and Black undergraduate women
relative to the overall percentage of men and women across all racial and ethnic groups
nationwide. Completion Equity is the difference between the average six-year graduation rates
for four cohorts of Black undergraduate students in comparison to four cohorts of undergraduate
students overall. Black Students-to-Black Faculty Ratio examines the ratio of Black students to
Black full-time professors. Based on these metrics, the researchers designated an actual letter
grade, A – F, including Incompletes to all colleges or universities. They then used the letter
grades to calculate an “equity index score” for each university. An overall score was given to the
state based on the respective scores from each of the colleges or universities in the state (Harper
& Simmons, 2019). The most significant limitation to this research is that IPEDS is unable to
account for transfers and drop outs, newly accredited institutions, and campus climate.
Therefore, the data could be skewed, with the study being able to provide only a depiction of the
needs of the Black students in any particular school and state.
Overall, the report revealed that traditional aged Black students are under enrolled in
higher education impacting opportunities, equity in education and attainment rates (Harper &
Simmons, 2019). As evidenced in Figure 2.2, the State of Florida received a failing grade of
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1.89. While the University of South Florida Tampa received passing grades of B in Gender
Equity, an A in Completion Equity and a B in Black Student-to-Black Faculty Ratio.
Unfortunately, USF did not receive a passing grade in Representation Equity. The percentage of
Black students at USF does not represent the population in the State of Florida, showing an 11.5% difference. This report reiterates the need for continued work on Black male student
representation and success initiatives at the University of South Florida. This snapshot provides
a review of the work that has been done, and the work that is yet to come.

Figure 2.2. Florida Statewide Equity Index Score
Source: University of Southern California, Race and Equity Center. Reprinted with permission.
Several recommendations were made as a result of this report. The researchers advised
state systems of higher education to gather and share what is being achieved at individual
institutions that are doing well in more than one area of postsecondary access and success of
Black undergraduate students. It was suggested that prep programs for low-income, first
generation, and underrepresented students should be more specific ensuring that more Black
students benefit directly from these programs. State legislators and other stakeholders who
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desire to align Black student enrollments with the state’s population of Blacks, should ensure the
necessary funding to create college access programs specifically for Black students. Another
recommendation is the need for greater diversity in admissions directors. Since the majority of
admissions directors are White, the researchers suggested expanding the racial and ethnic
positioning of admissions directors as a strategy to yield more Black students. Gender equity
must go beyond closing the gender gap. In order to ensure a comprehensive review of Black
students’ experiences, a qualitative study on Black female students’ experiences, analyzing their
educational outcomes in comparison to other racial/ethnic groups was also recommended
(Harper & Simmons, 2019).
Institutional Relationships
In order for students to feel satisfied with college and perform well academically, they
need to adjust well personally and socially while maintaining their motivation for their academic
studies (Astin, 1993). For decades Astin studied the effects of college on freshmen and followed
up in writing that provided 192 measures of the college environment comprised of institutional
characteristics, curricular characteristics, faculty environment, student environment and
individual involvement. The results of the study yielded the following regarding the effects of
college: 1) What really matters is the educational environment created by faculty; 2) Faculty that
have a strong orientation towards students have a strong impact on students; 3) Students on
campus where faculty are intricately involved are more satisfied with the curriculum, institution,
and educational experience; 4) Being a particular type of institution does not limit the
effectiveness of undergraduate education; and 5) The single most important environmental factor
on student development is the peer group (Astin, 1993).
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Cuyjet (2006) discussed several factors as contributors to Black male student success.
Some of these factors included peer group influence; family influence and support; faculty
relationships; identity development and self-esteem, and institutional environment. Cuyjet
suggested these are the most salient factors contributing to Black male student success and
institutions must pay particular attention to these factors and collaborate with academic and
student affairs practitioners in order to enhance Black male student success. If institutions are
going to focus on efforts that increase student success, then they must encourage both student-tostudent interactions and student-to-faculty interactions (Cuyjet, 2006).
As various scholars have discovered, the interactions students have with faculty play a
major role in his or her retention and success. However, a lack of Black faculty support and a
lack of support for Black culture can pose a barrier to African American male student success
(Palmer et al., 2010). Palmer found that support in the form of Black professors and Black
mentors were instrumental to academic success. Black professors identified with the Black male
participants, pushing and propelling them into their potential. As research has shown, faculty
relationships are a significant factor to male student success, and as Palmer et al. (2010)
suggested, interactions between Black faculty and Black males increases the likelihood of
success for Black males in college. In addition, another study showed a correlation between
faculty and student persistence, retention and achievement, particularly in the STEM field, when
faculty create positive and meaningful experiences, while engaging with their students (Palmer,
Maramba, & Dancy, 2011).
Strayhorn (2008) conducted a study using data drawn from the College Student
Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ), to determine the correlation between supportive
relationships and satisfaction with college for African American men. A national sample of
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8,000 undergraduate students from all racial and ethnic backgrounds was used from the
participants of the CSEQ. For this particular study, Strayhorn restricted the sample to include
only African American males, which yielded 231 students. In the sample, approximately 52% of
the participants were 19 years or younger; with a large number of first-year students
approximately 51%. The results suggested that supportive relationships are associated with
higher levels of satisfaction, but not academic achievement as measured by self-reported grades.
In addition, the study provided substantial support for scholars to understand the importance of
establishing meaningful relationships with Black males. According to Strayhorn (2008), these
relationships are critical in shaping the direction of developmental outcomes. Educators have the
ability to create environments, climates and atmospheres that inspire African American males to
learn, persist, and grow. It is through these various facets that educational environments set the
tone for African American male student success.
According to National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) data, 79% of faculty
members are White (Patton, 2016). They comprise the majority of full professors, endowed
chairs, college and university presidents, and trustees. White men are the primary beneficiaries
of leadership positions, with the exception of historically Black and some minority serving
institutions. The lack of racial diversity among higher education faculty and leaders is an
unsurprising, longstanding trend that is commonplace in the academy (Patton, 2016).
The National Center for Education Statistics (2019) reported that out of 1.5 million
faculty in degree-granting postsecondary institutions, the range of full-time and part-time varied
at 53% and 47% respectively. For further clarification, faculty include professors, associate
professors, assistant professors, instructors, lecturers, assisting professors, adjunct professors,
and interim professors. Delving further into the data, it was revealed that 41 percent were White
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males; 35 percent were White females; 6 percent were Asian/Pacific Islander males; 5 percent
were Asian/Pacific Islander females; and 3 percent each were Black males, Black females,
Hispanic males, and Hispanic females, see Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Percentage distribution of full-time faculty in degree-granting postsecondary
institutions, by race/ethnicity and sex: Fall 2017.
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), IPEDS Spring 2018, Human Resources
component. See Digest of Education Statistics 2018, table 315.20. Public domain.

Taking this into consideration, it was necessary to understand the presence of Black
faculty at the University of South Florida. While the ethnic and gender diversity of faculty is
above the national average, see Figure 2.4 below, the proportion of Black faculty 11.3%, n=81
(Annual Equity Report, 2017), in relation to the proportion of Black males 36.3% (n=1,546) is
disproportionate, which based on research, could directly impact the success of Black males.
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Figure 2.4. University of South Florida Diversity Score.
Source: Collegefactual.com. https://www.collegefactual.com/colleges/university-of-south-floridasarasota-manatee/student-life/diversity/. Reprinted with permission.
Outputs: African American Male Success Outcomes
Traditional higher education in the U.S. as it was once known has changed (Pascarella
and Terenzini, 2016). Pascarella and Terenzini (2016) reviewed a large number of studies that
included a manifold of methodologies, designs, and samples of students over the last 20 years.
They examined why students are maintained or why they depart based on the development of a
student’s academic competence, values, attitudes and standards. While there have been multiple
reiterations of Pascarella and Terenzini’s publication, the findings remain consistent. A few of
the findings on the net effects college has on students are: the quality of an institution has a
direct correlation to student persistence; an institution’s environment influences psychosocial
change in students; undergraduates make the greatest gain in knowledge in the disciplines in
which they take the most courses, which equates to their major field of study; the major a
student chooses has a significant net impact on the probability of securing employment;
academic major has a significant influence on occupational status; parental education has an
impact on the student’s career choice; and men are overrepresented in majors closely associated
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to high pay careers. While the college experience will vary for each student, it is clear that the
various components of the institution and opportunities offered by colleges and universities are
in place to prepare students for successful outcomes.
Research findings have consistently indicated that the educational outcomes of African
American students are not on par with those of their White and Asian counterparts (Strayhorn,
2008). These educational inequalities are most pronounced among Black men who lag behind
their counterparts, specifically White and Asian based on the National Assessment of
Educational Progress and the college entrance exams. While there are many challenges faced by
Black males in higher education, without support, these challenges tend to expand and
compromise their academic achievement. Institutions play a pivotal role in reversing this
academic achievement trend. Due to the systemic nature of racial achievement and opportunity
gaps that have existed in education for decades, and the disproportionate impact on Black males
in higher education, colleges and universities cannot close this gap alone (Strayhorn, 2008). The
outcomes that must be realized focus on degree completion, debt reduction, skill enhancement,
career placement and societal investment.
Degree Completion
Higher education is a necessity for individual economic opportunity and America’s
competitiveness in the global economy (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). Unfortunately,
degree completion is a challenge for many higher education institutions in the U.S. Delays in
degree completion have significant financial implications for students, colleges and universities,
and the economy. State legislatures and policymakers have adopted and implemented
performance funding as they recognized the cost savings that derive from timely degree
completion. According to the U.S. Department of Education (2015), college graduates typically
earn 66% more than those with a high school education; over the course of a lifetime, college
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graduates will earn approximately $1 million more than those without a college degree; and by
2020, an estimated two-thirds of job openings will require postsecondary education or some form
of formal or official training. There are some strategic investments that may prove beneficial in
yielding greater degree completion rates. The Education Commission of the States (2013)
recognized some of these investments to include the following: make an allowance for unique
challenges of underserved and underprepared students and remove hurdles to improve student
success. Increasing the degree completion rate of college students have broad societal
implications and are fundamental to the well-being of our nation.
Recent studies have focused on degree completion among Black males (National
Clearinghouse, 2017; Wood, 2012). Wood (2012) investigated factors that affect the persistence
and degree completion of Black males at community colleges. Data were collected from the
Beginning Postsecondary Students Longitudinal Study which included grade point averages,
repeated courses, major change, and the frequency of informal meetings with faculty. These data
were examined based on 6-year persistence rates. The findings indicated that specific variables
reflective of academic integration serve as predictors of black male persistence and attainment in
the community college, but further research is needed to determine future implications (Wood,
2012).
Debt Reduction
Students in higher education come from diverse backgrounds and cultures, varying ages,
have multifaceted goals and aspirations, and complex identities. These students in higher
education are preparing for a better life, which includes a completed degree, and meaningful
career. However, attaining a degree has financial implications, and in many instances that
entails student loans. Approximately half of all students who enroll in college do not graduate
within six years, and the repercussions of taking on debt, yet not receiving a degree that will
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yield any great financial reward can be injurious to students (U.S. Department of Education,
2015). The accumulation of debt owed in student loans from students both undergraduate and
graduate, including monies owed by parents equals more than one trillion dollars (Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, 2013).
According to the Federal Reserve Bank of New York (2013), outstanding student loan
debt increased by 70% between 2008 and 2013. Students who borrow for college, but never
graduate are three times more likely to default on their student loans. These students leave
college with minimal employment opportunities and the few that did exist, would likely have
diminished with their departure from college. The reality is that the risk of not completing the
degree leads to unpaid student loan debt which has an adverse effect on the student’s future. If
students are able to persist and graduate, over time there are good returns on higher in terms of
financial rewards, social connections, and personal growth and development.
During President Obama’s time in office, a landmark investment was made in Pell Grants
in 2010. Pell Grant awards were increased, and the number of recipients has expanded by onethird, providing college access to millions of additional low-income and middle-class students
across the country (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). Students completing college with
minimal debt are better positioned in society and are greater contributors in their communities as
they enter the workforce or graduate studies without loans and greater cash flow. A high-quality
higher education should be an opportunity for everyone who is prepared to enter and persist to
graduation where the costs and benefits outweigh any debt incurred.
Employment/Continued Education
Harper’s (2012) study on the effects of active engagement on college campuses, tracked
some of the participants and revealed actual student success outcomes. One student graduated
with a bachelor’s in Education Studies from Brown University; one student continued studies in
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graduate school at the University Michigan; one student graduated with a degree in
Communications and pursed graduate studies at The Ohio State University; another student went
on to become a candidate for the Doctor of Jurisprudence Degree at Indiana University Maurer
School of Law; and another student graduated and became CEO and Chairman of 4AMT Mobile
Technologies Inc., the largest mobile services company in 22 African countries (Harper, 2012).
While the outcomes of these select few have been quite impressive, a large part of the success of
these African American males can be attributed to their institutional environment.
Lawmakers and policymakers must become more involved in the success and progression
of African American males and some areas that yet remain unresolved are:
(1) Systemic challenges surrounding low postsecondary enrollments which have resulted
in the persistent underrepresentation of Black men in postsecondary education. While
college enrollment of Black males increased between 1980 and 2010, the proportion of
men of color to their White counterparts continues to remain a disparate level.
(2) The completion rate for Black males in college is still relatively low at
approximately 33% when compared to 48% of students overall.
(3) Women have historically earned degrees at rates higher than men, but when it comes
to Black men, this rate increases dramatically.
(4) Black males are overrepresented in NCAA athletics, yet they are underrepresented
on college campuses (Harper & Harris, 2012).
It is imperative that local, state and federal lawmakers, and higher education associations
including the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), and university administrators
become more invested in the success of Black male students. There are various ways in which
these entities can support Black male student success, such as additional funding, utilizing data
and assessments incorporating Black male students in the success metrics, and rethinking the
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manner in which the NCAA guidelines and practices are implemented and reinforced (Harper &
Harris, 2012).
Literature Summary
In summary, based on the diverse literature on African American male student success, it
is clear that many factors contribute to the academic success of African American male college
students. Astin’s IEO model was created to examine behaviors of students and has been used
broadly by many researchers in higher education. The IEO model provides the framework for
this study to explore how students can be assessed through these various stages of their lives.
Since the IEO model provides a framework that can be used to justify learning activities to
learning outcomes, this model seemed most appropriate to assess the various stages of student
development in African American males. Astin’s IEO model allows for several characteristics of
a student to be examined simultaneously, resulting in findings that reveal how inputs
(demographics characteristics and background) and environment (college experiences) have
impacted student success outcomes. This model attempts to explain the various stages through
which change will occur in the life of a student, and how these various stages relates to
outcomes.
The IEO model has provided a strong framework, and the stages of life from childhood
to young adulthood are incorporated into the outputs, but there are some gaps in the literature.
As the researchers looked at the various facets of a student’s life, they all stated how important it
is for change to occur in order for African American males to be maintained in the educational
pipeline, and yield a successful outcome. In assessing inputs, Tierney (1999) suggested that the
assimilation into college life can be capitalized on through the cultural backgrounds and support
systems of Black males. Cuyjet (2006) discussed several factors that contribute to Black male
student success to include peer group influence; family influence and support; faculty
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relationships; identity development and self-esteem, and institutional environment. Moore
(2013) proposed that achievement is learned and therefore, the absence of achievement should
be addressed in order to change the trajectory of African American males in higher education.
Moore (2013) also suggested that certain variables must be taken into consideration when
assessing achievement in African American males. These variables include: social factors,
cultural and family background, and school and individual factors. However, there was a
dominant factor that was suggested as having a great impact on student development, and that
factor was faith. While the researchers found these inputs relevant in assessing the holistic
makeup of a student, the literature did not provide steps for how these inputs could lead to
greater cultivation and better incorporation into the next phase of a student’s development. For
example, what type of family support is useful and needed for students; how is their cultural
background a benefit instead of merely discussing the deficits associated with being from a low
socioeconomic status, first-generation family; and how has faith fueled the student’s pursuits in
spite of the obstacles and challenges encountered? On the other hand, the research on precollege planning revealed some tangible information.
Kuh’s (2006) assessment of attitudes, perceptions and behaviors of high school students,
and their readiness for college was informative. The student self-reported data revealed which
students were more likely to attend college, who aspired to attend college, the impact of parental
education on the decision to pursue college, and the how those differences varied by gender, race
and instruction. Another aspect of inputs that appeared to be quite relevant pertains to what
Black males bring to college when they arrive, their identity and belief in their abilities. Racial
identity development and self-efficacy has been discussed by numerous researchers and have
found both relevant and impactful in Black males being situated in college environments. When
Black males arrive on college campuses, they have a strong sense of self and confidence in their
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abilities to be successful.
Environment was discussed as a critical component of a student’s success.

Various

facets of the environment were discussed, but the aspects that seem to resurface were student
involvement and faculty relationships. Swail (2003) listed several interventions that colleges
should consider in student success. While this study mentioned what institutions should do to
enhance student success, it did not disclose what institutions are actually doing or which
resources the students are currently using to assist in their persistence and graduation. The
interventions suggested seem quite realistic, but it was also refreshing to see Swail incorporate
other aspects that would need to be taken into consideration for the expected outcomes to be
realized. One intervention that emerged to the forefront was student commitment to his or her
own education. Regardless to the various interventions, resources, planning and preparedness
Swail (2003) suggested that it is imperative for students to be committed to their educational
goals and success.
Persistence was assessed broadly, starting with Astin (1984) who expounded upon the
impact involvement has on persistence. Several researchers have emphasized the importance of
student engagement and high impact practices (Kuh, 2006; Kuh, 2008; Harper, 2006; Harper,
2012, Flowers, 2004, Strayhorn, 2010). According to Kuh, certain educational activities, like
living learning communities, studying abroad, and undergraduate research, have been identified
as practices in which students engage in active learning, impacting a student’s outcomes (NSSE
2007; Kuh 2008). Harper (2012) found that there are educational benefits to students who are
engaged in campus life. Some of these benefits included developing meaningful relationships
with campus administrators and faculty outside the classroom, participating in study abroad
programs and participating in internships, were all integral aspects of the college experience and
student success outcomes. The findings in the research conducted by Flowers (2004), using the
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CSEQ data and Astin’s Student Involvement Theory as the framework, indicated that
involvement from a broad perspective impacted the educational outcomes of students. This
research came directly from student feedback and revealed the types of involvement that
impacted college persistence. Finally, Strayhorn (2010) studied a summer bridge program and
the data revealed that based on the cohort model, the summer bridge program had positive
impacts on academic skills. Faculty relationships in higher education were also revealed to be
critical in the success of Black males. Astin (1993) foundational research grounded these
findings as it showed over 25 years ago that what really matters involves faculty and the
relationship they have with their students.
All of these data were helpful in setting the context of how Black male student success
can be redefined. With the appropriate resources and support, necessary changes and
interventions, and newly created and modified programming, Black males have the ability to
achieve greater success in higher education.
Chapter Summary
Student success is a concept that has multilayered definitions, and African American
male student success is even more complex. However, student success has become an extremely
important concept in American higher education and the driving force behind much of the
current day work in institutions of higher learning. The discussion throughout this chapter
outlined existing literature on the various aspects that are taken into consideration when
assessing African American male student success to include inputs (pre-collegiate preparation),
environment (college experience) and outputs (outcomes of degree completion). The literature
was insightful, relevant, and foundational in providing the history, background, and context of
Black males in higher education. Additionally, the literature afforded a more in-depth
understanding of the past research and current day practices relating to the progression of Black
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males in higher education.
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CHAPTER THREE
METHODS
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore the lived and learned
experiences of successful Black male students at the University of South Florida to gain an
understanding of factors they perceive contributed to their success. In this chapter, the research
methods discussed the research strategy, research questions, sample selection, data collection
procedures, data analysis, trustworthiness and the role of the researcher.
Research Strategy
Qualitative case study research from a constructivist paradigm was the selected method
used in this study. In a qualitative study, researchers seek to understand phenomena within a
naturalistic setting by focusing on the voices and lived experiences of participants (Creswell,
2013). Qualitative research guides the researcher in an inquiry process, seeking to understand a
social or human problem. According to Patton (2015), “Qualitative data describe. They take us,
as readers, into the time and place of the observation so that we know what it is like to have been
there. They capture and communicate someone else’s experience of the world in his or her own
words” (p. 47). Qualitative methods permit the evaluator to study particular issues in depth and
in detail. Approaching fieldwork without being controlled by predetermined categories of
analysis contributes to the depth, openness, and detail of qualitative inquiry (Patton, 2015).
Case Study Design. Qualitative case study research is designed to develop an
understanding of individuals in their natural environment that cannot be objectively verified
(Schuh, 2009).
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Various researchers have supported the case study approach in qualitative inquiry (Creswell,
2013; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Johnson & Christensen, 2012; Merriam, 2009; Patton, 2015;
Tellis, 1997; Yin, 2014). In case study, the researcher seeks to explore, understand, and present
participants’ perspectives and get close to them in their natural setting (Creswell, 2013). The
case study approach should focus on a detailed and in-depth description of a single or multiple
case in order to answer the research questions (Johnson & Christensen, 2012). Patton (2015)
indicated that case studies can either be people focused or structure focused, and that units of
analysis for case studies can include individuals, small groups and people who share a common
experience or perspective. Case study research has been established as a credible and valid
research design (Yin, 2014).
Case studies are the ideal method of research when the following conditions are present:
questions being researched are how and why questions, the principal investigator has minimal
control over the events being studies, and the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon with a
real life context (Yin, 2014). Yin (2014) identified three purposes for conducting case study
research are exploratory, descriptive and explanatory. Exploratory case study is used to explore
any phenomenon in the data which serves as a point of interest to the researcher. Descriptive
case study is used to describe the natural phenomena and the real-life context in which it
occurred. Explanatory case study is used to explain presumed casual links in a phenomenon
(Yin, 2014).
Yin (2003) also differentiated between single, holistic case studies and multiple-case
studies. A single, holistic case study involves collection of in-depth and detailed data that are
rich in content and involve multiple sources of information (Yin, 2014). A multiple case study
examines several cases in different contexts to understand the similarities and differences
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between the cases (Yin, 2014). The specific research strategy that will be used in this study is a
single, holistic exploratory case study design.
Yin suggested that case study research is a linear, but iterative process, see Figure 3.1.
The role of iteration is not a repetitive task, rather a deeply reflexive process used to reexamine
the data and make connections with emerging themes (Yin, 2014).

Figure 3.1. The Case Study Process adapted from (Yin, 2014)
The planning stage focuses on identifying the research questions or other rationale for
doing a case study. Planning also focuses on ensuring the alignment between the research
questions and case study method. The design stage focuses on defining the unit of analysis and
the potential cases that will be studied. This will allow for the type of case study (single,
multiple, holistic) that will be employed. The preparing stage focuses on developing skills as a
case study investigator, training for a specific case study, developing a case study protocol,
conducting a pilot case, and obtaining pertinent approvals. The preparation stage identifies any
issues in the case study design and addresses them before collecting data. The collection stage
involves adhering to the case study protocol, using multiple sources of evidence, creating an
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actual case study database, and maintaining the evidence collected. The analysis stage focuses
on theoretical propositions, explores explanations, and presents data independent from the
researcher’s interpretations. The sharing stage focuses on defining the audience, composing
textual and visual materials, displaying sufficient evidence for a reader to reach his or her own
conclusions, and reviewing and rewriting until completion (Yin, 2014).
The primary strength of case study research involves the use of multiple sources of data.
These data should yield a significant amount of information for analysis, allowing the researcher
to explore and describe the phenomenon being studied. An advantage of case study design is
that it is grounded in real life, human relationships and situations and provides the researcher
opportunity to facilitate a deeper understanding of the case being studied.
Constructivist Paradigm. This study was based on a constructivist paradigm.
According to Guba & Lincoln (1994), a paradigm may be viewed as a set of basic beliefs that
deals with first principles. A paradigm represents a broad view defining the nature of the world,
the place where the individual resides in the world, and the range of relationships associated with
this world. Constructivism is an interpretive paradigm that has an epistemological stance that the
researcher and participants are co-creators of understanding (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). Crotty
(1998), suggested that constructivism is reserved for epistemological considerations focusing on
the meaning-making activity of the individual mind. Crotty identified several assumptions in
discussing constructivism. The first assumption is that meanings are constructed by human
beings as they engage with the world they are interpreting. Qualitative researchers tend to use
open-ended questions that allow for participants to express their own views. The second
assumption is that humans engage with their world and make sense of it based on their historical
and social perspective. Individuals are born into a world of meaning based on our circumstances
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completely out of one’s control. Therefore, qualitative researchers seek to understand the
context or setting of the participants through their lens. The third assumption is that the basic
way of generating meaning is always social, deriving from interactions with a human community
(Crotty, 1998).
Constructivists believe that individuals seek understanding of the world in which they
live and work, and develop subjective meaning from their experiences (Creswell, 2013).
According to Creswell, meaning is not simply etched on individuals, but formed through
interactions with others through historical and cultural norms in a person’s life. Therefore, this
study was based on a constructivist paradigm, as this paradigm asserts that humans are better
able to understand the information they have constructed by themselves, meaning the individual
cognitively engage in the construction of knowledge (Crotty, 1998). The constructivist
paradigm was appropriate for this study because the researcher explored the lived and learned
experiences of successful Black males at the University of South Florida in order to gain an
understanding of factors they perceived contributed to their success.
Restatement of Problem
Black students have experienced both academic growth and decline through their
participation in higher education (Allen, 1992). Unfortunately, nationally, Black males still tend
to lag behind in completion as compared to their other counterparts (Harper, 2006). Harper
found that Black males have made up undergraduate populations at 4.3% since 1976. While that
rate increased by 2 percentage points over the last couple of years, in general, there has been
little progression of Black male enrollment in higher education over the last 40 years. Palmer et
al. (2009) indicated that unless a solution is found to address the issues of Black male student
success in higher education, our democracy will be at risk, and our global society will be
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impeded. While there has been substantial research on the barriers and challenges faced by
Black males in higher education, with statistics revealing the disproportionate rates of
admissions, retention, persistent and graduation, there still seems to be a lack of sustainable
solutions to this growing nationwide concern. Therefore, another approach to addressing this
problem could prove beneficial.
Research Questions
The primary research questions this study addressed were:
1. To what do Black male students attribute their undergraduate academic success at the
University of South Florida?
2. What do Black male students perceive has contributed to their academic success at the
University of South Florida?
3. What advice would successful Black male students give to the University to enhance
Black male student academic success?
Institutional Context
The University of South Florida (USF), founded in 1956 is a large, public 4-year
metropolitan high-impact, global research university offering undergraduate, graduate, specialist
and doctoral level degrees. The institution is comprised of three separately accredited
institutions: USF Tampa; USF St. Petersburg; and USF Sarasota-Manatee. USF is one of 40
public research universities nationwide designated as community-engaged by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. According to 2016 Eduventures Student Success
ratings The University of South Florida ranked #1 in student success and was the nation’s top
performer in student success out of 1,100 public research and doctoral universities (Reid, 2016).
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USF Tampa was recognized by The Education Trust (a nonprofit organization that promotes
closing opportunity gaps for students of color and those from low-income families) for
eliminating the completion gap between Black and white students in 2017 (Nichols & EvansBell, 2017). The University is considered one of the most diverse institutions in the State
University System, and during this study served more than 50,000 students, approximately
37,000 students on the Tampa Campus, representing over 145 countries. There were 16,649
males enrolled at USF Tampa (44% of the student body population): 9,046 White males; 1,501
Black males; 32 American Indian males; 1,351 Asian males; 3,391 Hispanic males; 28 Native
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander males; 632 two or more races; and 668 race not reported. At
USF, the minority have become the majority, with the implication that USF could be aligned
with a Minority Serving Institution (MSI). Minority Serving Institutions emerged in response to
a history of inequity, lack of minority people’s access to majority institutions, and significant
demographic changes in the country (Conrad & Gasman, 2015). According to Conrad and
Gasman (2015), MSIs have become an integral part of American higher education, specifically
Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), Tribal Colleges and Universities (TCUs),
Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSIs), and Asian American and Native American Pacific Islander
Serving Institutions (AANAPISIs). MSIs unique focus is serving the needs of low-income and
underrepresented students of color. This focus aligned with the USF Tampa Strategic Enrollment
Plan to parallel the proportion of Pell-eligible undergraduate students with the aspirational public
AAU institutions, which serve large, diverse urban communities with available federal, state, and
institutional resources (USF Strategic Enrollment Plan, 2013).
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The Case
Yin’s (2014), Merriam’s (2009), and Stake’s (1995) case study designs provide the
framework for this study. These three researchers are viewed as the foundational methodologists
in case study research. Based on these researchers, case study is frequently used in qualitative
research, and is viewed as a bounded system, where the researcher establishes boundaries and
makes clear statues regarding the focus and extent of the research. According to Yin (2014),
case studies can be used to explain, describe or explore events or phenomena in the everyday
contexts in which they occur. The case for this research focused on the success of Black male
students at a predominantly white research university. While there are various ways Black male
students can identify with the term Black, the determination was made based on how these males
listed their race on their admission application. In order to bring about some consistency, other
variables were defined to denote how I viewed success, and students were identified and
recruited based on that information.
The issue of completion for Black male students in higher education continues to be a
nationwide issue, and while in 2017 USF experienced the closing of the completion gap by race,
ethnicity and socioeconomic status, and Black males were completing at rates higher than their
counterparts, this completion gap for Black males was short lived. In 2018, the gap widened
again and Black males have fallen behind White, Hispanic and Asian male students. Therefore, I
decided to research this case, the continuous Black male completion gap in higher education,
specifically at USF, in order to gain an understanding of the perceived attributes of their success
and generate new ideas that may assist in the timely progression of other black males. The data
collected in this study may be instrumental in changing the trajectory of Black male student
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success at USF. Using case study design, an in-depth study of an individual seeking to
understand both behavior and experience, allowed for exploratory research in this study. This
case illustrated concepts and themes that may help show how various aspects of a person’s life
are related from pre-college to graduation.
The University of South Florida has implemented various initiatives to address student
success since 2009 and have seen a tremendous result from these efforts. Over the last several
years, data have revealed the completion gap has been closed by race, ethnicity and
socioeconomic status (See Figures 3.2 and 3.3). However, the University is still challenged as
males have fallen behind significantly in comparison to females with a difference of
approximately 20% at the 4-year graduation rate, and approximately 10% at the 6-year
graduation rate (See Figure 3.4).

Figure 3.2: USF 6-Year Graduation Rate: Race & Ethnicity
Source: USF Office of Decision Support
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Figure 3.3: USF 6-Year Graduate Rate: Pell vs. Non-Pell
Source: USF Office of Decision Support

6-YR GRADUATION
RATE BY GENDER

4-YR GRADUATION
RATE BY GENDER

Figure 3.4: USF 4-Year and 6-Year Graduation Rate: Gender
Source: USF Office of Decision Support
Interestingly, while Black males are advancing in degree completion, educational
disparities continue to exist in the number of Black males being admitted to the institution.
The First-Time In College (FTIC) statistics for the incoming male cohort in 2014 shows 490
Black males admitted, compared to 3,266 White males and 1,159 Hispanic males. In relation
to those who were admitted that actually enrolled, 170 Black males, 1,035 White males, and
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395 Hispanic males (see Figure 3.5).

Admission Status
Summer 2014
Applied
Accepted
Conversion %
Enrolled
Yield %

H

B

AI

A

W

NH/OPI

>Two

611
383
63
132
34

432
191
44
79
41

1
0
0
0
0

147
90
61
43
48

1183
837
71
313
37

4
2
50
0
0

91
59
65
23
39

Fall 2014
Applied
Accepted
Conversion %
Enrolled
Yield %

1753
630
36
212
34

1243
237
19
76
32

22
7
32
2
29

564
357
63
121
34

4142
2134
52
651
31

20
12
60
4
33

388
154
40
59
38

Spring 2015
Applied
Accepted
Conversion %
Enrolled
Yield %

240
146
61
51
35

179
62
35
15
24

2
0
0
0
0

45
32
71
14
44

448
295
66
71
24

2
2
100
1
50

52
32
62
10
31

Figure 3.5: 4-Year Male FTIC Applied, Accepted, Enrolled Summer 2014, Fall 2014, Spring
2015

Selection of Participants
Purposeful sampling was used in this qualitative case study research. Some authors
have described the process by which purposeful sampling should be used. Yin (2014) defined
purposeful sampling as the selection of participants to be used in a study based on the
anticipated richness and relevance of information in relation to the research questions. The
logic and power of purposeful sampling are in the selection of rich information for an in-depth
study, based on selected criteria established from the research questions. In these cases, the
rich information will allow the researcher to learn about a central issue of importance (Patton,
2015). Within the context of this study, purposeful sampling was used to identify and select
individuals who were able to contribute to the exploration of Black male student success at the
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University of South Florida, Tampa.
Researchers have discussed the number of participants that should be included in a
study as well as the amount of data that can be managed (Merriam, 2009; Yin, 2014). Yin
(2014) suggested that the selection process should take place in two stages when there are
more than 20- 30 possible participants eligible for study. The first stage is the collection of
relevant quantitative data about the pool of potential participants, which will narrow the
number of participants. The second stage is the collection of information relevant to the
purpose of the study.
In preparation for the study, the Registrar’s Office conducted a query in the student
information system based on the specified criteria for the research. This yielded 96 students
who met the criteria:
1. Male undergraduate students
2. Currently enrolled as full-time students on the Tampa campus
3. Identified as either Black of African American
4. Domestic, U.S. Citizens
5. Entered the University as First Time in College (FTIC) students
6. Obtained a minimum of 90 credit hours
7. Attained a Grade Point Average (GPA) of 3.0 or higher
Although the University has three campuses, I decided to recruit students from the
main campus only. The main campus admits students based on a similar academic profile.
The students on the main campus have access to all the same academic support services and
co-curricular activities. Whether or not student’s take advantage of these services is entirely
up to them, but they are available. The other two campuses have different admission
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requirements, fewer academic degree programs, varying co-curricular activities, and are more
inclined to serve their local communities. I also decided to limit the population to first time in
college students as transfer students often have different experiences, and many are admitted
into the university with an associate degree or near 60 credit hours. Although many first time
in college students enter the university with college credit from dual enrollment, these courses
are taken while students are still enrolled in high school, thus a different experience.
Therefore, to help ensure consistency in the academic background of the student and kind of
services available to the students, I limited my participant population to the main campus.
Upon receiving approval of the Institutional Review Board at the University of South
Florida, the researcher submitted an official request to the Registrar’s Office (see Appendix
A). meet the qualification to participate in the study; (2) disseminated the details of the study
to the pool of qualified students; and (3) directed the potential participants to contact the
principal investigator directly if they were interested in participating in the study.
The registrar’s office yielded 148 students who met the criteria for the study in the
spring of 2019. Seventeen students expressed interest, but only nine completed the interview
protocol. In the fall of 2019, an additional inquiry to recruit students yielded 109 students.
Although two students expressed interest, only one completed the interview protocol.
Therefore, it was approved by my major professor to proceed with the study based on the
students who decided to participate in the study including those from the pilot study. The
researcher then selected the first 15-20 participants who expressed interest in the study.
An email was sent by the researcher to the selected participants and thanked them for
agreeing to participate in the study (see Appendix B). Each participant completed the Informed
Consent Form prior to starting any aspect of the research (see Appendix C). Following the
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completion of the Informed Consent, a brief participant demographic questionnaire (see
Appendix D) was sent to all participants. This questionnaire was used to obtain personal,
family, demographic, and other background information. Following the receipt of the
questionnaire, the face-to-face semi-structured interviews were scheduled. Each participant
who completed the study received a $25.00 visa gift card.
There is no specific formula for defining the desired number of instances for each
broader or narrower unit of data collection in a qualitative study. In general, the larger the
numbers the greater the confidence in a study’s findings (Yin, 2014). Within a single, holistic
case, the number of interviewees, practices, policies or actions included in a study can easily
fall in the range of 25-50 (Yin, 2014). The number of participants who were interviewed in this
study inclusive of the other data to be collected aligned with Yin’s recommendations.
A demographic survey was developed to capture information about the participants, their
backgrounds, and their families. The 12 Black male student participants in this study identified
themselves as 58% Black, 25% Haitian, and 17% Caribbean. The majority of the students were
from Florida (n=9), the average age was 21, from varying educational backgrounds included
83% from college educated households, and 75% from two parent households, see Table 1.
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Table 1
Participant’s Demographics, ethnicity, and family educational background
Demographics

Out of State

3

Race/Ethnicity

Black
Haitian
Caribbean
Raised in Two Parent Household
Raised in One Parent Household
First-Generation
Not First-Generation

7
3
2
9
3
2
10

Parent’s
Educational Level

Associates
Bachelor’s
Master’s
Doctoral
Professional
Some College/No Degree

3
4
1
1
1
2

High School
Curriculum

Honors/Advanced Placement

10

Family Structure
First Generation
College Student

Saturation is an important aspect of qualitative research. Saturation usually refers to
reaching a point of informational redundancy where additional data collection contributes
little or nothing new to the study. Data saturation is reached when there is enough information
to replicate the study (O’Reilly & Parker, 2012; Walker, 2012). Unless the researcher has
obtained data saturation, then the collection of data must continue until no new information or
patterns exist to ensure quality and the content validity of the study (O'Reilly & Parker, 2012).
Hence, if saturation was not reached with the 15-20 subjects, then the number of subjects
would have been expanded.
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Data Collection
The six most common methods of data collection used by educational researchers are:
tests, questionnaires, interviews, focus groups and observations (Johnson & Christensen,
2013). Creswell (2013) believed the three most relevant methods include interviews,
observations and documents. Various researchers have detailed views on data collection
through the interview process for qualitative research. Interviewing is a meeting of two
persons to exchange information and ideas through questions and response, resulting in
communication and joint construction of meaning about a particular topic (Janesick, 2011).
Qualitative interviews in research studies must take quality into consideration. Qualitative
interviews can be theorized in a multiple of ways by sharing the various ways quality can be
assessed from each perspective (Roulston, 2010). Quality in interviewing will shape the
manner in how questions are asked in practices, how studies are designed and conducted, and
how the theoretical assumptions produce knowledge (Roulston, 2010). This study used
triangulation through a document analysis, pilot study, demographic questionnaire, semistructured interviews, and a researcher journal.
Document Analysis. Document analysis is particularly applicable and useful to
qualitative case studies as a means of triangulation (Yin, 2014; Denzin, 2013; Bowen, 2009;
Stake, 1995). Based on the suggestions of these researchers, documents have specific benefits
to qualitative research. Several of these benefits include: an efficient and effective way of
gathering data because documents are manageable and practical resources; specific details to
corroborate information from other sources; obtain background details, historical insight, and
supplementary information; it is a “non-reactive” data source, meaning the documents or
information can be read and reviewed multiple times and remain unchanged by the
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researcher’s influence or research process; information that can help researchers understand
the roots of specific issues; point to questions that need to be asked or to situations that need to
be addressed to ensure the research is comprehensive; and provide a means of tracking change
and development (Yin, 2014; Denzin, 2013; Bowen, 2009; Stake, 1995).
Academic Success Center. The Academic Success Center (ASC) is a critical aspect of
the learning environment at USF. The ASC services include a variety of modalities and
interact with students at every level of education at the University. The ASC is a diverse
community of staff and peer-to-peer tutors providing learning services, fostering intellectual
independence, and cultivating professional development in support of student engagement and
successful academic persistence. As the centralized learning center at the University, ACS
consists of three major areas: The Tutoring Hub, SMART Lab, and the Writing Studio. The
Center also provides assistance in improving study skills to include note taking, reading and
testing strategies, and time management. Over 10,000 students per year with over 100,000
visits, take advantage of these various resources designed to enhance student learning at every
level of education. The visits for the three centers for the 2016-2017 academic year can be
seen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Number of Student Visitors and Total Visits for Each Center during the 2016-2017
Academic Year
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Archivum. The University implemented a new student information management
system in 2017 with a goal to enhance student success strategies. Archivum is USF IT's
implementation of Appian, a Business Process Management (BPM) and low code development
software platform. The system provides the mechanism to refer and track student support
efforts across departments. Archivum includes predictive analytics from Civitas, generated
from several campus data systems, including Banner and Canvas. Academic advisors,
academic advocates, case managers, and other essential university team members are able to
use this tool to track, intervene and support students in need and assist them in addressing and
resolving their challenges as they pursue their academic goals.
Male Student Success. This area was created in 2017 with the purpose of closing the
male completion gap. The purpose of this area to gain an understanding of the factors that
continue to contribute to the completion gap, and develop appropriate interventions and
initiatives or recommend modifications to current programs, policies and practices for overall
improved student success outcomes for all males at USF. Several initiatives have been
launched from this area to include the Male Persistence Subcommittee, Male Nudge
Campaign, Male Speaker Series, and Male Focus Groups. The Male Persistence Subcommittee
is made up of colleagues from all three campuses (Tampa, St. Petersburg, Sarasota Manatee),
and various campus departments, Undergraduate Studies/Office of Academic Advocacy, New
Student Connections (first year programs), and Residential Education. The Male Nudge
Campaign focused on specific call to actions to improve retention by understanding the
support students need and engaging with them at the right time. The Male Speaker Series has
brought colleagues from other institutions to share their male student success initiatives and
experiences to help USF uncover ways to further close the gender completion gap. Male Focus
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Groups launched in Fall, 2019, with the purpose of meeting with currently enrolled males to
discuss their experiences, successes, and needs for continued progression and timely
completion.
Men of Excellence. The Men of Excellence Initiative, created by Residential
Education in spring 2018 and implemented in summer of 2018 to address men’s success at
USF. The goal of the initiative was to assist and support male students by helping them make
meaning of who they are and how they can be successful in college. The initiative was based
on the research by Musser et al. (2017), Barriers to Male Academic Success. The learning
goals included Academic Transition, Emotional Well-Being, Toxic Masculinity, Social Skill
Development, and Goal-Setting/Time Management. The study included 134 touch points over
a six-week period, resulting in 37.21% interactions with detailed outcomes.
Graduating Survey. The USF Graduating Senior Survey is required of all graduating
seniors. They survey is focused on assessing their university experience in seven assessment
areas. In particular, the data and feedback from males for the 2016-2017 participants (n=3304)
was reviewed for this study. In student satisfaction, the overall experience and in their major
degree field 81% satisfied. Under opinions of USF, 89% believe USF is a diverse community.
In student growth and development, knowledge and understanding of the field in which they
are earning their degree in and the ability to critically analyze ideas and information was 84%.
In academic advising experience, 77% had positive interactions with their advisers, 80%
believed advising information facilitated timely graduation, but only 69% received
encouragement from academic advisor(s) about exploring campus resources related to career
options. In out of class experiences, only 52% stated that living on campus contributed to their
ability to complete their degree. A few other factors were revealed, in particular, 90% of males
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did not participate in study abroad programs, and 58% did not view financial or family issues
as a concern.
Office of Academic Advocacy. Academic Advocates were hired in 2013 with the
purpose of improving the 6-year graduation rates. It was also during this time that the Office
of Academic Advocacy (OAA) was created. The office was created to clarify the work of the
academic advocates and to help ensure that students identified with challenges were assisted in
order to continue persisting through the academic pipeline. The OAA has specific strategies in
place for early detection of progression issues to assist students to include: (1) Each fall and
spring semester the OAA reviews all undergraduate students to identify those students still in
good standing, but who earn a semester GPA below 2.0 more than once in the past three
semesters. (2) Each semester, the OAA reviews the FTIC cohorts to determine which students
are affecting the 4, 5, and 6-year graduation rates. Students are identified if they are meeting
graduation requirements, but have not yet applied to graduate; and need some assistance to
ensure they meet the graduation point.
Office of Decision Support Institutional Research and Analysis. The Office of
Decision Support, Institutional Research and Analysis produced a data comparison at the end
of 2017 to assess the persistence and graduation rates between males and females, reviewed by
college, race and ethnicity. The overall 1-year, FTIC persistence rate at USF increased from
88.8% in 2013 to 90.4% in 2016, a slight increase for males was realized as well, from 88% in
2013 to 89.1% in 2016, but for Black males 89.7 in 2013 to 90.2% in 2016, there was
miniscule change. The overall 4-year graduation rate increased from 44% in 2010 to 60% in
2013, for all males the rate increased from 32.5% in 2010 to 49.7% in 2013, and for Black
males 24.3% in 2010 and 50.9% in 2013. The 6-year graduation rate has also seen significant
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increases overall 66.8% in 2008 and 70.5% in 2011; for males 61.1% in 2008 and 66.2% in
2011; and for Black males 58.1% in 2008 and 66.4% in 2011.
National Survey of Student Engagement. The University of South Florida administers
the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). NSSE provides participating institutions
a variety of reports that compare their students' responses with those of students at selfselected groups of comparison institutions. Comparisons are available for ten Engagement
Indicators, six High-Impact Practices, and all individual survey questions (NSSE, 2018).
Institutional Effectiveness & Planning at USF administers the National Survey of Student
Engagement (NSSE) to first-year students who entered either in the summer or fall and to
senior students' approaching graduation. The University of South Florida has a goal to become
a member of the American Association of Universities (AAU), and therefore, this report
focused on statistically significant differences in responses from USF students in comparison
to responses from students attending other AAU public institutions (Miller, 2018). Some of
the results indicated opportunities to improve student success more broadly, while other
results were an indication of the type of student body enrolled at the University.
The 2017 administration of the survey resulted in over 33% (1,293) of first-year
students and over 28% (3,351) of seniors who completed the survey, of which both response
rates were higher than any previous year’s administration (Miller, 2018). Approximately 20%
of USF seniors indicated they worked more than 30 hours per week, compared to less than 4%
of seniors at AAU public universities. Approximately 14% of USF seniors commute more than
ten hours per week, compared to approximately 8% of public AAU students. Approximately
16% of USF seniors spend more than 10 hours per week caring for dependents, while 9%
spend more than 30 hours. The proportion of students at AAU public universities is about half
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of each number. In assessing student engagement, USF students spend less time preparing for
academic work, engaging in collaborative learning with other students, participating in student
organizations, and attending campus events. Also, USF students are less likely to experience
art, music, and theatre in comparison to their peers at AAU public universities (Miller, 2018).
New Student Connections. This office focuses on cultivating community, fostering a
sense of belonging, and providing incoming first-time in college and transfer students with
individualized support to ensure all students are informed about how to access resources at
the University. This office assist students with preparing for their arrival, connecting them to
Peer Leader Advisors who provide peer coaching, helps them make connections and see
what is available for them to get involved, and facilitate the family’s connection to the
University.
Persistence Committee. The Persistence Committee is a cross-functional action team
of student success professionals. It was formed in 2016 to develop and oversee a case
management model that could improve student retention and persistence. The committee was
charged with enhancing the first-year retention rate of the 2015-2016 First Time in College
(FTIC) cohort to 90% or higher. They used various data sources and a case management
approach to give targeted support as needed in various areas to include support with financial
aid, co-curricular engagement, the residential experience, academic concerns, career options,
or navigating registration holds. In the spring of 2017, USF Tampa campus reported the
retention rate of 90% was achieved, along with a 70% six-year graduation rate, meeting the
university’s goal.
President’s Advisory Committee on the Status of Men. In 2015, President Judy
Genshaft appointed a Task Force on the Status of Men, with the expectation of conducting a
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preliminary assessment of what might be causing a substantial performance differential
between male students and female students at the University of South Florida (Thompson,
2015). The Task Force reviewed performance data from several years and confirmed that
males have consistently lagged behind females by as much as ten percentage points in firstyear persistence and in six-year graduation rates. The initial review of data in 2015 by the
Task Force clearly outlined that female students use the services (counseling, career
assistance, advising, and academic support) offered by the University at a higher level than do
males. This finding is consistent with the indication, on surveys administered during the
summer before matriculating, that women intend to use counseling and helping services more
than men. The Task Force transitioned into an ongoing committee, the President’s Advisory
Committee on the Status of Men.
Student Success Council. The Student Success Council was initially established in
August 2010. This Council was charged with the implementation of the Student Success Task
Force recommendations, particularly, institutionalizing the USF student success initiative. The
Student Success Council continues to coordinate policies, programs, and practices to help
ensure that all USF students graduate in a timely manner with the degree of their choice, and
are fully prepared for success in the work force or graduate and professional schools, with
student satisfaction and minimal indebtedness.
Student Support Services. A federally funded retention program, providing
effective academic and personal support for a diverse student population by awarding grants to
support the academic development and progression of students in higher education. SSS at USF
provides comprehensive services including individualized academic advising, counseling,
coaching, laptop loan program, financial aid assistance, social and cultural enrichment
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programs, and employment and career exploration workshops. SSS admits 100 students each
summer, and serves over 220 students annually. SSS has met a portion of the university’s
preeminence goals three times, including most recently a 91% persistence rate in fall 2017 and
exceeding the University’s six-year graduation rate of 60% with SSS six-year graduation rate of
74% (2010 cohort) and 70% (2009 cohort). Currently 97% of SSS 220 students are in good
academic standing and continues to contribute to closing the achievement gap between our
Black, Latino, and White students (Garth, 2018).
USF Retention and Graduation Trend Analysis Report. The USF Retention and
Graduation Trend Analysis Report (2018) is used to assess the trends of the overall
student population based on cohorts, as well as assess the persistence and graduation
rates by race, ethnicity and gender. These data allow university officials and student
success practitioners to be strategic in their practice.es and initiatives in closing the
completion gap and achievement of academic goals. While the University has relative
equivalence in outcomes by race, ethnicity, and income, and first-generation status, a
recent report by the Office of Decision Support (2018) shows the gender gap has slightly
widened for both the 4-year and 6-year graduation rates, approximately two percentage
points for both 4-year from 67.4% to 69% and 6-year from 74.3% to 77.5%.
Pilot Study
A pilot of the interview protocol was conducted. Yin (2014) suggested that a pilot
study be conducted to explore both substantive topic and method issues. He also suggested
that a pilot can help to sharpen the focus of the study while ensuring the intended field
procedures and effective (Yin, 2014). The pilot test for this research included two Black male
students from the University who meet the recruitment characteristics. The students were
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recruited and selected from the Civic Development & Student Engagement Cluster and from
Undergraduate Studies student engagement offices in Student Success. Most of the students in
these areas are engaged in out-of-classroom experiences. I communicated with two of the
directors from these areas to determine their pool of Black male students in order to recruit two
of them for the pilot study. The pilot study presented the proposed interview questions to
determine if the questions were easily understood, to assess if the questions would generate
relevant answers and to obtain any suggestions the student participants believed would
strengthen the interviews.
Interviews
Interviewing is a meeting of two persons to exchange information and ideas through
questions and response, resulting in communication and joint construction of meaning about a
particular topic (Janesick, 2011). Qualitative interviews in research studies must take quality
into consideration. Quality in interviewing will shape the manner in how questions are asked
in practice, how studies are designed and conducted, and how the theoretical assumptions
produce knowledge (Roulston, 2010).
Semi-structured, or open-ended, in-depth interviews are the preferred method, and most
widely used format in case study research (Patton, 2015). Semi-structured, or open-ended
interviews allows the researcher to pursue a uniformity and consistent form of inquiry with
multiple participants, while allowing the researcher to delve deeply into the matter being
researcher (Patton, 2015). Therefore, I engaged 12 participants in individual semi-structured,
open-ended, one-on-one interviews either face-to-face or through video conference for a
maximum of 90 minutes in length. The interviews were audio recorded and transcriptions were
completed immediately following the interviews, as time permitted. Participants were asked
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for permission to contact them for a brief follow-up interview if necessary. The final step in
this interview process entailed member checking, an important step in qualitative research to
help ensure accuracy and credibility of the data collection process. Once the data was
transcribed, the participants reviewed the interview transcript for accuracy of information and
corrections were made accordingly.
Researcher Reflective Journal
The problem of bias in qualitative research is still debated and the agreement on how
much researcher influence is acceptable is still argued. The researcher is considered the
primary instrument for data collection and bias must be documented. The researcher reflective
journal was used in this study to create transparency and help to mitigate bias. Therefore, I
made my experiences, opinions, thoughts, perspectives, and beliefs visible and acknowledged
them as part of the research process through keeping a reflective journal. Lichtman (2013)
recommended the following:
Write early and often. I cannot emphasize this enough. You need to write down your
reflections. They can be about the process, they can be about what you are thinking
or they can be about what you found. (p. 45).
I found this recommendation from Lichtman most helpful in my reflective writing. As soon
as I finished interviewing a participant, I remained behind to reflect on the interview. I
immediately journaled about my initial thoughts and feelings about the interview, what was
shared and how I experienced the sharing, and I critically assessed the dialogue based on
what I knew professionally and personally and compared those assessments to what
transpired throughout the interview. As thoughts would arise later, either the day or days
following, I would return to the journal and jot down those sentiments as well. This in
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essence served as my point of departure from the interview and experience, as well as a
self-analysis of my position throughout the interview.
Data Analysis
Qualitative analysis provides various ways to examine, compare, contrast and interpret
meaningful data, patterns and themes. One of the most important aspects of the research is
analyzing the data. The qualitative data analysis of a study is critical as it explains the
findings of the study. Through their voices, Black male students revealed their lived
experiences and expounded on how they have been able to successfully navigate the
University of South Florida. The voices of success are critical in understanding what Black
males believed contributed to their success. An examination of current and suggested policies,
practices and programs that continue to support Black male student success in higher
education was also instrumental in this analysis.
In general, most analysis involves a process where the researcher uses a three-step
process in qualitative data analysis: organize and prepare data for analysis, assess all data to
get a general sense of all the information, and then code the data (Creswell, 2013). According
to Lichtman (2013), from the raw data, the researcher will analyze the data moving from raw
data to codes, categories and concepts, (see Figure 3.7). Codes can be either a consistent word
or phrase. Categories allow for the researcher to place these words or phrases into groupings
which help to delineate the data. Finally, from categories, concepts will emerge. These
concepts will reflect the data and will be traced back to the posed research questions. I utilized
these steps to analyze the data as denoted by Lichtman (2013).
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Figure 3.7. Lichtman (2013) – Three Cs of Data Analysis
The process that was employed in comparing and reducing codes to categories is based
on the Three Cs of Data Analysis (Lichtman, 2013). The specific six steps that will be
followed includes: (1) Initial coding will be used to summarize the ideas of the responses. An
initial code can be a word, a phrase or the participants own words. (2) Revisiting initial coding.
This step will be critical as a large number of codes will stem from the initial coding. Some
might be repetitive and therefore, the need to collapse and even perhaps rename the codes
might be necessary. (3) Initial listing of categories. After the codes have been modified, they
should be organized into categories. These categories may be major topics and some might be
subsets of topics. (4) Modifying the initial list. The iterative process will need to be continued
in this step. Some categories may tend to be more important than others, and therefore, in
order to move through the coding to categories, being selective and reducing categories will be
vital. (5) Revisiting categories. It is important to revisit categories to remove redundancies
and to identify critical elements. (6) From categories to concepts. This is the final step in
moving from raw data to codes to concepts. In this step, the goal is to identify key concepts
that reflect the meaning that is being attached to the data collected. As suggested, five to seven
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concepts should be the maximum number in a set of data. In organizing the codes into
concepts, it is important for the researcher to determine the most informative and logical way
of sorting. This will be a most critical step to determine the meaning making from the data
(Lichtman, 2013).
Limitations
This study gathered information from the lived experiences of 12 successful Black male
students at the University of South Florida. The data were collected in order to better understand
what these participants believe helped them to be successful in college and persist to graduation.
Although this study adds to the body of knowledge on Black male student success at the
University of South Florida, there are some limitations that may have affected the findings. The
first limitation of this study was the use of the determined 3.0 GPA characteristic to help define
the scope of success. The participants were from different areas of study, came from various
colleges within the university and therefore, encountered varying degrees of academic rigor. The
GPA in some ways limited the opportunity to interview students with lower GPA’s who are
equally successful and persisting towards graduation. As denoted by the Registrar’s Office when
running the initial query, if the GPA would have been lowered to a 2.75, there would have been
an increased pool of approximately 60 potential participants. Harper (2003) denoted a similar
challenge in his study and said the stipulated 3.0 grade point average was a limitation because it
denied a broader group of students the opportunity to participate in the research.
Qualitative research is descriptive and the researcher is interested in gaining an
understanding through the verbal expressions of the participants. In qualitative research, the
researcher has a particular subset of personal qualities that connect with their research
phenomenon, and these qualities have the capacity to filter, skew, shape, block, transform,
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construe, and misconstrue what transpires from the outset of a research project to its
culmination in a written statement (Peshkin, 1988). I took measures by conducting follow up
interviews for member checking and maintained a journal to ensure all participants received
the same experience. However, I recognized bias as a limitation of this qualitative study, as
the researcher, I identified as the same racial makeup of the participants, and am passionate
about the struggles, progression, livelihood and success of Black males. Possible biases can
occur in data collection and interpretation. I was the only person who gathered and analyzed
the data, but also, I am employed by the university in which the study is being conducted.
Trustworthiness
There are four aspects that should be taken into consideration in qualitative research to
ensure its quality: credibility/trustworthiness, transferability, dependability and confirmability
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Establishing trustworthiness and credibility in qualitative research
is an important aspect of the study. Research trustworthiness is defined as research that is
plausible, credible, trustworthy and defensible (Johnson & Christensen, 2012).
Trustworthiness has become a qualitative way to speak about the rigor of one’s research
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Credibility which is also known as internal validity, refers to
confidence in the 'truth' of the findings. Lincoln and Guba (1985), argued that credibility is one
of the most important factors in establishing trustworthiness in a study. There are various
strategies that can be used to enhance the quality and credibility in qualitative research.
Creswell (2013) provided five approaches that a researcher can take to establish the credibility
of a qualitative study to include saturation in the field; triangulation; member checks; peer
review or debriefing; and clarifying researcher bias. Creswell recommended that researchers
engage in at least two distinct strategies in any given study to build confidence in the internal
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validity of the study’s findings.
Transferability, also referred to as external validity, shows that the findings have
applicability in other contexts (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). When describing a phenomenon
with adequate detail, one can evaluate the extent to which the conclusions drawn are
transferable to other times, settings, situations, and people. This does not mean the research
can be generalized to all similar studies, rather the information or parts thereof can be useful
to subsequent researchers conducting similar studies. Transferability can be accomplished
through thick description as described by Lincoln and Guba (1985). Thick description refers
to the detailed account of field experiences in which the researcher clarifies the patterns of
cultural and social relationships and puts them in proper context (Holloway, 1997). Thick
description can be achieved by conducting open-ended, semi structured interviews.
Dependability refers to the process of inquiry, research design, methods used and
consistency of the findings in which the results could be repeated and result in similar findings
(Lincoln and Guba, 1985). In this context, dependability is also known as reliability (Lincoln
and Guba, 1985). Creswell (2013) defines reliability as a mechanism to check for accuracy in
data. Techniques for establishing reliability can be achieved through an audit trail. In
establishing an audit trail, researchers provide clear documentation of all research decisions
and activities, to include any changes or unexpected occurrences. Reliability was established
through the researcher by maintaining an audit trail that consisted of the recordings,
transcriptions and observations from the interviews.
Confirmability is the degree of neutrality or measure of objectivity to which the
findings of a study are shaped by the respondents and not researcher bias, motivation, or
interest (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Confirmability is associated with the level of confidence
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that the findings are based on the narratives of those involved in the study, rather than the
biases of the researcher. Some techniques that can be used to establish confirmability are
triangulation, audit trail and reflexivity, also referred to as researcher’s bias. Triangulation, a
technique for improving validity and reducing bias, is beneficial in qualitative research.
Triangulation can be used to improve the overall study’s validity by confirming the analysis
results across multiple data sources, such as open or structured interviews, observation, or any
alternate research method (Denzin, 2012). Reflexivity denotes the manner in which a
researcher situates oneself in relation to the study being conducted. The researcher’s bias must
be taken into consideration to disclose the influence the researcher might have on the
participants being studied (Janesick, 2011). Confirmability was established as the researcher
included her role in the research and disclosed her beliefs, values and experiences to clarify
factors that might have influenced the researcher’s interpretation of the data.
Peer Reviewer
Peer examination is employed to enhance the credibility of the research. During the
peer review process, the researcher discusses the research process and findings with colleagues
who hold impartial views of the study (Creswell and Miller, 2010). According to Lincoln and
Guba (1985), peer reviewers provide support and challenge the researchers’ assumptions,
methods and interpretations. In addition, colleagues help to verify the alignment of codes and
themes, and identify the categories not covered by the research questions. A colleague of the
researcher who is an assistant professor at the University of South Florida with diverse
qualitative research publications and interests checked themes and codes to verify the
researcher’s findings and data analysis.
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Role of the Researcher
The researcher plays a pivotal role in the qualitative research process (Lichtman, 2013).
Self-reflection is an asset as the researcher can be considered the instrument who shapes the
research (Lichtman, 2013). Behind the theory, method, analysis, ontology, epistemology,
and methodology of qualitative research there is a personal biographer that exists for each
researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 2013). There is very little use in researchers acknowledging
that subjectivity is an invariable component of their research just as it is unequally relevant
for them to imply that they plan to achieve objectivity (Peshkin, 1998). Lichtman (2013)
stated,
Qualitative researchers involve themselves in every aspect of their work. Through their
eyes and ears, data are gathered and interpreted. Through their eyes, meaning is
brought from an amalgam of words, images, and interpretations. Through their eyes, a
creative work comes into fruition. We are not static humans who maintain an aloof
posture as we pursue our thoughts, dreams and desires and the thoughts, dreams and
desires of those from whom we learn (p. 163)
Researchers should identify who they are and the bias they might have, all in order to
enhance the trustworthiness, transparency, and accountability of the research (Lichtman,
2013). The following is an opportunity to share my past experiences and varying
perspectives that have shaped my life, which influence my work in this qualitative study.
I was raised in a small, rural town, in the Northwest Florida Panhandle with a
population of approximately 10,000. I grew up in a middle class, cohesive, two-parent
household with two siblings, an older sister and an older brother. My parents remained
married until my father’s death, and my mother remained unmarried until her passing 21
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years later. The majority of my friends were from households with both parents, and everyone
I knew attended church and the kids participated in in extracurricular and community
activities. The neighborhood in which I lived was family and community oriented, more like
family than neighbors.
My formative education was through the public-school system. While the educators
seemed attentive to the learning of students, there were very few Black educators as I recall. I
progressed through secondary education and graduated with honors, but at that time, I was
unaware of the implications of being an honors graduate. Excited about the completion of one
era and the beginning of another, I was ready to walk across the stage on the evening of my
high school graduation, until I found myself listening to other classmates discuss their future
plans. It was at that very moment that I realized I never had a conversation with a guidance
counselor about college, trade school or merely the next steps of my life, and was completely
clueless as to what my future held. Two days following my graduation, I moved across the state,
to embark upon the unknown and immediately encountered diversity from an all-encompassing
perspective, something completely opposite of the life I had lived. I started working in retail
and concluded this new place and new life would be my path, and I asked myself, “What could
possibly be wrong with making money?” After four years of working in various retail
establishments and container and export companies, meeting diverse established professionals
from all walks of life, and learning about the multitude of career paths and the requirements in
order to enter those fields, my views expanded and my desires for better and greater grew. I
began to visualize the endless opportunities that were awaiting me, which included a different
path in life. The time for change had come, and approximately four years after my high school
graduation, I applied for admission and was accepted into a historically Black university,
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Florida A&M University, located in Tallahassee, Florida.
I am a proud product of a historically Black university. The best decision I could have
made was to attend college, and the second-best decision I made was to attend my
undergraduate years at Florida A&M University. Each day I looked around campus and was
amazed by the number of Blacks that were present, engaged, and determined to succeed. For
four years, I saw this same determination and motivation, and during challenging times, I
witnessed a resilience, that literally changed my life. Students were involved in organizations,
held various leadership roles throughout the campus community, and had meaningful
relationships with faculty, staff and other students. The institution was so much more than a
place to receive a diploma in higher learning, it was a place to establish a foundation for life,
from those interested in everyone succeeding. For me, the university became a place of
identity. I was finally able to see myself in others, something I never saw in my secondary
educators, as a matter of fact, I had not really seen many that I was able to identify with
throughout my formative years in K-12 education.
Fast forward almost 25 years later, many of my college classmates are well established
and accomplished in life, employed with Fortune 500 Companies, presidents and vice
presidents of businesses, business owners, speechwriters for political appointees in Congress,
administrators in higher education, movie directors and producers, principals in secondary
education institutions, and network contributors. However, what I see today looks different,
and is quite unsettling.
As an administrator and adjunct instructor, my views of higher education have evolved
over the last 20 years. In higher education, I have noticed that diversity is not actually
diversity, inclusion is not necessarily inclusion and success is different for each student based
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on race, ethnicity, gender and other factors. These differences became more prevalent as I
began my higher education career working in a minority affairs office. I recognized that
students who were not considered part of the majority population had challenges, impediments
and barriers that were significant to them enrolling in and completing college. The road to
higher education for these students of color was a path less traveled. Several years later, I
began working in Admissions recruiting and assisting students of color pursing higher
education. As I moved through various types of institutions to include small, large, public,
research, and different positions from entry level to leadership, I observed students entering
these institutions with test scores, GPA’s, and experiences that were not very different from
my own, but the outcomes were quite different. What has become most alarming and
disheartening, is the trend of Black males in higher education and the implications of what this
may mean for the broader Black community.
From my perspectives and from the spaces in which I have lived, through personal and
professional encounters, I have longed for answers to the questions that seem to permeate my
thoughts year after year, “Where are the young men who look like me?” “What must we do as
higher education stakeholders to ensure access and success are available to Black male
students?” and “What must be changed for these changes to be actualized?” I asked those and
other questions because of what initially transpired in my own household with my brother, and
then as I continued my career path, those questions began to ring more loudly. My brother was
given the same guidance and opportunities as my sister and I, yet he chose a path that did not
lead to higher education. Other male family members and friends seem to have chosen paths
that led to various career opportunities, but many of those paths did not include higher
education. As I have had the opportunity to sit around a plethora of tables, help students
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prepare for college admission, welcome students into various institutions, and introduce them
to other career options throughout the years, I have noticed the number of Black males from
undergraduate to graduate remain relatively small in higher education. As my nephews
approached the college process, it became more personal and the passion grew. I wanted them
to get admitted into great institutions, ones that would prepare them for great careers and
fulfilled lives. I also wanted them to see other Black males in which they would be able to
identify with and connect to throughout their higher education journey to include faculty, staff,
and other students. Therefore, I started to ponder what is needed to bring about a tangible
change in the trajectory of Black males in higher education.
My background and belief in experiential learning, preparation, evaluation, and
training, and my passion for the success of Blacks students, in particular Black males, has led
me to inquire and investigate the stagnant enrollment of Black males over the last 40 years. I
have become even more aware of this unchanging statistic since working in higher education.
Working on college campuses in many positions and in various settings, I have visibly noticed
the absence of Black males in these various institutions. I want to help ensure that my
nephews and other young Black males that have a desire for better, that want to attend college,
have exposure to the plethora of opportunities that higher education affords those who attend
and graduate. This study was also of great importance to me because I recognize the
important role Black men play in their households, community and in the global society.
Therefore, it is important for me to understand what can be done to help change the trajectory
of Black males in higher education, which I believe will change their positioning in society. It
is my desire that Black males reach their full potential and contribute to society while
benefiting from the opportunities nationally and internationally.
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In my current professional position, I took on the responsibility of male student success
from the perspective of closing the completion gap between males and females at the
University of South Florida. The University is committed to the success of all students, and in
this role, I have the opportunity to serve our students in a different capacity and learn about the
attributes that contribute to their success in order to apply this information more broadly to
males at USF. Therefore, my research is closely tied to my professional work. It is important
that the data presented in my study are trustworthy and reliable. In order to help ensure that
my research data are trustworthy, I will take precautions against self-bias and hold myself
accountable by utilizing Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) standards of trustworthiness, including
credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability as listed in the prior section on
trustworthiness.
Chapter Summary
This chapter provided the details on the method, research design, research questions,
selection of participants, data collection and analysis, trustworthiness, and role of the
researcher.
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CHAPTER FOUR
FINDINGS
Using qualitative methods, I explored the lived and learned experiences of successful
Black male students at the University of South Florida. The purpose of this study was to gain an
understanding of factors that Black male students perceive contributed to their success. I outline
the findings from 12 qualitative interviews with Black male college students who were currently
enrolled as undergraduate students during this study. I contextualized the findings through
Astin’s (1991) Input, Environment, Output Model, and Harper’s (2012) Anti-deficit
Achievement Framework.
Through this study, the participants offered insight on life prior to college, the entry into
and experience throughout college, learning environments, and support needed for continued
academic success. This chapter is an overview of these findings based on the research questions
designed for this study. I developed each research question with the theoretical and
complimentary framework in mind, with the goals of gaining an understanding of these
perceived attributes of success.
Pilot Study and Analysis
Per Yin’s (2014) recommendations, I conducted a pilot study to explore both substantive
topic and method issues; to sharpen the focus of the study while ensuring the interview protocol
and procedures were effective; and to help refine the data collection process. Colleagues in New
Student Connections and Student Support Services recommended students to participate in the
pilot study after the requirements of the study were disclosed. Two Black male participants
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completed each aspect of the research to include: signing of the informed consent form,
completion of the demographic questionnaire, in-person interview, member check, and signing
for the gift card.
The purpose of the pilot was to test the clarity of the interview process, assess
appropriateness and relevancy of the interview questions, and review and revise the research
protocol and interview process if necessary. Based on the feedback of the pilot study
participants, I made a technical update to the demographic survey, but did not make any
considerable changes to the interview protocol. In reference to the semi-structured in-person or
video conference interview, none of the questions nor length of time for the interview needed
amending; therefore, I proceeded with the research protocol as designed.
Participants’ Narratives
To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms were used in place of the participants actual
names. Each participant determined a pseudonym by which they were referred and the names
listed are reflected accordingly throughout this chapter.
Brian. The middle child of three, Brian was raised in Georgia in a single-parent
household. Brian’s parents started college, but neither finished. They stopped early in their
undergraduate years to raise their kids, and never returned to complete their studies. After his
parents divorced, Brian was raised by his mother. Brian described his family as, “my family
background I will say is not the most stable, a broken home, if you will say. My upbringing
wasn't the most pleasant. During my childhood, when other students were going home to study,
we were concerned about our next meal.”
Neither Brian nor his siblings initially thought about college, nor was it discussed in the
community where their family resided. Brian said they were merely trying to escape the
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environment in which they lived. Brian viewed success based on what he saw in his environment
and that predominantly stemmed from those who played sports, and therefore, he decided to
focus on a similar path. Brian worked diligently in track and field and created a household name
in his local community. After realizing that sports may not yield him the desired end result, the
Olympics, he decided to look at other options. Brian’s track coach became his mentor and
provided guidance in making some different life choices, to include college as a consideration
after high school graduation. Brian concluded that college would provide the knowledge and
skills for a career and would also afford him the opportunity to move into an environment that
was more conducive for a better life. Brian had to change his perspective, and decided to pursue
higher education. He said, “I looked at college as something I had to do in order to have a good
job in the future.”
Brian entered USF and majored in biomedical sciences. He felt his major was difficult,
but he was not going to succumb to the challenges; instead, he did what was necessary to excel.
When asked if he had the opportunity to change something about his college experience, Brian
noted, “I feel like I put a lot of things before my classes grades. I chased the social aspect of
college for a while and that stabbed me in the back. If I could change anything, I would
definitely go harder for my academics which would have made my coursework less difficult.” In
pondering what Black male student success meant to him, Brian defined it as, “Black male
student success is rising above the societal stereotypes.”
Colin. Born in the Virgin Islands, Colin moved to the United States at the age of seven,
Colin lived with his grandparents for several years after he transitioned into the United States.
He saw his parents and siblings every other year until the family reunited. Based on Colin’s
account, “We didn’t have enough money to bring everyone over at the same time, so, after
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everyone arrived, we lived in a duplex in a ghetto until I got to high school.” Colin indicated that
he needed to provide for his family immediately after he graduated from high school and was
convinced, he could not do so by going to college. His culture expected the men to provide and
Colin believed this was his responsibility regardless of his age. While he initially thought he
could find a way through sports to provide a better life for his family, he quickly realized his
dreams would not become his reality.
Playing sports was instrumental in Colin’s upbringing. He played soccer and hoped to go
professional and viewed this as his way to move out of the environment in which his family
lived. Having worked his way to a place of status in sports, and an outlet for family support,
Colin shattered his knee and had to consider another life path. College was an option, but not
one that he had ever really considered before this traumatic injury. He started applying to
colleges and was accepted to USF through the Student Support Services program. Colin had
various thoughts about his college experience. He said, “Coming to college was a cultural shock.
The amount of misinformation and lack of information was a lot to an incoming student. I didn’t
know how to ask people questions, or I should say, I didn’t know what to ask.” As a prospective
engineering student, Colin was not aware of the admission requirements into the engineering
program and was unaware of the length of time required to complete the major.
Colin majored in industrial engineering and will be graduating in a few semesters. In
thinking about his overall experience at USF, Colin did not necessarily believe the university
was strategic in preparing him for next steps. He expressed that in most instances, he believed
his own self-determination is the reason for his success. In other instances, he shared, “I
accidentally stumbled into certain things or just happened talk to the right person or ask the right
question, and that helped me as well.” Colin secured an internship with Rolls Royce, and
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believed it had the potential to lead to full time employment upon graduation. As the interview
was concluding, Colin was asked how he defined Black male student success, in essence, what
he thought made him successful as a student in college. Colin said, “I believe Black male
student success is about progressing, moving past the point you were before yesterday.”
Jack. The oldest of three, Jack grew up in a college educated family with both parents.
Raised in a college town, Jack always knew that he would attend college, but he also knew that
staying at home was not the optimal educational choice for him. His mom attended an HBCU,
obtained her masters, returned to college in pursuit of a Doctor of Pharmacy, and is currently a
practicing pharmacist. His father attended college, did not complete his bachelors and chose to
go into law enforcement having worked as a state police officer. Both parents instilled the
importance of education. Jack stated, “I was kind of raised just with the idea that education does
come first and I will have endless possibilities as long as I have a degree first.” His parents and
extended family were members in historically black fraternities and sororities, so he knew the
value of community, service, and support from a broad perspective. The support of teachers who
became like extended family throughout his life, comprised his overall support system.
Although his father passed away a few years ago, his mom continued along the same growth and
development trajectory that was established years prior.
Jack entered USF, majored in biomedical sciences, and will be graduating in the spring of
2020. He indicated that USF has prepared him academically for his next steps. He will pursue
an accelerated master’s programs that focuses on providing students who are interested in
attending medical school the opportunity to take first year courses. This program specifically
assesses a student’s academic ability to succeed in medical school. Following the accelerated
master’s program, Jack will apply to medical schools and continue pursuing his lifelong dream
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of becoming a physician. While Jack has enjoyed his experiences at USF, he indicated that he
would have changed his study habits a bit earlier in his college career. Although he did well in
high school without having to study significantly, the rigors that college demanded took him by
surprise. He eventually made the adjustment, but wish he would have done so earlier. Jack
shared his concluding thoughts on what success as a Black male means to him. He said, “I
would consider success in this manner. If you vision a picture of a hill, people initially want to
think of success like at the top of the hill, but I believe success is on it's the way up.”
Jay. He was raised in a single parent household by his mother. His mother worked
multiple jobs simultaneously to provide for Jay, and although she was college educated with a
bachelors degree, there were times both Jay and his mother were concerned about their stability
due to her lack of continuous employment. They moved a lot due to the issues of maintaining
employment, but she found a career position as a case manager in the healthcare field which
brought a solid foundation to their family. Jay was motivated because his mom never gave up,
and that inspired him.
As an only child, Jay had very broad and diverse life experiences. He grew up in a
military family and had the opportunity to visit some of those family members in England,
Germany, and Turkey, some of his favorite memories. Jay realized the importance of extending
his circle and he did so through an enlarged circle of friends, played sports, attended scholarly
events, volunteered in the community, participated in the church choir, and diversified his
cultural circles. Jay enjoyed the arts and played violin and sang during his earlier years. Jay
said, “My mom really supported me through school and because of her support, I have developed
a lot of traits, attributes, and strengths, and a lot of motivation and dedication to my academics.”
He indicated that although he was not a first-generation student, there were things his mom did
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not know regarding the college process, but she created a path for Jay to pursue his dreams and
tried to help him learn from her errors in higher education and life.
While taking physics in his high school International Baccalaureate program, he became
captivated exploring a mine resistor, inductor, and capacitor circuits, and developed a passion for
building things. His interests grew and he stated, “I became passionate and intrigued with
understanding how the electrical components fit with each other and how devices can
communicate with humans.” These interests led to his decision to major in electrical engineering.
Jay was in a plethora of activities and indicated his time at USF has been rewarding academically
and socially. Jay described what being successful as a Black male student meant to him and
shared, “Black male student success means, following your passions, seeing the opportunities
presented to you and really trying to invoke yourself into spaces where we have not been nor
seen before.”
Jelani. A native of Florida, Jelani grew up in a traditional family with both parents and
two sisters. His parents played an active role in his life having provided consistent support and
guidance. He grew up understanding the importance of family, he developed a strong work ethic
and a love of community. His father desired that his children find a path that made them happy.
His mom wanted to expose her children broadly to the world before they settled on any one
particular career path. According to Jelani, “For the first 12 or 13 years of my life, there was a
rule in my household that we had to not only do a sport, but also had to play an instrument at the
same time. I took violin from fifth until ninth grade, and then I ran track and cross country from
seventh until twelfth grade.”
Jelani decided to change his major from computer science to anthropology after spending
almost two years in his initial major. While Jelani did not feel that USF prepared him for life
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beyond graduation, he did say, “I am a relatively smart Black man, and I have been blessed. I've
been given a sense of agency in society and I should take my agency and therefore give others
agency.” Jelani expounded on his USF experienced and shared, “I feel that USF in terms of
faculty and in terms of staff do not have enough Black men in positions to explain to other Black
men how they can succeed in life. I have not had one Black male professor, and something as
simple as department directors on campus, I have not seen any Black males. I feel like that's
indicative of a larger issue because when I talk to people, I tell them all the time if I have a
problem, who do I feel comfortable going to?” Jelani believed his passion and strength in storytelling, either through journalism or documentary film work would lead him into a promising
career.
If there was anything that Jelani could have changed about his college experience, it
would have been his involvement. He acknowledged the value that being involved contributes to
one’s personal development and leadership qualities, but also acknowledged how it was a missed
opportunity for him. He said, “There are very few clubs that I could put on a resume. I was
doing a lot, but I never joined anything and therefore, it's not quantifiable.” Thinking about how
being Black and successful in college meant, Jelani said, “Black male student success is
“Happiness. Black males are stereotyped in society as being aggressive, violent and angry, but
very rarely are they perceived as happy or joyful, when in fact, they are both.”
Justin. Shortly after Justin was born, his parents had to leave the family in Barbados to
work in Antigua, which resulted in him growing up with his grandparents. The family moved
from the island Barbados to the United States and approximately 10 years later, Justin’s mom
returned to the family. She continued working long hours while attending college, leaving
Justin’s grandparents at the helm of the family. When Justin was at the age of 13, his mom
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completed her degree and was able to be more present in the lives of her children.
Justin’s progression in education throughout his life can be contributed to, “My patience,
dedication, communication with teachers and professors, and going beyond life’s setbacks. I had
to find ways to make learning fun.” Justin has always a strong student in math and science and
shared an example of how he was able to relate math to other aspects of life that helped with his
comprehension and retention. He said, “I would use quotes from Disney movies or think about
ways to play games with math.” During his final year of high school, his parents inquired about
his plans for attending college. He commented, “My grandparents would ask me questions like,
where do you want to go? What do you want to do? In my culture, if students had the grades,
they were expected to pursue a higher education.” Justin aligned his views and plans
accordingly. Justin believed that his success as a Black male student could be enhanced but
strongly advocated that it must begin before Black males enter secondary education. He defined
his success as a Black male student as, “Success is doing what you want to do. If you have a
career that you really want to do, and are able to get into that field, then pursue it. You don’t
need to be rich, but once you are comfortable with how you're living, then success has been
achieved.”
Mark. Born in New York, Mark moved to Texas before settling in Florida. Mark comes
from a diverse two-parent household where education was essential. His father was raised in
Haiti, served in the Marines, and continued his education in the military where he practiced
medicine. Once he retired, he continued to practice as a civilian physician. Mark’s mother was
born in Mexico and obtained her degree in journalism in her country. Once she arrived in the
United States, she chose not work in her field of expertise; instead she attended a cosmetology
program and became certified as an esthetician. Mark’s family lived in a diverse suburban
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neighborhood, that felt like a real community. His parents divorced early in his college years,
and unfortunately his mom passed away in 2018.
Mark expressed how his friends helped him remain on track. He said, “Someone who's
just as motivated and determined to hold you accountable, helps you both to forge ahead together
in achieving your goals.” Mark had to find his place in a community where he was accepted, and
found a new community of peers who were both were friends and accountability partners. Mark
believed his ambition has been most critical in his forward progression. He agreed that USF
prepared him for next steps through the classes and overall experiences. However, his personal
philosophy was that preparation for the next phase of life is not solely the responsibility of the
University, each individual must own his or her success. Mark expressed his gratitude for all
that USF has afforded him, and is ready for graduation. In preparation for graduation in the
upcoming fall semester, Mark next steps include medical school admission. Mark was proud of
his growth and development as a Black male student, and when asked about what being
successful means to him, he shared, “I think Black male student success, honestly, I feel like it’s
when you can feel successful and safe. Successful when you feel the desire to contribute, when
I’m able to give back, then I should give back.”
Ralph. His family’s roots are in Haiti, but they migrated to Florida, which is where Ralph
was born. He grew up with both parents, and they worked various jobs in order to provide for
their family. His grandparents were instrumental in raising him and continued to play an integral
role after his parents divorced. His mom started working as a certified nursing assistant to
support the family until she became a registered nurse. A strict household is what Ralph
described as his way of life, explaining how he rarely watched television and did not play video
games. Instead, he spent a lot of time focusing on his academics, reading and doing homework.
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Ralph was thankful for the manner in which he was raised and the many family and extended
family who contributed to his upbringing. Ralph said, “I've heard stories about friends that I've
had or like other people that are in the news that are my age who have died or gone to prison, and
so I’m kind of thankful for that strictness in my life.” His parents, faith, church family, and
community have all been instrumental and part of his foundation. He said, “Being raised as a
Christian, the people in my church believed in me, they knew me, and always thought I was a
good kid too. They were going to help me however they could in terms of moral support.”
Ralph knew that college was in his future, but it was not the easiest process. His mom
did not attend a traditional college, and he had no one to talk with regarding the college process.
He detailed, “USF wasn't my first choice. I only had maybe three schools that I wanted to
attend, and I only did one of the applications. Since USF was the college I was able to visit, and
it was only an hour and half from my home, that’s where I decided to go.” While Ralph
expressed that a lot of pressure is placed on Black males if they are considered smart in the
sciences, it seemed as if his path was predetermined for him based on his family’s expectations
and their culture, and now Ralph has embraced that he will have a career in medicine.
Ralph indicated that Black students at times feel marginalized and it would benefit
students if they had an opportunity to network with people of like cultures. He said, “I think one
thing that might be helpful is during the Week of Welcome [i.e., a week of activities and
programs take place to help students transition well into the University], invite people from
specific majors or colleges, and have events set up for those groups so that everybody can start to
interact with one another. Perhaps if freshman interact with upperclassmen, they will establish
new relationships and networks so that they don't have to lean on themselves to figure out what
they need to do.”
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Sensi. Raised in a family of Nigerian decent, with both parents and a sister, family
played an important role in all aspects of Sensi’s life. Education was always a priority in their
household. Having lived most of his life in the suburbs where mixed demographics made up his
neighborhood, he was the only Black male from his graduating class to attend college. His dad
retired as a social worker and his mom was a registered nurse. Sensi said, “My sister was always
an academic, a savant. She was Valedictorian in high school and set the standard for me to
follow. Growing up watching how my sister maneuvered through her academics and being able
to see how far school could take her, shaped my direction.” Sensi’s sister graduated from the
University of South Florida the year he entered the university, and he felt a responsibility to
succeed and continue the family tradition.
The education system in Nigeria was more advanced, rigorous and challenging than the
American school system, according to Sensi’s experiences. He attended public school in Florida,
did not take any college preparatory courses, and rather felt like his secondary education was
monotonous which entailed going to class, doing homework assignments, taking tests, but
learning very little. He knew college would be a natural next step in life as he stated, “Attending
college was the bare minimum in my family.” In his household, a college education was a
requirement. Sensi shared, “Unless there were circumstances that popped up and I couldn't
attend college, my eyes were always set on going to college. That's what my parents preached
and it is what I'm practicing now.”
While he did not say how the University has helped prepare him for his next steps, he did
indicate how much he has enjoyed his public health major and has a three-pronged approach to
his future. First, he will consider entering the Peace Corps. Second, he will consider attending
graduate school to pursue a Master’s of Public Health. Third, he will enter the workforce and
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then determine next steps. Sensi expounded upon what being a Black student who is succeeding
in college means to him and said, “Black male student success is when you are finally own on
your own, and are able to sustain yourself.”
Terrell. Raised in small town, close-knit community, Terrell lived in a two-parent
household until he was twelve years old. Although he has two siblings, they didn’t enter his life
until he was 15, and therefore, Terrell basically grew up as an only child. His involvement in
football since the age of three helped him through the transition of his parents divorced and many
other challenges in life. He continued playing football until his senior year of high school. As
the college process was taking on more of a life of its own, Terrell focused on his preparation for
entering college. Terrell disclosed, “So college has always been something I really wanted to do
and had to make a hard decision, sports at a smaller school or college at a larger institution.”
According to Terrell, “Attending college was really a desire of my own. From a little kid I
always wanted to be a doctor.”
Terrell participated in the Cambridge Program in high school. The Cambridge program
is quite similar to Advanced Placement program. Terrell acknowledged how the Cambridge
curriculum challenged and prepared him for college. The benefit of the Cambridge Program is
that students are given flexibility in the courses they choose to study and can select the track that
meets their future academic and career interests. The rigor of his high school curriculum,
coupled with the college level classes at his actual high school with other peers, was instrumental
in getting him ready for higher education.
Although somewhat of a risk, Terrell only applied to USF. Although his parents were
very supportive and encouraged him to pursue college, as a first-generation college student,
Terrell had to figure out the college admission and entrance process on his own. From applying
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to college, completing the financial aid package, FAFSA, orientation, and understanding the
many details of higher education, he predominantly learned what to do through YouTube. His
campus community of peers and friends have kept him involved, accountable and responsible
while being at USF. Although Terrell did not extensively utilize campus resources, he indicated
he was not fully aware of them until the last few semesters, he was engaged outside of the
classroom. He served as vice president of the USF chapter in his fraternity, chair of events and
organized various volunteer activities. He also worked part-time off campus as a phlebotomist a
minimum of twenty hours per week. Terrell believed these experiences greatly contributed to his
growth and development.
Terrell reflected on his USF experience and expressed, “I feel like as minorities,
especially Black men, we have it a lot harder just because we don't have the same connections.
When we go into the class of 300, there are probably 10 to 20 of us. There are not too many
people in which [sic] we have something in common, which makes it a lot harder for us to thrive
academically. We also don't have the comfort of seeing someone who looks like us, who is
teaching us. My entire time at the university, I’ve only had one Black professor.” When
discussing if there was anything that Terrell would change about his college experience, he
specified that he would have placed greater emphasis on his academics, minimized how much he
worked off campus since he had a scholarship and financial aid and didn’t necessarily need to
work, and would have focused more on his overall academic goals and college experience.
Terrell explained his thoughts on being successful as a Black male student and said, “Black male
success is basically where Black males can succeed academically. Being successful in anything
you put your mind to knowing that you can accomplish it, that’s success.”
Will. Will came from an established, educated, and financially stable household. Will
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was from a small town in Florida, where family was his foundation, his parents and sister were
the nucleus of their family. He had the benefit of being raised by both parents, who greatly
influenced all aspects of his life. His parents remained together until his last year of high school.
Both of his parents attended college, his father attained a bachelor’s degree and his mom attained
a master’s degree. Will indicated that he would have been one of the only people in his family
without a degree if he had decided not to attend college. Will expressed, “I didn't have any other
option. My parents attended college, they expected me to attend college, and I didn't want to
work a nine to five for the rest of my life, so I chose college.”
Will believed that regardless of any pre-collegiate preparation, nothing really prepared
him for what he would experience in college. He stated, “Maturity was the determining factor in
my success and that was learned along the way.” Will decided to attend USF and majored in
mass communications and English. Although he chose not to get involved in academic clubs or
extracurricular activities, he did commit to his education and was motivated to finish college in a
timely manner and with minimal debt. He also chose not utilize any of the academic services
offered on campus and did not believe the services or campus involvement would add value to
his college experience nor his future success. He did however, indicate his use of the counseling
center, but felt they lacked the qualifications and compassion to help him get better, and his
belief in their overall investment of his well-being was questionable.
When Will was asked how would advise other young Black males who might be
interested in attending USF or another college, his response was, “go to an HBCU. They make
room for you. They make you better.” Will did not feel prepared for his next steps, was
concerned about how he would embark upon any career field or pursue graduate studies, but
knew he would do one or the other. Will indicated that his college experience was neither
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enjoyable nor beneficial. He also shared that he did not believe administration nor professors
were concerned about his success, nor the success of other Black male students. His future goals
entailed finding employment in any field in order to work and be self-sufficient. Will had no
recommendations for steps that could be made to help enhance the success of Black males at
USF.
Wolf. Born and raised in South Florida to Haitian parents, who migrated to the US as
teens, Wolf’s parents remain in the same location since their arrival to the United States. Both of
his parents started college, but were unable to complete their degrees as they needed to work
full-time to support their family. Wolf’s mom instilled the value of education in him and his
siblings; he said, “We didn’t attend Pre-K because my mom actually taught us everything we
needed to know prior to entering elementary school.” From childhood until entrance into USF,
Wolf always knew he would attend college. Wolf’s sister set the standard for educational goals,
and he followed in her path. From middle school, the challenging curriculum started with Wolf
attending a magnet middle school. Early in life Wolf realized his competitive nature and that
pushed him in all aspects of his education. He was inspired to enroll in challenging courses, and
was motivated to maintain a high GPA. In high school, Wolf took Advanced Placement courses
which were instrumental in his college readiness. He also participated in a military organization
called Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps (JROTC), and his teacher, who also became his
mentor, taught him a lot about life and self-discipline.
Wolf, along with a group of five friends, applied to all the state schools in Florida. Wolf
felt quite disappointed when he learned that he and one other friend were only accepted to USF,
while all of his other friends were accepted into all and ended up in different state schools. Wolf
accepted his offer of admission into USF and embraced the new life ahead of him. Once on
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campus, after a positive transition, he became involved in a student organization, a professional
business group and worked as a peer advisor leader where he advised incoming students and
assisted with their transition into USF. Wolf attributed his academic success to his selfdiscipline and internal motivation. He wanted to succeed and is doing all that is necessary for
success to become his reality.
Wolf believed the university has prepared him for graduation and life beyond the doors of
USF. He is more well-versed academically and socially, and his circle of peers has diversified
both in and outside of the classroom. In order to make sure a secured career path was on the
horizon, Wolf developed a tiered approach. He said, “My plan is tri-fold. The first one is to go
to medical school. The second one would be to become a paramedic. And the third if my first
two not work out, I would just go into the military.” If given the opportunity to speak with
administration, Wolf said, “I would encourage them to create additional organizations for Black
students and Black males. I believe that USF created an intentional diverse campus community
and the same should be done for Black male students to help ensure their greater success.” He
also suggested that male students should be included in this development of this structure to
ensure the right resources would be considered and implemented.
Findings
The 12 Black male students shared what they believed attributed to their success in
college. Through the participants own lived and learned experiences, they offered insight into
their background, learning environment, goals, college experiences, and the kind of support
needed for their continued academic and future success. I used three research questions to frame
the data collection and analysis of this study. I developed each research question using Astin’s IE-O theoretical framework, and Harpers Anti-deficit Achievement framework as complimentary,
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in order to provide an analysis between the frameworks and findings. The research questions
were developed to gain an understanding of the factors that Black male students perceive
contribute to their success beginning from their pre-collegiate experiences (inputs), to their
college experiences at USF (environment), and concluding with their preparation beyond USF
(outputs).
Summaries of the findings with relevant themes and quotes from the participants are
provided for each research question. According to Creswell and Miller (2000), thick, rich
description of the themes of the study and vivid details of people’s feelings help to establish
credibility. Therefore, excerpts from the interviews are included throughout the research
questions for this specific purpose.
Research Question One
1. To what do Black male students attribute their undergraduate academic success at the
University of South Florida?
Students enter college with demographic factors, education, a set of skills, and beliefs about their
abilities and self (Bandura, 1986). All of these aspects are incorporated into the holistic makeup
of an individual. However, one does not acquire nor achieve these things alone, and some are not
a choice or an option. Therefore, the purpose of this question was to gain an understanding of
the participants pre-collegiate experiences or inputs according to Astin (1991), encompassing of
socialization and readiness according to Harper. I established a subset of interview questions
that aligned with the research question to gain a broader understanding of the attributes that
Black male students believed contributed to their preparedness and foundation. According to the
participants in this study, there were various factors such as parental and family support and
relationships with mentors; and institutions to include pre-collegiate curriculum and programs
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that impacted their success. There were two themes that surfaced from this question: Family and
mentor impact; and institutions and programs.
Family and Mentor Impact
Brian’s cousin who was attending college and his high school track coach were both
instrumental in his decision to attend college. While running track in high school and believing
professional sports was his future, his cousin shared his experiences in college and the value it
added to his life. Concurrently, Brian’s track coach took an interest in him beyond track and
field, and helped Brian to look at life from a broader perspective. The statement from Brian’s
coach that shocked him into a different reality was, “You are not going to be the next Olympic
All-star, so what will you do beyond today.” This very difficult reality changed the trajectory of
Brian’s path and he expanded his plans beyond sports, applied to college, was admitted into
USF, and according to Brian, “I never looked back.” Brian’s thoughts about college, “So to me,
preparing for life and going to college became more like a business move, setting myself up for
the future.” Brian realized that college would provide the knowledge and skills that he would
need for a career path, affording him opportunities that would be more conducive to him thriving
in life. If it were not for his cousin and coach, Brian is unsure where his path would have led.
Both of his Colin’s parents attended college, but they were not informed about the
intricacies of what was required to help him get admitted or how to help him be best prepared in
the United States. His parents were raised and educated in the Virgin Islands. The education
system in the Virgin Islands was significantly different from the United States, and their
knowledge of how things were done in the US was minimal. While the Virgin Islands is a
territory of the United States, the culture, education system, and way of life did not coincide with
the culture nor education system in the US. This made Colin’s navigation of the US educational
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system difficult, but his family wanted him to obtain a higher education and they assisted as they
could.
Jack found his parents instrumental in all aspects of his life, from pre-school to college
preparedness and admission into USF. Jack shared, “I was kind of raised just with the idea that
education does come first and so I have endless possibilities as long as I have a degree first. I
was always planning to go to college. Pretty much all of my family graduated from HBCU’s, so
I knew I would attend college.” Jack indicated this his preparation from high school placed in
him a great position to be admitted into college.
According to Jack, “I would say a lot of my preparation for college can be attributed to
the high school that I went to. It was a good high school, one of the oldest and best
schools in the city. It had a pretty diverse population and offered a challenging
curriculum. I took dual enrollment and some Advanced Placement courses.”
Jay indicated that the start of high school was a really good motivator to do well since he
knew he was interested in attending college. He shared how this experience continued to prepare
him academically, “Although I always excelled in school, high school widened my breadth of
knowledge and my patience level.” Jay’s mom attended college, but he could not recall if she
specifically wanted him to attend college, nor did they extensively discuss post-secondary
education. Jay initially planned to join the military as many in his family had served the
Country. However, he changed his course of direction after examining what he enjoyed which
he said, “Establishing better environments, more inclusive, holistic environments, and ones that
are entertaining for people is what I’m passionate about.” His high school band director and
mentor played a life changing developmental role in many aspects of Jay’s life. Jay said, “He's
been a mentor for me throughout my whole high school career. I think we really bonded as
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being Black males trying to thrive in society.”
Jelani grew up in a college town where everything was about education. He always knew
that college would be in his future. In a town where everything embodied college life, his family
held those same beliefs about higher education. Both of his parents were college educated, and
expected him to follow along the same path. Jelani’s mom attained her bachelor’s degree, and
his father served in the Marine’s and later attended an HBCU. Jelani said, “Not going to college
would have been a huge disappointment to my parents, and I did not want to let them down after
all they had invested in me.”
Justin’s grandparents played a significant role in his upbringing. While his parents went
to Antigua to work until Justin was approximately 10 years old, his grandparents provided the
foundation needed during his formative years. Justin discussed his decision-making process for
selecting USF. He said, “I mostly did it for the experience that I would encounter from all the
different cultures. I wanted to experience life outside of our islands and after looking at other
universities, I felt USF was the best place.” Justin believed that meeting people from different
cultures and different countries would help him in his planned career field of Marine Biology.
He believed that studying life in the oceans in various parts of the world was exhilarating.
Mark said, “Attending college was not a thought, merely the next natural step in life.”
His community of peers had similar life values. Mark was raised in a suburban neighborhood
where most of his friends were not Black, but he found that his neighborhood friends all had
something in common, which was the desire to be successful in life. Mark was determined to
learn as much as possible and challenged himself to take thought-provoking and even difficult
courses. Although learning came relatively easy for Mark, and he considered himself a smart
student, he worked diligently to do well in his studies. He always knew that he wanted to be a
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physician as he grew up watching his dad work as a physician in both the military and civilian
life. He wasn’t sure if he had the work ethic needed to make his dreams a reality, but he decided
to pursue this field and has been successfully progressing.
According to Ralph, “In terms of my background, life with foreign parents and being
raised in a strict household, I already knew I was going to be predisposed to going to
college. My mom started as a certified nursing assistant, and now she’s a registered
nurse. From 2005 to almost when I graduated high school, about 10 years, my mom was
in school, and I think that’s part of why I knew I had to go to college.”
Ralph discussed the role his grandparents played in his life. He was raised by his grandparents in
a very disciplined Haitian household while his parents worked. Although his grandparents did
not know much college, they understood the value of a college education. As Ralph explained, it
seemed as if his life had been pre-planned, and since he was a great student in math and science,
his career field seemed to have been predetermined as well. His grandparents acknowledged his
intelligence and did everything possible to cultivate it.
Sensi indicated that he was most inspired and motivated about education because of his
mom and sister.
His description of them, “First my mom. She, well actually both of my parents, but more
my mom, constantly preached college. So much until it was literally painted in my head,
so I knew that I would attend college. Then my sister. My sister, has always been like an
academic, a savant. Both of them kept me on track and motivated.”
He did however, discuss his family’s Nigerian background and strong educational system in
which his parents were educated. He believed their background and knowledge is what
contributed to his preparation for and entrance into college. Although Sensi does not believe his
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secondary education prepared him for college, he did indicate that his relationship with his
counselors and teachers was helpful.
Will had a few thoughts about his family structure. When asked why he chose to attend
college, he explained, “Both of my parents went to college. My mom has a master’s. My Dad has
a bachelor's. It runs in the family. I would have been one of the only people in my family
without a degree if I had decided not to attend college. I took AP courses, but no matter what I
tried to do, I now know that no one is really prepared for college. It's not about the coursework,
but more about how you mature when you get here and how you handle your problems.”
Wolf’s parents started college, but stopped to take care of their family. His mom was
studying to be a nurse, but her focus had to change. Once she had a family, she never returned to
college to complete her degree. However, education was important to both of Wolf’s parents
and from childhood they instilled in their kids that college was essential. Wolf said, “My mom
was my first teacher and she taught me everything I needed to know to enter school. My sister
and I attended magnet schools to ensure we had the best preparation possible.” Wolf expressed
that the person who had the most influence on him was his sister. He shared, “One thing that
really influenced me was my older sister. She was a scholar and I was only four years behind
her. So literally everything that she did, I pretty much just followed in her footsteps.”
Institutions and Programs
Colin’s path to college and the issues that inspired him to think about higher education
were based on life circumstances.
Colin revealed, “I lived in a duplex in a ghetto until I got to high school. I played soccer
most of my life, and thought I would go professional. I played for a lot of AAU clubs,
which is the Amateur Athletic Union, and other teams, and according to my coaches, I
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was quite good. In my last year of high school, I shattered my knee so I wasn't able to
play sports any longer and it sort of ruined a lot of things for me. That’s when I started to
look at other options and determined that college was my new path.”
Colin attended a magnet middle and high school and participated in the Upward Bound program,
and although he did not initially take the program seriously as his goal was to play professional
sports, after his life altering injury, this program became more prevalent. Through the Upward
Bound program, Colin was provided the information and support needed to help him make an
informed decision about college and the staff helped him through the college admission process.
In addition to having the right people in place, having the right educational resources was
equally important. Jay was admitted into the IB program in high school and the rigor of that
curriculum helped to prepare him for a stimulating honors college curriculum. His thoughts
about the International Baccalaureate program, “I did the IB program for high school, and it was
challenging. It took up a lot of my time. I then got into physics for IB in my junior year.” The
physics course introduced Jay to new concepts and piqued his interest in the sciences, where he
wants to learn about building projects and understanding the internal assessments of these
projects.
Jelani’s educational foundation and preparation were enhanced when he entered middle
school and enrolled in the Pre-International Baccalaureate (IB) program. He continued taking IB
courses throughout his high school years and believed the rigorous IB curriculum significantly
contributed to his academic preparedness for college.
Jelani expressed, “Being a relatively intelligent Black male, I had a lot of teachers and
professors who saw what I could do. They understood that I was capable of performing
well academically and worked to cultivate my learning. They also recognized my
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passions for the things that I found interesting, and they just wouldn't let me stop.”
When discussing his preparation for college, Justin disclosed,
“I guess I do pretty well in school. I went to one to top secondary schools on the island,
did well there, graduated, and then I came to USF. The unspoken expectation that was
ingrained from my country is that students would attend a university. Tertiary school on
the island was free, and higher education was the expected norm.”
Justin’s preparation for college included a challenging advanced curriculum and a test taking
preparation course for the SAT college standardized test. Academically prepared through his
pre-collegiate education, he assumed college would be more challenging. Instead, Justin
explained, “Because of the rigor in my tertiary curriculum, the classes in college were kind of too
easy. I was disappointed and I was bored.”
Ralph took his first honors class in his sophomore year of high school. He found the
advanced courses in biology and history challenging and almost foreign, but continued with the
rigorous curriculum.
Ralph explained, “Coming from a background where I never had an honors class nor was
I included in any gifted programs, I was going in blind. I just needed to know how the
class was structured differently, and realized that everybody's doing a little more work
and a little more studying. So, after I got past that initial hurdle, junior and senior, years
became easier.”
Ralph also decided to enroll in dual enrollment courses during his junior year and Advanced
Placement courses in his senior year, all to help ensure he was well prepared for college.
Sensi attended public school and did not attribute any of his success to the public
education system.
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Sensi shared, “If you are not really gravitating towards people, you might fall through the
cracks. I went to public school my entire life. All that’s required is that you do
homework, and just go to class. That's it. It doesn't necessarily mean you're actually
learning anything, nor attaining skills to be able to apply and use in the daily life. In high
school, people are there to walk you through the many aspects of what’s required, but
then when you enter college, you actually see that in real life no one is going to walk
hand in hand with you. You are on your own. The resources are here out for you, but
you've got to be able to go and use them, and then apply what you learned. I think that's
something that high school never taught us.”
Although Sensi was adamant about the lack of preparation from his secondary education, he also
thought he could have been more prepared if he would have taken college preparatory classes or
been involved in a college preparatory program.
Terrell shared the impact of having being enrolled in advanced level high school courses.
He said, “Cambridge is like Advanced Placement, but the Cambridge program is
connected to Cambridge University. Basically, the classes come with tests, and after you
pass a certain number of classes and tests, you are able to get your Cambridge diploma.
The diploma helps a lot because you automatically qualify for the Bright Futures
scholarship as long as you complete a certain number of volunteer hours. Taking these
courses at my high school with my friends allowed me to connect with other students
who were striving for greater. Now, I feel like I basically attend college for free, I
literally get paid to go to college. My hard work and efforts are paying off.”
The following codes, categories and concepts that surfaced during this question can be
seen in Table 2.
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Table 2
Research Question One: Codes, Categories and Concepts
Codes

Categories

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parents, grandparents and
family were major
support systems
Mentors and role models
helped provide direction,
guidance and support
Most raised in two parent
households for part of
their upbringing
Most parents were college
educated, with a doctorate
being the highest degree.
Few were first generation
Next steps determined
because college was an
expectation
Strength of Caribbean
educational systems
College was not optional
Prepared for college
through magnet programs
and advanced placement

•
•
•

Concepts

Parental role
•
Education level of parents
•
Support of family,
extended family, and
mentors
Educational opportunity
and curriculum equity
Mentors were pivotal in
life and college
preparedness
College was an
expectation

Family and Mentor
Impact
Institutions and Programs

Research Question Two
2. What do Black male students perceive has contributed to their academic success at the
University of South Florida?
This question focused on understanding the perceptions that Black male students have regarding
the necessary attitudes and behaviors that lend to being a successful student in college.
Various questions were posed to help better understand what Black male students believe are
critical elements for college persistence and graduation. I developed a subset of interview
questions that aligned with the research question to gain an understanding of what Black male
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students believed contributed to their academic success while attending the University of South
Florida.
Most of the participants disclosed their views about themselves in relation to their
intelligence, academic abilities and how these two are interwoven into who they are as Black
males. They also mentioned that involvement in co-curricular activities cultivated relationships
with peers who were like-minded, driven, motivated and focused on thriving academically.
Being involved on campus provided a space and place for the participants to interact with peers
who were engaged in their personal and professional development. They believed there was
value in being around other Black male students who focused on their academic success as it
helped to hold them accountable, inspired them to persist, and helped them to remain focused on
achieving their goals. All of these aspects were being accomplished while enhancing skills and
competencies needed for the achievement of their academic goals. Most of the participants also
noted that they did not vastly use the academic resources available to them, and later realized it
could have enhanced their standing if they would have initially taken advantage of what the
University offered. The participants shared the various factors they believe contributed to their
success in college which resulted in four themes: Self-efficacy; peer relationships and support;
transitional programs and academic services; and co-curricular involvement and learning.
Self-efficacy
Brian shared that college was a huge transition. His hometown was predominantly Black
and USF was initially a culture shock. Brian said, “I hadn't realized that there were so many
different perceptions on life. People would talk differently, they dressed differently, and I wasn’t
used to that in my hometown.” Not having a traditional family as many of his classmates, made
certain times like the holidays and special occasions difficult for Brian. While many students
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were planning their return home during breaks, Brian was merely trying to figure out how he
would remain in town, what he would eat, and how he would survive the holidays and breaks
alone. Brian attempted to find his place at USF, but seemed to be persisting merely because he
chose not to fail and return home. Brian found career services beneficial as he participated in
many of the career fairs. He believed this would assist him in the future with internship and
employment opportunities, and as the “bread winner in the family, the provider in Black
households,” he needed to finish college having secured a good career position.
Jelani considered several options before he decided to attend USF. Jelani expounded, “I
went to a predominantly black elementary, middle, and high school. The common trend would
have been for me to go to a predominantly black university or college, but I did not do that. As a
smart young Black man, I could have gone anywhere, but had to make the choice that was going
to be right for me.” He shared that the biggest shift in coming to USF was the environment. The
university is diverse, but in a very different way, based on Jelani’s past experiences. When
Jelani began college, he decided to major in computer science. He thought that was a great field
for a smart kid and it would provide a great career path. Although he did well in his computer
science courses, he realized it was not his passion and changed his major to Anthropology. The
endless career possibilities that Jelani researched in Anthropology, led him to a path in which he
could utilize his gifts, talents, and knowledge.
Mark arrived at USF with specific aspirations in mind. He wanted to enter the field of
medicine and had to determine the major field of study that would benefit him most in achieving
this goal. An intelligent student as he was told most of his life, Mark was academically prepared
to enter college, and his entry into USF was pleasant. Mark responded, “I transitioned easily into
USF with the assistance of Orientation Team Leaders and Resident Advisors for my first two
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years.” He immediately declared cell & molecular biology as his major, lived on campus for a
few years, and eventually became an orientation team leader and resident advisor. While on
campus, Mark indicated how the Counseling Center and the Writing Lab were most useful. He
also shared, “The benefits of using YouTube as a learning tool, due to the extensive resources
available in every academic area is amazing. Everything you need is on YouTube.”
Will learned how to focus on his academic and personal needs as he progressed through
college. When discussing what has contributed to his progression, Will expressed, “Success is
very subjective. I'm graduating, but I don't necessarily feel successful here. Obviously, I was
smart enough to get in, had good grades all throughout high school, which led me to this place.
I’m smart, but what does that mean?” As he elaborated on his experiences, he believed he was
merely submitting assignments, taking exams and doing what was expected in order for him to
graduate on time. Will did not consider this success, but a process that was designed by the
university in which students enroll and basically follow a planned program of study to complete
a degree. Will did not believe this outlined process enhanced nor contributed to his learning.
Will shared a challenging situation that he encountered, “I was Baker Acted. They walked
through the front door and then walked into my room and they just took me out. That was a
terrifying experience for me and ever since then I've not wanted to participate in anything. I
don’t have Black friends, maybe because there are so few and we are all so spread out, but after
this experience, I didn’t try. I had been labeled.”
Peers Relationships and Support
Brian met some other Black male students, they became friends and over the years, they
have remained together as strong support and advocates for each other. Brian did not engage in
out of classroom activities, but on occasion he participated in general meetings held by the Black
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Student Union or Student Government. Brian expounded upon his priorities which outside of
school, he worked almost full time as he needed the finances to help fund his education as an out
of state student without support from home. All of his friends worked, they studied together and
consistently checked in to make sure everyone was moving forward, together. They believed if
one in the group was not being successful, then all of them were not successful. Therefore, they
chose to help each other excel, and are proud that they are all achieving their goals with concrete
plans beyond graduation.
Jelani has a lot of friends, but only a few of them are Black. He said it’s challenging
because his White friends do not necessarily understand who he is, nor why his life is different.
In discussing what this has been like for him, “I initially got really close with my freshman year
roommate, but then there’s another reality. It’s a lot when I say certain things to my friends who
are not Black, like when I crack jokes about not being picked for jury duty and my friends will
ask why I’m saying that. Then I send them the article and research about Black people being
struck from juries in New York and from juries in California and struck from juries and Florida.
We are friends, and we help each other out, but they are different relationships.”
Sensi has a group of friends who have been a support system to one another. However,
he denoted how these relationships can have both positive and negative impacts, depending on
the individuals’ strength to make difficult decisions when needed. Sensi elaborated on the
relationship with his peers and suggested that there are times when his friends would choose to
play video games instead of studying. While they clearly knew they should have been
completing homework or studying for an exam, they did not hold each other accountable
academically. Sensi mentioned how they all like to go out and when recognized that at times, his
response should be, “I am not going because I have homework or need to prepare for an exam.”
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One of the most empowering moments is when Sensi realized, “Choosing the right group of
friends is critical.” He expressed how he was going to make some different decisions going
forward, but recognized the influences of his peers. He stated that his plan was to become more
engaged in extracurricular activities as he is aware of the contributions being involved will have
on his overall development.
Terrell has accountability partners, which has served him well in college. “Basically, I
have a group of friends, they really help me because they have knowledge about things I don’t
and vice versa.” The four of them share their college and life experiences together. They
compete with one another and hold each other accountable with class and job responsibilities.
Each of them is employed and if not full-time hours, close to full-time hours. “I just got hired as
a phlebotomist, one of my friends is full time at the bank, another friend is about to graduate and
has a great job lined up, and one already graduated and works at Cleveland Hospital.” We have
common goals and we don’t want to get complacent. We continue to chase our dreams and grind
now, in order to ball later.”
Transitional Programs and Academic Services
Colin found his entrance into the university rather challenging. Colin said, “For me it
was more like a culture shock, I guess you'd say. There was a lot of misinformation and a lack
of information. I’m in engineering, and no one shared what grades you would need to come in
with, nor what SAT scores you needed to even get into the College of Engineering. While
attending orientation, I didn’t know who was an engineering advisor and who wasn't. I wondered
if I had made the right decision by coming here.” As Colin progressed, he said the support and
guidance he received from the Student Support Services program helped to make up for the
initial deficits. Colin contributed his continued success at USF to using what was available to
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him. He said, “I sort of utilized resources the way they were meant to be used. If I have a
question, I asked it. If I need help, I use the Academic Success Center for tutoring and I’ve done
engineering tutoring. I've also attended my professor’s office hours.” Outside of academics,
Colin has been involved with the Industrial Engineering Club where he held the position of vice
president, and contributed all of these involvements from academics to extracurricular activities
on campus to his continued retention at USF.
Jack researched schools in Florida with strong biomedical sciences programs, which led
him to the University of South Florida. Participating in the USF online group chat and living on
campus for the first two years helped significantly with his acclimation to life in Tampa and at
USF. Jack utilized several campus resources throughout his college tenure. He said, “I've
learned what worked for me in college. I took advantage of the textbooks available to students
for rent through the library. That was extremely helpful because some textbooks are expensive.
Other things that have worked would be the tutoring services at the library. These services are
good for classes like chemistry, statistics, and calculus. I have also used pre-health advising, and
usually meet with the same advisor. He has eased my mind about the courses I need and other
concerns.”
Jay’s initial experience at the university began with his participation in a university camp
program which helped him understand the expectations of college. This experience provided the
tools needed for Jay to make the appropriate adjustments in order to be successful in college,
which started with him finding his voice in this new setting. According to Jay, “I've grown a lot
by communicating. I would say the root cause of most issues is probably communication on
both sides.” Jay indicated that his professors in the honors program have significantly
contributed to his success at USF. He said, “If I'm struggling, just being open to ask for
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assistance, finding out what resources are out there, what's open to me, and allowing the
professors to know who I am. I've talked to some of my professors about racism and
discrimination. I've talked to them about family life and issues, and it just brings a whole
different perception of you to them and for the better because you have that closer connection to
them.” Jay took advantage of some of the services offered to students to assist with their
continued progression to include faculty office hours and tutoring.
Ralph entered the university through the Student Support Services (SSS) program and
majored in biomedical sciences. SSS provided an array of services to include individualized
advising, skill development workshops, tutoring and a community of peers. Ralph denoted how
these services were useful to his learning and critical to his success. Although he was always
considered a bright student, Ralph knew the importance of applying himself to ensure he was
performing at his optimum level. Since math and science are academic areas of strength for
Ralph, and he “always excelled in these challenging areas of study,” he decided to tutor his peers
in these areas through the Academic Success Center. Ralph said, “In preparation for my career
in medicine, I shadowed various physicians in various hospitals and volunteered in the field
through Undergraduate Research.”
Sensi knew he would attend the University of South Florida, or so that was his plan. He
applied only to USF and was accepted through the Student Support Services (SSS) Program. His
transition was relatively seamless and his adjustment was the same. Having lived on campus his
first year, he was positively impacted by his Resident Advisor (RA). The support, coaching, and
assistant provided by his RA, contributed greatly to his acclimation into the university. SSS
proved beneficial to Sensi as he expounded, “I established a great relationship with my advisor,
and the program guided me through crucial transitions with meeting instructors, registration, and
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managing my course load.”
Co-curricular Involvement and Learning
Jack got involved in a theater acapella club where he held the position of president. His
passion for music and singing led him to a group that allowed him to make connections on
campus. He believed being involved in something that he loved, which was music and theater,
having friends who he could identify with academically and socially, while pursuing his major
field of study contributed to his affinity for the university and continued advancement. Jack
believed, “Being in this group has helped me become a better leader. I feel that it's given me
access to different perspectives and different backgrounds in ways I don't think I would've been
able to otherwise. In our group you mostly see biomedical science majors. We don't necessarily
have to know how to read sheet music as you would in a more official capacity, nor do we need
to know all of the terms. We can just do what we enjoy, sing.”
Jay became involved with extracurricular activities on campus to include both local and
global community service projects. He took on a leadership position in Circle K International,
which expanded his horizons. Jay found a place for himself with the Center for Student
Involvement (CSI), and during his first year in college, he joined the CSI Campus Activities
Board and was involved with the planning and implementation of free student led events. He
traveled during spring break with the Center for Leadership and Civic Engagement as a volunteer
for the Bulls Service Break. Also, during Jay’s college tenure, he served as a teaching assistant
for first time in college students. Exploring his overall co-curricular activities and the impact it
had on his experience, “I met a lot of people on campus, peers who I connected with and
established strong relationships. These experiences broadened the scope of my academic and
personal development, and enhanced my social development.”
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Making friends on campus, getting involved in Church, and working in the student center
kept Jelani engaged outside of the classroom. He expressed, “Adaptability, a strong sense of
purpose, and a commitment to studying between 15-20 hours per week have been critical to my
success in college.” Jelani admitted that he should have taken his time to explore his path and
career options more intentionally. He said, “I could have taken gap years, meaning, you don't
necessarily have to go to college straight out of high school. You can travel, invest yourself into
the AmeriCorps or the Peace Corps or other paths to truly know the path you wish to take.
Instead, I selected to come directly to college.”
Justin has a love for both marine biology and education, and majored in both, but found
his passion in teaching. Throughout college, he participated in the Marine Biology Club,
undergraduate research, and worked on campus. He expressed, “Undergraduate research
provided me the opportunity to learn how to dissect an article and understand how to properly
write one, while learning how to look for discrepancies in the research. This allowed me to
explore research methods and determine if the methodology aligned or could be improved.”
Justin found all of these experiences beneficial in giving him exposure and hands on experience
to enhance his resume and marketability for employment. Upon graduation, Justin plans to teach
for one year and then pursue graduate studies in Japan.
Mark joined a fraternity and served on the fraternity council. He was also involved in the
Center for Leadership and Civic Engagement, in which he helped to organize a USF TedTalk.
The TedTalk which took place in 2018 received accolades for the success of the program. Mark
indicated how these leadership opportunities afforded him the opportunity to develop his soft
skills and learn how to become a leader. Although he realized the value of being engaged, he
admitted it took a toll on his education as he struggled to find a balance between his academics
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and extracurricular activities.
Terrell voiced, “Transitioning into USF was a lot because in my immediate family, I'm
the first person to attend college. I did not have help, so much of my research was through
YouTube as I was trying to figure it all out.” As Terrell expanded his realm of possibilities, he
realized the value of his entire experience. He said, “Once I became involved, I really started
learning in college. Terrell joined the health professionals coaching program, which he indicated
would be helpful in his goal to attend medical school. He also joined a fraternity, held a
leadership position as vice president of his chapter, and learned a lot about himself in these
organizations and leadership positions.
Wolf noted the importance of involvement on campus was life altering to his life at USF.
According to Wolf, “So the organization I joined as soon as I came here is called KREYOL. I
joined because I knew some people in the organization and we held each other accountable.
Wolf also joined a business professional organization. He discussed some of the benefits of
being involved, “In this organization we plan and implement events and interact with other
organizations, just as you would in the business world.” Wolf also discussed his involvement in
the Peer Leader Advisor (PAL) program. When he first began at USF, Wolf had a PAL and
because of the experience, he decided to become a PAL. Wolf explained how this experience
helped with his transition into college, and he felt an obligation to make the same contribution to
other incoming students. Wolf accredited self-discipline and determination as other success
factors. He also disclosed how he had to learn the importance of prioritizing and establishing
timelines in order to accomplish what was in front of him. He said, “I had to tell myself to stop
doing certain things that were not moving me forward, that were causing me to procrastinate
when I knew I had deadlines to meet.”
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The following codes, categories and concepts that surfaced during this question can be
seen in Table 3.

Table 3
Research Question Two: Codes, Categories and Concepts
Codes
• Confident in ability to be
successful in college
• Motivated to achieve
• Fear of failure is in the
forefront of all goals
• Pressured to succeed
because of family
expectations
• Smart Black males are
expected to major in a
STEM program
• Will seek help from
instructors during their
office hours
• Established peer
relationships who are
accountability partners
• Involvement on campus
in co-curricular activities
broadened their scope of
development
• Working in some capacity
whether on or off campus

Categories
• Strong sense of self
• Personal work ethic
• Confident in ability to
achieve established goals
at USF and in career of
choice
• Failure is not an option
• Academic and social
engagement
• Peer relationships and
support networks are
critical
• Creating support
programs
• Complexity of supporting
Black male students
• Addressing broader
societal racial contexts
• University
administration’s
understanding of Black
males

Concepts
• Self-efficacy
• Peers relationships and
support
• Transitional programs and
academic services
• Co-curricular
involvement and learning

Research Question Three
3. What advice would successful Black male students give to the University to enhance
Black male student academic success?
If Black males are given the opportunity to share what they believe contribute to their
success, these findings could be most impactful in changing the trajectory of success for these
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and perhaps other Black male students. By addressing what has been most helpful in propelling
them forward, acknowledging what has been most challenging in their college career, and
disclosing recommendations for addressing both, might be helpful to their continued success as
well as impactful to other incoming Black male students. This information might be useful in
addressing this systemic problem of Black male student success, while finding tangible solutions
to the male completion gap at the University of South Florida. I developed a subset of interview
questions that aligned with the research question to gain an understanding of the
recommendations Black males would make to the University to enhance the success of Black
male students. The following theme surfaced from this research question: Institutional
environment, with two subheadings, cultural capital and educational equity; and faculty
representation.
Institutional Environment: Cultural Capital and Educational Equity
Colin discussed how USF has contributed to his preparedness upon graduation. He said,
“The academics, in the classes, and the way some teachers interact, I wouldn't say it’s helped me
to be prepared, but it did make me work harder. I've always had to go above and beyond to get
anything and most times I've only gotten those things because I accidentally stumbled into
certain situations, or talked to the right person, or asked the right question.” If given the
opportunity to speak with the administration, Colin said, “Instead of making suggestions, I would
instead ask their plans to address the Black male concerns at the university. What are they
already thinking about doing, or are they?” Colin indicated that he was not convinced that much
thought was been given to how Black males are acculturated into the university and supported
through their collegiate years.
Jay is confident about his life beyond graduation and believed USF significantly prepared
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him for what will come next. Jay said, “Definitely the dean of my college and the adviser made
a huge impact on me being prepared beyond graduation.” He plans to pursue graduate school in
engineering. He had some thoughtful feedback for administration that might help Black males
be successful at USF, “I think one of the things that might be beneficial is to have a focus group.
This group should be focused on Black males just to see what sort of things would be helpful for
them in college. I know my experience being a Black male is different from someone else's
experience of being a Black male. I also know a lot of times we are generalized, so I think
seeing how we are as a community, and assessing what needs to be done to create different
opportunities or programs to support us could make a different.”
Jelani has come to the final stage of his academic career as an undergraduate student and
appeared to be ready for graduation. Jelani developed a love for storytelling and plans to share
his gifts and talents with the world. He said, “When I look at the polarization of the United
States, I mean as one side moves further away so that they can stand firmer on their beliefs, then
the other side does the same and the separation becomes greater. And I mean no one's willing to
talk to one another or at least listen to what the other has to say or understand it. With my
degree, I would like for my storytelling to be used through documentaries and filmmaking. I
want to produce and have the ability to put things into words where people will listen
regardless.” As Jelani reflected on graduation, he described, “I feel like I've been given a sense
of agency in society and I should take my agency, to give others agency. Therefore, what I
would tell administration is that I feel like if more Black men were happy with their position in
society then their success would be different. So, if you were to ask more Black men how we can
help make them happier or contribute to their happiness, then I feel like that could translate into a
conversation that needs to take place.”
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Justin believed that Black males could benefit from a specific service or program
designed for Black males. He described, “One thing that I think might be necessary would be to
have an organization to hold people accountable. The male students could meet and discuss
what's going on with their classes, studies, and any difficulties they're having. It could be like a
fraternity where they could come together and discuss the problems that are happening and
strategize solutions.” Justin also suggested that upper-class students serve as mentors to males
entering the university and through these initiatives, “Helping these males be successful by
giving them the necessary tools as they start their college career might help them adjust and
excel.”
Mark excitedly expressed how USF has prepared him for his future. The connections he
made on campus both academically and socially contributed to his preparedness for graduation
and beyond. Mark indicated that he took a lot of science courses that prepared him for entrance
into medical school. He said, “I took the MCAT, scored an 88th percentile on the entrance
exam, was offered a tutoring position for a private MCAT tutoring company, and have been
getting emails from schools to apply for their respective medical programs.” When asked what
recommendations he would share with University administration to enhance the success of Black
males, he said, “They need to help Black males find their purpose: having a purpose and
understanding their why.”
Ralph felt prepared for his next steps. He was studying for the MCAT and enthusiastic
about attending medical school. He had a few thoughts for administration, “I think one thing,
similar to an orientation, but for Black males where you meet a bunch of different people with
like goals. I think it would set Black males up for greater success. Unfortunately, I feel like it
could possibly be viewed as marginalizing to some people, although that would not the intention.
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Setting up events that are geared towards Black males, I think would help a lot more.”
Sensi suggested, “I would like to see a real coalition for Black student success. It’s
important for this coalition to have a true and honest presence on campus. We see other things
on campus, we need to see the support of Black students just as visible.” Sensi expressed that the
success of Black men is in part on the students. He believed that students must take ownership
of their academic success, and success in life. However, he challenged administration to play a
larger role in ensuring the programs, resources, and finances are in place to assist with their
success.
Terrell shared, “USF gave me a pretty good education, and the professors have been
pretty good professors. I would say overall it helped out a lot and prepared me for my next steps.
After graduation, I plan on taking the MCAT, but will take a gap year before I start medical
school.” During this year, Terrell plans to continue his education by shadowing physicians. He
believed acquiring this level of experience would help him to be more competitive in the medical
school application process. Terrell thought intently and shared what he believed would enhance
Black male student success at USF. He verbalized, “The university should invest more money
and time into Black males and start a program or organization where the emphasis is on Black
males. This would give like-minded individuals an opportunity to meet and connect outside of
fraternities.” Although Terrell is involved in Greek life, he mentioned that he has met many
people who are not members of a fraternity. He believed a program or organization would be
quite beneficial to males who are on the same track, with similar goals, and who are not
necessarily connected to anyone, in essence void of a community.
Will declined to offer any recommendations as he believed nothing would be done to
make a tangible difference for Black male students at the University. He did suggest that a broad
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conversation on racism. Will suggested the conversation should entail how racism has always
existed, and how it has changed, yet still exists even on college campuses. Whether subtle or
overt, Will noticed the racial differences and discrimination. He believed the one way change the
inaccurate views and stereotypes could be addressed would be for a dialogue to take place about
the issue. He was certain this would benefit the entire campus community.
Wolf believed the university successfully prepared him for life beyond USF, “USF
prepared me pretty much. I would say they mainly gave me a community that contributed to my
development.” USF helped Wolf understand the importance of time management, planning,
involvement, and the balancing of it all. Wolf explained, “I have three plans to ensure I have
successful options after graduation. The first is to attend medical school. The second, I would
become a paramedic. If the first two options do not work out, then I would go into the military.
Wolf’s advice to administration, “Give Black organizations outside of fraternities more
opportunities for funding programs and activities that will help Black males develop skills
outside of the classroom.”
Institutional Environment: Faculty Representation
From an academic perspective, Brian shared how not having any Black professors was
disheartening. He also shared his disbelief when he took an African American History class,
taught by a White instructor, who, according to Brian, spent most of the class trying to convince
students why he was the right person to be teaching the course.
Brian said, “Not having Black professors was a missed opportunity for the Black students
to have instructors in which they could identify with and possibly have as mentors. Black
males come from a different culture and from diverse backgrounds, and people don’t
seem to comprehend these differences.”
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Brian believed sports to be the first love for many Black males. He elaborated on his thoughts
about Black male student involvement in and love for sports, “It’s a place where we fit. In our
culture, it's cool to be athletic, but not always cool to be smart.” He expressed the importance of
administration understanding the various reasons why college can be extremely challenging for
Black males. He expounded, “There is a lack of support, family issues that most would not
dream up, and academic differences that others may not comprehend. That’s why they should
learn who we are, not what they have heard, but get to know us and understand what we need in
order to be successful individually.”
Jack expressed the challenges he faced in class and his feelings of isolation many times
as the only Black man. He also expressed his disappointment in never seeing a Black faculty
member. He professed that Black male faculty would have the potential to make a significant
difference in the success and lives of Black male students. One summer, Jack decided to take a
class at another institution and was taught by a Black male faculty member. He said, “I mean it
was definitely good to see someone that had the same skin color as me teaching what I'm trying
to learn. It was encouraging, it was inspiring.” Jack’s message to administration was simple,
“Do not count us out.” He believed it was easy to see the gap, the racial and ethnic differences,
and even easier to believe the negative labels about Black male students. He said, “Those
stigmas do not represent all of us.” Although Jack did not believe there was a simple solution to
addressing Black male student success because of the multifaceted and complex issues faced by
Black males, he did believe it was an investment worth making for the future of Black male
students at USF.
Jay, also believed it would be of great benefit to have one or two advisors strictly for
Black males. According to Jay, “preferably black advisors would be most impactful to Black
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males.” Jay stressed the importance of understanding the challenges and difficulties associated
with talking about the experiences of Black males with someone of a different identity. He
illustrated, “You can talk about your experiences with someone of a different identity, but when
you tell them something specific and they are unfamiliar, they might not be able to respond in a
helpful manner. But if you talked to someone with the same identity and similar issue, they
could relate more and would know how to talk about how they overcame their own trials and
tribulations.” Jay was adamant about the difficulties experienced when trying to relate to
someone from a different culture and background, and believed it was an obstacle that could be
remedied.
Terrell believed his academics could have been enhanced if he would have been more
attuned to what was available regarding campus resources. He did not learn of the academic
support services until he was approaching his final years in college and at that time, felt as if he
had already created a system of success. He also believed, “If there would have been more of a
presence of Black male faculty on campus, that would have made a real difference for Black
students. Black male faculty would have been instrumental in me being more successful, they
could have helped me be more connected, and perhaps more engaged academically and
socially.”
The following codes, categories and concepts that surfaced during this question can be
seen in Table 4.
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Table 4
Research Question Three: Codes, Categories and Concepts
Codes
• Personal progression is a
necessity
• Understand that media
stereotypes of Black
males are not applicable
to all Black males
• Career focused
• Great pressure on Black
Males to perform and
succeed
• Dire need for Black
faculty and staff
• Lack of cultural
understanding from
faculty and staff
• Faculty are concerned,
kind and want students to
succeed
• Faculty willing to help if
asked because they want
students to do well in
their classes
• Need programs
specifically for Black
males to assist in
transition and success

Categories
• Hire additional Black
male faculty to teach
Black male students
• Faculty and Staff lack
cultural competence
• Invest in Black male
student success
• Create programs for
Black males that focus on
the holistic development
of the student from entry
to graduation

Concepts
• Institutional environment
o Cultural capital
and educational
equity
o Faculty
representation

At the conclusion of the individual interviews, I assimilated the data, resulting in seven themes
that provide context to the participants experiences. The seven themes are (a) Family and
Mentor Impact; (b) Institutions and Programs; (c) Self-efficacy; (d) Peer relationships and
support; (e) Transitional programs and academic services; (f) Co-curricular involvement and
learning; and (g) Institutional environment to incorporate cultural capital and educational equity,
and faculty representation, with gender being a relevant focus.
Theme 1: Family and Mentor Impact. This theme emerged when participants were
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asked to what do they attribute their academic success in college. The participants voiced the
expectations from their college educated parents, grandparents and extended family, and
guidance received from mentors as it related to higher education opportunities. The relationships
with the parents influenced their decisions, and the educational level of their parents had a
significant impact on what the participants were exposed to and the expectations regarding
college. Most of the participants did not come from first-generation households. Either both or
one parent had attended college and attained degrees that ranged from a bachelors, masters,
doctorate or professional degree. Growing up in a household where education was part of the
parent’s path, became the norm in the participants path as well.
The participants explained how their extended family, to include grandparents, aunts and
mentors, made a tremendous impact on their lives and influenced their decision to attend college.
In essence, a broader community was prominent in the lives of these participants. Within the
Black community, it is quite normal for others to make contributions to the upbringing of
someone else’s children. Whether those adults are family members, extended family members
or not family at all, the broader community recognized that if one student is successful others
will follow. All of the participants parents worked, most were raised with both parents, and in
many instances, grandparents, especially in the Caribbean and Haitian cultures, were extremely
involved in the upbringing of these students. Grandparents who ensured loving, nurturing and
supportive environments, while parents worked to provide for the family was the norm.
Some of the participants shared their experience with their mentors. When the father was
not present, other adult males seemed to step in and provide guidance and support during these
very critical developmental years. These mentors helped to shape the decisions about these
participants pursuing college and viewing it as a viable next step in their lives. The majority of
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the participants believed the message from their parents, extended family, and mentors, that
higher education was not optional.
Jack shared his experience with education, “I was raised with the idea that education does
come first and so I have pretty much endless possibilities as long as I have a degree first.
Both of my parents attended an Historically Black College. My dad had some secondary
education, but my mom was very like school-based who finished her undergraduate
studies and then completed a PharmD.”

Mark commented, “My dad really pushed this idea of you’re going to college. It was
what he did, what my aunts did, it was inevitable that’s what I would do. And all of my
friends that I grew up with were going to college, it literally was the status quo.”

Jay recalled a very important project in which his mentor made a tremendous
contribution. According to Jay, “When I did my final research paper in high school on
music, my mentor advised me through my entire paper. It was like he was really
instrumental in helping me see my potential, my leadership ability, my academic
proficiencies, and really inspired me to like pursue my passions.” Jay mentioned how his
mentor had such an indelible impact on his life, “He was at everything I've done, whether
it was swimming, because I did competitive swimming, music or academics.”

Jelani’s parents set the tone for the family unit. “My dad was a marine and he spent six
years in the forest. He also worked for the state of Florida. The amount of time he
committed to his job and his work ethic influenced my worldview of Black men and how
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much work a Black man has to put in just to get out. The job my mom had and how she
didn't want to do political science solely because she found issues with the political
structure and how it treated African Americans caused her to pivot in her career path. My
mom could not willingly stay in a position where she felt like she was helping to
perpetuate a system that was slowly taking away from her community. I watched how my
parents interacted with their families, as both of them came from single parent
households, and it was a very large part of their philosophy that their children would not
come from a single parent household.”

Colin discussed his influencers, “I came here around the age of seven with my
grandparents. The rest of my family stayed in the Virgin Islands because we didn't have
enough money to bring everyone here. I'd see my parents and sisters every year or two
until I was 10. My grandparents were my foundation, and they instilled great values and
an urgency for education.”

Ralph discussed who influenced his decision to attend college, “My grandparents didn't
go to college. I don't know how education worked in Haiti, but I knew that their
education was something equivalent to high school. They didn’t know much about
college, but they were setting me up for success by raising me and preparing me to do my
best. My grandparents supported my mom while she worked. My grandma, always
cooked, and did laundry, and my grandpa always walked me to the bus. Even though it
was embarrassing, he still did it and now I kind of appreciate that as well. They were
always present, and still are with me today.”
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Theme 2: Institutions and Programs. The participants discussed their experiences in
middle and high school regarding their preparation for college. The participants spoke about
their preparedness for college and shared how entering into a field where science or math was
prominent was the expectation due to their academic astuteness. The majority of the participants
were enrolled in advanced level coursework in which many mentioned the International
Baccalaureate (IB) and Advanced Placement programs. The IB program encourages academic
achievement and personal development. This is a tiered program, beginning with primary years
through secondary education and awards diplomas to students. After a student completes the
required curriculum, a test is administered and once the comprehensive exam is passed, the
student is awarded the IB diploma. The purpose of the diploma supports students who possess
extensive knowledge and skills in order to expand their breadth and increase their depth of
knowledge, to enhance student development physically, intellectually, emotionally and ethically
(International Baccalaureate, 2015).
Jack explained his pre-collegiate preparedness, “I was enrolled in Pre-IB in middle
school. I also attended James Rickards High School and enrolled in their IB program.
The challenging coursework prepared me for college during the majority of my
education.”

Jay had varying thoughts about preparation for college, “I did the IB program for high
school, and it was challenging. It took up a lot of my time, it was a lot of work. All the
projects given to us, how to manage time, how to be open minded, and how to understand
different points of view was a main focus. And because we were so diverse, I think they
really took into consideration the different cultures, the different identities and put us all
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in classes, I believe to get us to feel what college was like.”

Advanced Placement (AP) also offers a rigorous college preparatory curriculum. This
program was created by the College Board to offer college level courses to high school
students. After completing a course, students can take an examination which will qualify
them to receive college credits for the course. Mark believed his desire to be
academically equipped for college was essential, “I took AP courses as I wanted to
challenge myself and be as prepared as possible. When you're looking at advanced
placement, when you're looking at a more advanced curriculum, you have to be willing to
put that work in, and I was.”

Terrell was enrolled in a program similar to AP, the Cambridge Program. The
Cambridge Program offers an international, precollegiate curriculum incorporated with
an examination process that underscores the value of a vast study for academically
intelligent students. He discussed the impact his father had on his preparation, “My dad
introduced me to the Cambridge Program which I was focused on football in high school,
and he talked me into enrolling at my high school. It helped out a lot, got me ready for
college, and I automatically qualified for bright futures because I passed my tests.”
Terrell also explained the process, which he felt was most beneficial to his learning. “I
took college level classes in high school and they all counted. It wasn't like going to a
community college. We took the college courses at the actual high school, but they all
counted as college credits as long as you passed the test. The classes were more
advanced, but the tests were not that bad.”
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In Research Question 2, the participants had an opportunity to share what they believe
has contributed to their academic success as students at the University of South Florida in which
four themes surfaced: Self-efficacy; peer relationships and support; transitional programs and
academic services; and co-curricular involvement and learning.
Theme 3: Self-efficacy. It was clear that each participant was motivated to succeed in
college and in life. The strongest evidence was their intrinsic sense of self and the need to
achieve what was expected of them from their family and mentors. The participants were proud
to be Black and smart, and did not separate the two, but recognized that others might view them
as distinct. According to the participants, embracing a strong work ethic was also a key factor in
their ability to succeed in college. Although some of the family members did not attend college,
they instilled the importance of a higher education and encouraged the participants to pursue a
postsecondary education to attain a degree in hopes of a better life in the future.
Brian was accustomed to seeing Blacks through various and broad lens. He shared that
he was from a predominantly Black city, where he thought everyone was Black.
Therefore, success, challenges and everything in between was the norm from his
perspective. He said, “my city is historically known for being a very high populated
African American population.”

Jay discussed his experience with being smart and Black. “While having a discussion in
class, I thought how interesting it was seeing the diverse populations, like the Chinese
population, we had Indians, a few blacks, like literally all different ethnicities and races
and genders and sexual identities. One of my friends was Chinese and the natural
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expectation was that he would score well on his college entrance exams. I shared with
him that sometimes I feel like I take the SAT and when I get my score back people
would, say that's a really good score for you. That made me feel some type of way, a
good score for me why, because I’m a Black kid? I guess you could say I exceeded
expectations even though it's like normal for me. There were also times where people
were telling me like I did a good job and I wouldn't be able to differentiate between
whether it was because I did a good job or I did a good job for a Black kid.”

Justin discussed his thoughts about attending college, “It was just expected that you go to
college after completing your secondary education. It is what my parents expected, and it
was an unspoken rule in my culture. Everyone in the country is expected to attend a
university. Since tertiary education on the island was free, the norm is that you would
continue your education through college.

Mark expressed his sentiments about his intelligence and confidence, “I have always
been told that I am bright. My mom said that I’m smart too. I've always been pretty
motivated. I kind of know what I want and I'm never satisfied with where I am in life. I
think that's a pretty sweet curse, ambition is what it’s called and that fuels the fire.” He
also expressed how he believed the University should consider admitting students in
cohorts. “In these cohorts, the University community could help students find their
purpose. Having a purpose is your why? I mean that's what catapulted me because a
‘why’ is a reason you do things and then community is a reason why you continue
things.” Mark shared that creating a community for males through cohorts could be most
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impactful.

Terrell explained how he always did well in school and because of his abilities, his
parents had high expectations of his academic performance. His strengths were in math
and science which exposed him to broader areas for career paths, and specifically in his
case, medicine. “Going to college was really a desire of my own because from a little kid
I’ve always wanted to be a doctor.”

Sensi always believed in his abilities to perform academically, but knew that proper and
effective communication was core to his success. Sensi expounded, “The most beneficial
skills for me have been communication. I’ve learned that communication can take you to
many places. You must have excellent communication with others because when you
communicate, you build connections with people and they'll be more eager to help you.”

Theme 4: Peer relationships and support. The participants had high regard for their
peers. They were not only friends, but accountability partners and worked together to ensure
everyone in their group would persist to graduation.
Brian discussed the impact of his peer relationships. He said, “finding friendships is
important. Once you find your friends, you hope that you guys remain friends because
there are not too many around. It's also cool having Black people who understand what
you go through.”

Mark expressed his thoughts about the impact his peer relationships had on him during
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college, “I wasn’t accepted into some circles, so I had to create my own community. My
friends from Orientation became my suitemates. We started hanging out and had some
classes together. I realized there's like this central theme about groups of people or
community where they hold you accountable. I think that really pushes you forward, in
your academic life and your personal life and life in general. It makes us have greater
accountability, and that’s what my peer relationships have added to my life in college.”

Ralph reflected on his relationship with his peers, “My friends have definitely been
instrumental. Like with studying, some of them find different ways to remember things
and that's helped me a lot. From the classes we have taken together, we have all become
connected and that has influenced me the most. My peers influenced the way I study or
how I should act and that helps me to do better. We all are able to contribute something
new as well.”

Sensi discussed the importance of establishing relationships with other Black male
students. “I have a lot of Black male friends on campus, but I’ve not always made the
best choices around them. If they study, I study, but if they decide to party or play video
games, I might do the same. We influence each other bad and good. College is a
battleground of decisions, whether it’s a good decision or bad decision, it must be for the
betterment of the individual. Black males must be careful who we surround themselves
with, and knowing when to extend ourselves socially and pull back when necessary,
especially when it comes to making those life decisions.”
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Terrell disclosed of his peer relationships in college, “Basically I met someone who
played on the same football team as me in high school and we were mutual friends,
although we were never close. We ended up being roommates, and wound up meeting
two other people. The four of us became roommates, now I've got group of like four
friends, they're actually more like my brothers. In school we are like minded individuals.
I also found a pretty good friend group by being in the fraternity, that has helped me be
comfortable around a lot of people and in various settings.

Theme 5: Transitional programs and academic services. Transitional programs are
structured to help create a foundation for incoming students, by ensuring they are aware of the
requirements of their majors, understand the importance of utilizing academic support services,
and developing their time management skills and study habits. A great benefit of these
transitional programs is that often the academic advisors housed within their offices, and the
students have easy access to them. Providing the necessary tools for all students to be successful
is essential and the primary objectives of these programs. The majority of the participants
indicated that did not utilize the academic support services, specifically the tutorial services, but
recognized they might have performed better academically if they took advantage of the services.
The majority of the participants who did not use the services felt as if they were able to figure
out what they needed on their own.
When Mark discussed using academic resources on campus, he said, “Honestly, I really
haven't. I hear about other people using them and I'm like, wow, you know, I haven't
really gone to any of that. Often the tutoring center is, I feel like, I can just do this myself.
And even when I have problems, I just looked it up on YouTube. I learned calculus on
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YouTube. I mean it was really YouTube that got me through so many classes.”

Sensi elaborated on his involvement in Student Support Services, “I started college in the
summer and the academic transition was not too bad, but the emotional transition was a
lot. I met with my advisor and she was always helpful and held me accountable. She
informed me about the campus resources, and we have a plethora of resources here, you
just have to use them. Outside of tutoring and meeting with my advisor, I used the
counseling center. People have a lot to say regarding mental health, especially in the
Black community, but if you need someone to talk to and like really need help, then they
can help you. I must say that I found it beneficial.”

Although in an unofficial capacity, Jack engaged with a transitional group while
preparing to enter USF. He revealed, “Although it's a big campus, it's a big place, with
different faces and different opportunities, I was ready to embrace it. I lived on campus
my first two years, so I never really had to necessarily be on my own, which was good.
However, I must say that I actually found a connection before I started here through a
USF group chat. I had met a few people before I arrived on campus. So, when I got here,
I at least had some people that I could call on or at least talk to, which was also a good
thing.”

Jay transitioned into the university through Camp U, an off-campus experience created
for new incoming students. Camp U participants were involved in activities that were
situated around four pillars to include friendship, tradition, identity and purpose.
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Although the program no longer exists, the camp was initially created to help new
students make friends, learn about the USF traditions, meet peers, and establish an
involvement plan. Jay expressed the benefits of attending this camp, “It was three days,
two nights, with a group with students. We had two camp counselors who asked
questions to help us learn about one another, and ourselves, we learned about our
strengths and our weaknesses, and found out about opportunities at USF, along with USF
traditions. It seemed like we learned everything.” Jay shared how this experience made
a significant difference in his transition and although he was not initially opened to fully
participating in the camp, once he did, he recognized the many benefits then, but more so
semesters later when he had to make some real college decisions.

Theme 6: Co-curricular involvement and learning. There were 11 out of the 12
participants who elaborated on how academic success involves the totality of the campus
experience which entails using the available resources offered to college students and getting
involved in activities outside the classroom. The participants acknowledged how being involved
outside of the classroom developed their leadership abilities and enhanced their skill set, in
which they were certain would prove invaluable in the workforce or in a graduate or professional
level program.
Jay explained his co-curricular experience, “I've had a global experience from Bulls
Service Break [this is part of a national movement to raise awareness of root causes of
social issues and injustices through education, direct service, and immersive cultural
exchange]. I’ve also had a lot of like leadership, involvement, and community service. I
was even a teaching assistant for Academic Foundations for incoming freshmen. These
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experiences have been really empowering too.”

Mark was involved on campus in various capacities. He expounded, “I got involved in
leadership the first half of my college experience. In my fraternity, I was involved with
recruitment and shaping the culture of the fraternity. I tried to make it more selfdevelopment oriented. There are a lot of guys trying to find their way, especially when
they don't have guidance from older role models like alumni. Sometimes these
organizations can lead you in the wrong ways because you're being led by other students.
As individuals, wherever we are in life, we only know what we see.

Ralph thought about the impact of his experience, “I tutor and I have been tutored and I
enjoy giving back in that way. Shadowing other physicians has been most beneficial for
me in relation to my major and career goals. I have been following a doctor and
watching what he does on a day to day basis. Getting that kind of repertoire in my
background with has been one of my favorite experiences, one of my most expansive
ones.”

Terrell reflected on his experience, “I was doing pretty well in my classes, but I wasn't
really that involved. Once I became involved, I really started to learn in college. My
friend group, they really helped because they knew how to do things I didn’t and vice
versa. So, we were able to learn from each other. Like I would've never been in my
fraternity if it weren’t for my friends. I joined a fraternity, held a leadership position,
gained an entire set of friends and learned a lot about myself while growing as a person
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and a future professional. I also joined the health professionals coaching program because
one of our faculty members told us about it.”

Wolf thought about his overall experience, “I do admit sometimes I walk into class, an
example is when I went to lab over the summer, it was just me and a Black girl in the
class. It was just, there weren't more black people in the class. Also, on my job, there are
only three Blacks out of about 25 student employees.” Wolf indicated that one of his
main reasons for pursuing his job stemmed from his own experiences in both high school
and college. His desire to help and impact other Black students entering the university led
him to a position that allowed him to be a peer advisor and an orientation leader.

In Research Question 3, the participants had an opportunity to express what they felt
about their preparedness for life beyond college and share recommendations to USF
administration on what they believed would enhance Black male student success. Once theme,
institutional environment, surfaced from this question, with two sub-themes.
Theme 7: Institutional Environment. The participants were pleasantly surprised by the
diversity of the campus upon their arrival. They believed this was critical because the diversity
at USF represented the diversity they will eventually encounter in the workplace and more
broadly in the world. The majority of the participants shared the importance of finding a cultural
connection, something that spoke to and resonated with who they are as Black males striving to
enter into STEM fields. The majority of them also enjoyed their major field of study courses,
but believed that some of the general education courses required were wasteful from an academic
and financial perspective. The participants also shared that faculty was engaging and seemed
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concerned about their success, but the lack of Black male faculty was a concern. For the faculty
members who were problematic, it made them learn how to navigate different settings and have a
greater understanding of bureaucracy. They expected the rigor of the course content and was
ready to engage academically and socially. However, some of what the participants encountered
in college was not expected nor anticipated and they believed that there were some opportunities
for the University to have greater success with Black male students.
Brian thought about his experience and expressed, “I definitely had some issues adjusting
and I had some professors who were challenging. During my freshman year I
experienced a professor who was pretty nasty towards me. I had missed an exam because
in the syllabus he had it scheduled for a certain date, but he verbally changed it and I
didn’t have the new date. He was very nasty about me making it up, which he didn’t
allow me to do so. Later on, I found out there was another female in that class who was
Caucasian and a few other students, all Caucasian, had missed the exam and he in fact
went and lifted it for them, he allowed them to make up the exam. Brian also reflected on
his experiences regarding Black male faculty, “I feel that USF in terms of faculty and in
terms of staff do not have enough Black men in positions to explain to other Black men
how they can succeed in college and life. I mean it's something as simple as if you look at
the directors of departments on campus, I don't think any of them are a Black male and in
the classroom, you won’t see any either. I have not had one Black male professor. Who
can understand us, who can relate to the taxation that Black Americans feel. This is
something that can be changed, and should be addressed.”

Justin expressed, “It was very frustrating the first two years. We have all these
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unnecessary courses, where some of the things I did prior to coming to USF. Some of the
work is elementary and repetitive, and I walk away having learned nothing, yet money
was spent on tuition. We are not challenged, we are given multiple choice exams, and
that does not test your knowledge or understanding.” It was expressed how it would be
more advantageous for students if true learning took place in relevant and applicable
courses to help better prepare Black males for what to expect beyond USF.

Terrell expressed his thoughts about his experience, “I would just say, to me I feel like as
minorities, especially Black men, it's like we have it a lot harder just because we don't
have the same connections. When we go into the class of 300 there are probably 10 to 20
of us. It's not really people that we have too much in common. It's a lot harder for us.
thrive academically but not because we have the comfort of being in a normal classroom
when there's people look like you. It’s always good to have people who look like you.
I’ve never had any experiences where I felt like I was treated differently, but I do feel like
I have a different experience.”

Chapter Summary
In Chapter Four, I presented the findings of my research. The Black male participants
expressed their views on their success at the University of South Florida and the various aspects
of their lives that contributed to that success. The participants elaborated on their foundation
prior to entering college incorporating their upbringing, family, community, and pre-collegiate
experience (inputs). The participants had strong family and extended family ties, and very
supportive mentors, who in many instances were like extended family. Most of the participants
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were well prepared for the rigors of college. Many of the them took college preparatory courses
through honors, dual enrollment, Advanced Placement and Cambridge programs. As they
discussed their college experiences (environment) which entailed their entrance and transition
into the university, academics, social experiences, leadership opportunities and resources
available, they elaborated on what USF has done for their growth and development. They all
recognized the value added from being academically inclined to excel in their coursework, but
also understood the balance needed to socially develop and enhance their skills. The
relationships with faculty and staff, and especially with their peers were significant to all of the
participants. The participants concluded with the preparation for life beyond USF (outputs),
whether entering a graduate or professional program or the workforce. They were all confident
entering college and even more self-assured as they are preparing for graduation. Many felt
ready to take on the next chapter in their lives and they had embraced it entirely. Some were
preparing for graduate school, a few were studying for the Medical College Admission Test, and
others were excited about entering the workforce. Almost all believed they were expected to
provide for themselves and their family and welcomed this next phase of life.
The interviews were enlightening, educational, and refreshing. Each participant brought
their own lived and learned experiences to this study, and it was encouraging to meet some of the
next leaders in our society. Chapter Five will provide a discussion, my conclusions and
recommendations.
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CHAPTER FIVE
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Introduction
The University of South Florida has been recognized for eliminating the completion gap
by race, ethnicity and socioeconomic status. The Education Trust released a report in 2017
identifying top and bottom performing institutions. The report examined the graduation rates
and completion gap data between Black and White full-time, bachelor’s degree-seeking students
at 676 public and private non-profit colleges and universities. The report noted that while Black
student enrollment at four-year colleges and universities was up 37 percent over the last 10 years
(compared to 28 percent growth for all undergraduates), graduation rates for Black students are
still 22 percent points below the graduation rates of White students. However, in comparison,
the USF graduation rate for black students was 63.7 percent (a three-year weighted average of
2012, 2013, and 2014), exceeding the national average of 40.9 percent by 23 percentage points
(The Education Trust, 2017).
While the graduation rates for Black males have continued to increase for both the 4-and6-year rates over the last five years, the number of Black male students admitted into the
University pales in comparison to their other male counterparts. Black male enrollment in Fall
2019 was 1,500 in comparison to 8,878 for White males, and 3,400 for Hispanic males. The data
revealed fewer Black males are being admitted, fewer degrees are being conferred, resulting in
fewer Black males being prepared to make broader contributions to and receive from a global
society. Therefore, this study provides USF with information that might be useful in creating
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environments that Black males need to successfully enroll and persist to graduation. The
participants experiences provided an understanding for what colleges and universities might do in
order to positively impact the graduation rates of Black males.
The overall objectives of this study were achieved and were in alignment with the literature
presented in Chapter Two. Much of the literature on Black male students in college has been
described from a deficit approach where the data have focused on why Black males have not been
successful in college (Aud et al., 2013, Palmer et al., 2011). In this study, an anti-deficit approach
was used to examine the perceptions of the experiences of Black male students who have managed
to find their place and space at a predominately White research institution, and successfully
progress through the rigors of college. The perceptions of the participants were gathered through
in-depth semi-structured interviews from 12 Black males who were currently enrolled at the
University of South Florida and deemed successful based on the established guidelines of the
study. These perceptions were analyzed through the theoretical lens of Astin’s (1991) InputsEnvironment-Outputs Model and Harper’s (2010) Anti-deficit Achievement Framework. Both of
these frameworks were significant and useful in studying a myriad of contexts pertaining to the
experiences and development of college students, and particularly in this instance, Black male
college students. Astin’s IEO model was selected because it provided for the in-depth exploration
of one’s life in a comprehensive manner. IEO model is comprised of background characteristics,
college experiences and student learning outcomes, which align with the focus of this study.
Harper’s Anti-deficit Achievement Framework was selected as the complimentary
framework because it provided a positive view on Black male student achievement, the manner in
which research should be approached, and how questions should be posed in a qualitative study,
which was also central to the focus of this study. As an example, the Anti-deficit Achievement
Framework suggested a change of questions from, “Why do so few Black male students enroll in
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college?” to “How were aspirations for postsecondary education cultivated among Black male
students who are currently enrolled in college?” The framework was instrumental to this study as it
focused on pre-college socialization and readiness, college achievement, and post-college success.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study was to explore the lived and learned experiences of successful
Black males at the University of South Florida in order to gain an understanding of the attributes
the participants perceived contributed to their academic success. By interviewing Black males at
USF who have successfully progressed through the academic pipeline, earned the designation of
“success” based on the defined parameters of the study, and are preparing for graduation, I sought
to understand their lived experiences, who and what contributed to and impacted their success, and
how those collective experiences have contributed to their academic success. Acquiring these data
might be useful for the future success of other Black males entering the University of South
Florida.
Research Questions
Three research questions were investigated in this study. The findings and implications of
those findings are presented below.
1. Research Question One. To what do Black male students attribute their undergraduate
academic success at the University of South Florida?
The purpose of this question was to gain an understanding of the student’s pre-collegiate
experiences and exposure. These inputs and pre-collegiate dynamics include familial factors;
support from the community, faith-based leaders, mentors, K-12 school influences, and out of class
college preparedness (Astin, 1991; Harper 2012). This question afforded me the opportunity to
understand who had an influence on the participants decision to attend college and what helped to
prepare them academically prior to college entrance.
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2. Research Question Two. What do Black male students perceive has contributed to their
academic success at the University of South Florida?
The second research question delved into how students make meaning of their college experience.
According to Astin (1991), attitudes and behaviors might include study habits, relationships with
peers and faculty, using campus resources, engagement and involvement on campus, and work,
which he deemed as the environment. Harper attributed this next step to college achievement that
entailed classroom experiences, out of class engagement, and the enriching educational
experiences. According to Harper (2012), since the literature discussed the significant impact that
peers and faculty have on college student development and success (see Pascarella & Terenzini,
2005), he believed particular attention should be devoted to understanding the undergraduate
experiences of Black male achievers.
3. Research Question Three. What advice would successful Black male students give to the
University to enhance Black male student academic success?
The purpose of this question was to assess whether students felt prepared beyond college. This
question explored outputs, which as explained by Astin examined the impact background traits and
collegiate experiences have on student learning outcomes. Harper examined outcomes, the results
of the college experience, more specifically what happened in college to develop, support and
prepare Black males in their pursuits beyond college. He looked more intently into the holistic
college experience which included classroom experiences, out-of-class engagement, and the
enriching educational experiences (Harper, 2010).
Implications of Findings
At the conclusion of the study, seven themes emerged from the data to include: (a) Family
and mentor impact; (b) Institutions and programs; (c) Self-efficacy; (d) Peer relationships and
support; (e) Transitional programs and academic services; (f) Co-curricular involvement and
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learning; and (g) Institutional environment to incorporate cultural capital and educational equity,
and faculty representation, with gender being a relevant focus. These findings offer insight into the
lives, success and suggestions for what the participants believed is needed to enroll, retain and
graduate Black male students at the University of South Florida.
Theme 1: Family and Mentor Impact. The majority of the participants were from
college educated households. The education ranged from some college to professional degrees,
specifically a Doctorate of Pharmacy (Pharm.D.) Each participant discussed how college was a
natural part of their household conversations. Since the participants parents attended college, they
knew that college was also their destiny. As Tinto (1975, 1986, 1993) suggested in various studies,
students who come from families with more education and affluence are likely to enter into and
persist in college. However, the findings revealed a slight contradiction to Astin’s findings as well
as the findings from the National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE). The NSSE (2018)
survey showed that one-third of the students was from families where neither parent had any
education beyond high school. This constitutes what is deemed as a first-generation college
student, and while this study yielded a microscopic sample size in the pool of all Black males at the
University of South Florida, the reality is that in this study, only two of the participants were firstgeneration. Due to the family and extended family’s belief in education, most of the participants
were predisposed to college, with an expectation that they would attend. While most of them said
college was a natural next step, they all spoke about their parents and grandparents playing an
integral role in their lives and in their decision to attend college. The majority grew up for most of
their lives with both parents at least through adolescence, several experienced a transition in their
family either through divorce or death, but maintained a great relationship with both parents or the
surviving parent. When the participants discussed their family, they still identified as being raised
with both parents. As denoted by the 2010 Census, 43.5% of African American children live in
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two-parent, married households. Harper (2012) said that parents were most influential in the
college search and selection process of their student.
Brooms (2017) explained that Black males benefit from relationships beyond family,
particularly fictive kinship and mentors. While a few of the participants came from backgrounds
where college was not a priority, these young men had mentors who helped to shape their paths by
investing in their future. The mentors provided guidance, support, options and in some cases, were
the father figures to a few. According to Palmer et al., (2010), mentors were an important factor to
the academic success of Black students. Some of these participants had not been exposed to
college in their homes, nor by counselors in their secondary institutions. Therefore, the mentors
who were predominantly affiliated with sports, shared various options for college entrance,
excluding sports to help ensure these young Black men had higher education options beyond high
school.
Theme 2: Institutions and Programs. The majority of the participants discussed their
preparedness for college through honors, advanced placement or other similar rigorous college
preparatory programs. For the most part, the participants felt prepared for college and a few felt
their high school curriculum was so challenging that college seamed relatively easy. Either their
parents or mentors encouraged and supported their participation in pre-collegiate activities and
academic programs that prepared them for college. The literature supported this finding as Kuh et
al., (2006) said the quality of the academic experience and rigor of the high school curriculum
would have an effect on a student’s success in postsecondary education. McGee (2013) findings
aligned accordingly, and concluded that advanced placement and an honors programs to
specifically include rigorous high school coursework in math and science, were all essential
components in college preparation.
Theme 3: Self-efficacy. The participants were confident about their abilities to be
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successful in college, and were self-motivated to succeed. The participants believed in their
capacity to learn, engage, and execute the behaviors required for their growth, development, and
overall academic achievement. In addition to making their parents, family and mentors proud,
their self-efficacy resulted from personal motivation to achieve their academic goals, and in some
instances, the desire not to fail. Research supported this theme as Bandura (1997, 1986) discussed
how individuals have the ability to exercise control over their thoughts, feelings, and actions,
ultimately impacting their overall behavior. Self-efficacy is a connection between possessing
knowledge and skills and engaging in behaviors that support the accomplishment of goals
(Bandura, 1997). Based also on the findings of Pascarella & Terenzini (2016), the literature
supported the theme of self-efficacy and said well-prepared and highly motivated students seem to
do well in college and persist to graduation.
Theme 4: Peer Relationships and Support. The participants expounded upon the value
and importance of their peer relationships. After speaking with each participant, I realized that
most of them had established close bonds with other male students on campus and those
relationships were instrumental in the achievement of their goals and personal growth. They
denoted how the relationships with peers have been instrumental in college by providing
friendships and even accountability partners where they hold one another responsible for achieving
their goals. They expressed that their peers had the most influence on their college career. Based
on Harper’s (2006, 2012) findings, peer support played a significant role in the enhancement of
their collegiate success as high achieving students. These studies also revealed that Black male
students felt particularly encouraged and validated when those peers were from the Black
community. The literature revealed the significant impact that peers and faculty have on college
student development and success (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Kuh (2007) also linked peer
relationships to student persistence. Kuh said that peers are the most important influential group
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on a college campus because they guide how students spend their time and even help to determine
what classes they should take. Universities could benefit from creating authentic opportunities for
peer relationships to be developed.
Theme 5: Transitional Programs and Academic Services. Kuh et al., (2007) mentioned
the various factors that link persistence to institutional conditions and one of these was summer
bridge programs. This summer transitional programs engage students in the college process while
fostering both academic and social integration. Other researchers have also noted summer bridge
programs, as Strayhorn (2010) examined summer bridge programs and found that while they are
making a difference with students of color transitioning into college and have positive impacts on
their academics, these programs are in short supply. The initial summer bridge program at USF
was dissolved, but a similar program, Student Support Services (SSS), which is structured in like
manner, but funded by a federal grant, has made great strides with first-generation and students of
color. This program assists students with their transition into college. SSS helps to ensure that
students are aware of the vast support services offered to assist in their success, persistence and
graduation from the institution.
The participants discussed both academic opportunities and social experiences, and how the
combination of both contributed to, yet could have been more beneficial to their overall success.
Only a few of the participants engaged in academic opportunities provided through the services
offered at the University like the tutoring center, academic advising, and counseling. Some took
advantage of their instructor’s office hours and the few who were planning to pursue medical
school took advantage of shadowing physicians. The participants said they did not to participate in
academic support services because they could research the content online and teach themselves.
However, as they approached graduation, the majority realized how utilizing these resources could
have been advantageous to their learning, understanding, progression, and success. The
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participants behaviors align with a learned construct of masculinity. The construct of masculinity
is expressed within societal norms for expected behavior. Musser et al. (2017) hones in on selfreliance in masculinity, which is the notion that men should not ask for help, and leads to the
underachievement of males on college campuses. According to researchers (Musser et al., 2017;
Harris, 2010;) aspects of the masculinity construct has proven to be a hinderance to males seeking
academic assistance and it is also a derailing factor for their academic careers.
Theme 6: Co-curricular Involvement and Learning. The participants shared the totality
of their college experience. The participants discussed their involvement outside of the classroom,
which was rather widespread. Their involvement included being orientation leaders, resident
advisors, tutors, members of various clubs and organizations to include fraternities, and
employment in which they worked approximately 20 hours per week or more. The literature
supported these themes as shown through the extensive research by Kuh et al. (2007), when
students find something in which they can connect with while in college, they will be more likely
to engage in educationally purposeful activities and achieve their educational goals. In Harper’s
(2012) study on the effects of active engagement on college campuses, the participants in that
study indicated how involvement on campus was a key factor to their persistence and continued
success in higher education.
Theme 7: Institutional Environment. The findings of this study were consistent with the
literature regarding community cultural wealth and institutional opportunities. Communities of
color focus on a range of knowledge, skills and abilities that are used by these communities in
order to survive and resist various forms of racism and oppression (Yosso, 2005). Therefore, if
educational leaders used this approach and framed their interactions while teaching and educating
Black men, then there would be a vast improvement in empowering educational leaders to
understand how students of color access and experience college (Yosso, 2005). The participants
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expressed the differences they experienced or witnessed that seems to exist for Black male
students. While USF is diverse, the participants explained how there were very few Black students
in their majors and even fewer Black male students. Often, the participants found themselves to be
in class filled with students who were motivated to be there, but on a rare occasion did any of those
students look like these participants. Therefore, they were careful about their class interactions,
cautious when speaking for fear of being stereotyped, and uncomfortable that there were no other
students in the class in which they could relate. Cognitive development is a critical element in how
humans receive, process, assimilate, and respond to information, Therefore, if students decide to
participate or engage in classroom learning, they could in essence be missing out on key
components of their development to include effective communication, interpersonal skills that are
beneficial in working with others, and critical thinking and problem solving skills which are
needed in all aspects of life from education to the workforce.
Various studies have also shown that Black male faculty contribute to the success of Black
male students. Brooms et. al., (2015) disclosed how various methods were employed to retain
Black male students. These methods included faculty-student mentoring sessions and other
opportunities between the two groups, academic assistance, and peer group collaborations. Palmer
et al. (2011) found that support from Black professors who could also serve as mentors were
instrumental to the success of Black male students. The participants were disheartened and
disappointed that they had not encountered any Black male faculty while in college. Each of them
believed this was a missed opportunity and possibly a detriment to their success both at the
university and in the workforce. Palmer also explained how Black professors played a critical role
as they pushed and propelled Black males into their potential. In these studies, and evident in my
research as well, gender was relevant to the success of Black male students.
Gender regarding Black Faculty. The participants in my study vehemently expressed the
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need for Black male faculty. The majority of the participants had no interaction with Black faculty
during their tenure at USF. With the exception of one participant who had one Black female
instructor, none of the participants were taught by Black male professors. The majority of the
students, particularly the ones in engineering and science related fields, expressed the
disadvantages of not having Black male faculty in their fields of study. They believed that Black
male faculty would be seen as examples of success, which would have been both motivating and
encouraging. The participants suggested that Black male faculty would have afforded them
opportunities to create networks inside and outside of the classroom, possibly having led to more
involvement on campus, enhanced academic and career networks, resulting in an overall better
campus experience. One participant took classes at an HBCU over the summer and had a Black
male faculty as his instructor. The participant shared how impactful this experience was, and
explained how he was able to visualize himself in his respective field of study and profession
because of that experience. The participants postulated that currently enrolled and incoming Black
males would benefit from having a greater presence of Black male faculty on campus. The
participants reiterated how imperative Black faculty are to the success of Black males at USF.
They also indicated that having more people that looked like them, others males in which they
could identify with, who could serve as successful examples in the respective fields of study and
possibly as mentors, could enhance the success for some and change the trajectory for others.
Some of the diversity concerns within faculty could possibly be grounded in and impacted by the
structural conditions in American society. Some of these conditions have historically been routed
in accepted societal norms and policies that have not fully embraced Black men in the academy.
Gender regarding Black Staff. While Black male faculty were important to these
participants, they also indicated that additional Black males in administrative professional roles
would also be helpful. It is important to know who our Black male students are, what they need,
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how they associate, and who contributes to and impacts their learning. This expansive learning is
in large part connected to the staff they associate with during their years in college. As with
faculty, gender plays an integral role in this process with staff. As Black male students might be
more inclined to attend an institution and persist to graduation if there are also Black male staff
with similar demographics, who can provide a source of connection and support for these students
through their out of class learning experience. According to Bandura (1986), the Social Cognitive
Theory revealed that individuals learn through observation, imitation and modeling. Shared gender
is a conduit that tends to initially connect Black male students with Black male faculty and Black
male staff through shared cultural experiences. The shared experiences could lead to enhanced
learning opportunities, better social integration, enhanced development of their Black identity, and
greater academic achievements.
Implications for Practice
The findings from this study provide data that might be helpful with the male student
success initiative at the University of South Florida, while contributing to the national discourse on
Black male student success in higher education. There has been noteworthy national discourse on
Black male student success for decades with strategic emphasis on college preparedness and
admission, degree completion, student engagement, and career readiness, the gender gap
unfortunately continues to exist. While a strategic emphasis on eliminating the completion gap
starting with ensuring that stakeholders are aware of the issue nationally and locally, the student’s
voice at the University of South Florida has been missing from these conversations. Black males
did not feel included in these conversations and were unaware of the status of Black male students
at USF. They were however, pleased to learn that Black males recently surpassed their other male
counterparts in graduation rates higher than the national rate. The fact that Black males are being
admitted on a much smaller scale in comparison to their White and Hispanic counterparts must be
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further explored.
Second, this research might be used as tool to begin larger and broader conversations
around Black male student success at USF. Providing useful tools for undergraduate Black male
students, faculty and staff is essential. It is imperative that the appropriate educational resources
are aligned with the needs of the students. This alignment could boost both enrollment and
graduation rates, while better preparing students for their respective studies and careers. The
University must broaden the depth and breathe of understanding Black male students by
identifying what’s missing, and modifying, enhancing, removing or creating programs and services
to enhance the success of Black male students. These strategies could prove beneficial to the
enrollment, persistence, and graduation of Black male students at the University of South Florida.
Implications for Future Research
The educational outcome of Black male students continues to be a widespread colloquy in
higher education. While changes in the approach from deficit to anti-deficit and research on the
success of Black male students have been valuable, the work must continue to ensure Black males
are prepared for, admitted into, and graduate from institutions of higher education. Until Black
males are admitted at rates that more align with their respective White and Hispanic counterparts
and are completing their degrees, then conversations and research on Black male student success
will remain a necessity. Understanding what is needed to help students by analyzing both
qualitative and quantitative data will allow for a more comprehensive view of the overall profile of
a student. This could prove beneficial resulting in the types of support, services, and resources
needed for enhanced success. Therefore, future research is needed to explore additional areas that
might contribute to the knowledge of Black male students and their success at the University of
South Florida. The following suggestions are recommended as future research opportunities.
Understanding who Black college students are in an environment that is focused on their
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success where faculty, staff and other students who are of the same race with similar identities,
family background, academic and social support, could impact their success at Predominately
White Institutions. An important decision in selecting a college is finding one that is the right fit
with the student’s goals and learning style. Students must see themselves as part of the community
in order to thrive in that community. Within this new community structure, it is important for
students to find the space and place that affords them the opportunity to broaden their horizons;
learn, grow and persist, all while having a rewarding college experience. This necessitates a
student having a sense of belonging in new environment. Strayhorn (2018), posited that belonging
whether in the classroom or on campus is a critical dimension of a student’s success at college.
He advised that belonging was so critical that it could ultimately affect a student’s degree of
academic adjustment, achievement, aspirations, or retention. even whether a student stays in
school. He disclosed the importance of a sense of belonging and said, “A sense of belonging is in
essence a basic human need, that is vital for optimal human functioning and critical for students’
learning and development” (Strayhorn, 2018). Therefore, this same study on the campus of an
Historically Black College or University (HBCU) could be conducted to understand the attributes
that contribute to the success of Black male students at an HBCU that could be applicable to Black
male students at a Predominantly White Institution. HBCUs are a foundation in the Black
community and provide Black students with access to opportunities in postsecondary education.
Franke and DeAngelo (2018), found that Black students who attend HBCUs are between 6 percent
and 16 percent more likely to graduate within six years than those who attend predominantly white
institutions. This study revealed that HBCUs when compared to similar PWIs that enroll
comparable percentages of the student characteristics, HBCUs tend to have higher completion rates
for Black students. Thus, conducting a study that would compare and contrast the experiences at
both types of institutions to assess the similarities and differences could provide tangible data that
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might be transferrable to Black male students completing their degree at the University of South
Florida.
Similarly, this study should be duplicated for Black female students at USF. There seems
to be nominal research explaining the differences in degree attainment between Black males and
Black females. Many of these females are raised in similar households and some in the same
households as Black male students. They are both impacted by the same demographics, yet Black
females tend to persist to graduation at rates higher than Black males. At USF, there are
approximately 2,600 Black females in comparison to 1,500 Black males. According to the 2018
Annual Equity Report, 553 Black females in comparison to 310 Black males were awarded
bachelor’s degree (IPEDS, 2018). Therefore, conducting this study on Black females would allow
for a comprehensive analysis of what might be taking place with inputs, college environment and
outputs, from a different perspective, yet in a similar setting with the same factors. This additional
knowledge might result in more well informed and all-inclusive strategies that could be
advantageous to advancing the agenda of Black male student success at USF.
Finally, this study should be duplicated for Hispanic males at USF. Research has shown
the Latino population is one of the fastest growing minority groups in colleges and universities
(Aud et al., 2010). The University has approximately 3,400 Hispanic male students. To
incorporate the number of Hispanic males at USF with a study to understand the attributes that
contribute to their success from an anti-deficit framework, could provide further insight into
another population of underrepresented students from which comparisons could be made to
determine how to enhance the success of all minority male students. The data could also be helpful
by having a comprehensive view of students from various ethnic and demographic backgrounds
with a greater understanding of what motivates male students and what it will take holistically for
minority male students to be enrolled and retained through graduation at USF. This study could
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allow for a comprehensive restructure of services provided to ensure greater success for all male
students on the USF campus.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are based on the findings and implications of the study.
The recommendations might be useful in addressing Black male student success at the University
of South Florida. Based on existing literature and the lived experiences of the participants in my
study, I offer three recommendations that might be considered as opportunities for the University.
These recommendations would provide enhanced success through academic and out of class
learning, and personal and career development to further support Black male students at the
University of South Florida.
Recommendation One
Hire Black male faculty. A clear concern for Black male students at USF was the lack of
Black male faculty. It is difficult to be what you cannot see, and that has been the reality for the
Black male participants in this study. The benefits of having Black male faculty interact with
Black male students has been explored over the last several decades. Institutions must be
deliberate in recruiting and hiring Black male faculty and qualified Black male professionals
throughout campus. If students are to envision what they can be, they must see role models
serving in those capacities. Black faculty not only impact students inside the classroom, but they
have the opportunity to serve as mentors while expanding the learning beyond the classroom to
include research, job opportunities, and involvement on campus in purposefully engaged activities.
All of these learning prospects are tantamount in teaching students how to work collaboratively
with diverse populations, enhance or develop their leadership skills, learn the dynamics of
networking, while understanding the importance of building teams and consensus.
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Recommendation Two
Create a Black Male Initiative. The participants in this study reiterated the importance of
creating community for them starting with their initial entrance. They were most interested in an
organization or program that is not fraternity related. Therefore, my recommendation that resulted
from the data is to create a Black male initiative. This initiative can be focused on leadership
development guided by support and involvement from Black male faculty and Black male peers.
This initiative would afford Black male students the opportunity to engage, participate in research,
hold leadership positions on campus and in the community, and establish needed relationships with
Black male faculty, staff and peers. Black male students at could greatly benefit from being
supported through their transition into college until major entry. These students could also enroll
in leadership courses to educate them on leadership and start to develop their leadership skills in
preparation for the work force or graduate education. Lastly, students would be exposed to
involvement networks with faculty and staff through the use of campus resources.
Recommendation Three
Create a Black Alumni Leadership Academy. Black male excellence and Black male
success must become a normalized interwoven part of the fabric in colleges and universities. This
process could begin once Black male students are admitted into the University, by connecting them
to graduates of the university through a Black Alumni Leadership Academy. The academy would
be developed by stakeholders on campus, including currently enrolled Black male students, and
alumni. The process could begin with newly admitted Black male students being connected to a
Black male alumnus in the field in which the student is interested in pursuing. The academy could
provide guidance, support, mentorship, and connections as the students transition into college.
Once students are settled in and have adapted to their new environment, the Black Alumni
Leadership Academy can assist by connecting the Black male students to various communities in
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which they will find support. The leadership academy could provide options for career exploration
and development and ultimately help them discover possible internship and career opportunities.
Connecting Black male college students to successful Black male alumni can establish
relationships that would help students navigate their experiences in college, grasp what to expect,
and plan for how they can be best prepared for their departure upon attaining a college degree.
Creating and investing in what could actually be a grassroots organization might change the culture
and trajectory of Black male students in college.
Conclusion of Discussion
As quoted by James Minor from the Southern Education Foundation, “We know a heck of a
lot more about why and how and where black men fail than we do about how and why they are
successful,” (Lederman, 2012). Black boys become young Black men who end up as students in
our institutions of higher learning. According to the College Board (2013), having a college
education opens doors that otherwise might not be realized. Some employers and careers require
specialized degrees or specific training. The largest postsecondary category, bachelor’s degree, is
projected to grow by 8.2 percent, compared with a projected growth rate of 6.5 percent for all
occupations (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016). Employers are seeking employees with soft and
hard skills. Soft skills include the ability to communicate effectively, listening attentively, and
interacting and working well with others. Hard skills are learned and pertain to the skills necessary
to perform a certain job. Both soft and hard skills can be acquired through education and training
programs, which is particularly associated with higher education as the development and
enhancement of these skills can be acquired in this educational setting. Therefore, the tangible
benefits can be seen through a student’s enhanced intellectual aptitude, development and
enhancement of skills, and broadened global scope.
Although the benefits to students with a college degree have been extensively researched,
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there are also some benefits made to society when individuals obtain a bachelor’s degree. Some of
the individual benefits include expansive opportunities for careers and an overall better life from a
health and financial perspective (Baum, Kurose, & Ma, 2013). However, according to the
Association of Public and Land-grant Universities (APLU), the benefits to society made by
individuals with college graduates is important to note. These degree holders engage in volunteer
work, leadership, philanthropic contributions, and they enrich the civic and economic life of their
communities. Data showed the average graduate is 24 percent more likely to be employed and
average earnings among graduates are $32,000 higher annually and $1 million higher over a
lifetime. The government depends on the taxes paid by these formally educated individuals in
larger tax brackets to support the financial needs within the local, regional and national
communities (Abel & Deitz, 2014).
As professionals in higher education, it is our responsibility to continue providing students
with opportunities for educational advancement. Therefore, it is imperative to help ensure that
Black males have a platform from which to tell their story. I approached this research from that
perspective, having created a space and place for these Black male students to share their
upbringing, educational goals, college experiences, career aspirations and suggestions for what we
could do to help improve the success of incoming Black male students. This qualitative study
explored the lived experiences of Black male students in their own voice and according to their
own beliefs. There is no one more equipped or prepared to provide insights on what it takes for
Black males to be successful in college than ones who are actually succeeding, merely steps away
from graduation with career or continued education plans to follow.
Each of these participants came from different backgrounds, had family and extended
family support, diverse experiences, and varied educational opportunities. All of these students
entered the University with a strong sense of self, a desire to succeed and the motivation to carry
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them to the finish line. This study contributes to our understanding of Black male students, what
they believe is needed for them to succeed and what we can do as an institution to help them
achieve their academic goals and be prepared for life beyond college. Together with existing
research, the findings of this study can influence and serve as a catalyst for greater academic
achievement with Black male students at the University of South Florida.
It was a pleasure to meet each of these young Black men, in college, pursuing a higher
education, and determined to succeed in life. I felt a connection to each of them, as if they were
family, like my own nephews. A tremendous sense of pride was overwhelmingly present
throughout each of these interviews. I was honored to meet and interact with each of them, and felt
quite humbled to be trusted with their stories. I believe the sharing of their lived experiences will
serve to empower and encourage the Black male student community, administrative, faculty and
staff, and other prospective Black males who might be considering the University of South Florida
as their institution for higher learning.
The findings in this study extended the knowledge of research by sharing the learned and
lived experiences of the Black male participants who are students at the University of South
Florida. While some of the findings are not new and align with previous research, that fact
validates these findings and makes them valuable and relevant. This study supports and
strengthens the Input-Environment-Outcomes Model and reiterates the importance of the Antideficit Achievement Framework. In order to garner a greater understanding of who Black male
students ae in higher education, what they need to thrive academically, how their sense of self
contributes to their academic standing, and what they believe is needed to support their academic
success, framing this research from an anti-deficit approach brought forth a depth of data that
resulted in findings that might be used to impact the trajectory of current and incoming Black male
students at the University of South Florida.
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Reflexivity
Prior to discussing the participants, I must first disclose how I positioned myself in
relationship to the participants. According to Peshkin (1998), there is very little use in researchers
acknowledging that subjectivity is an invariable component of their research just as it is unequally
relevant for them to imply that they plan to achieve objectivity. Therefore, reflexivity is essential
in qualitative research as it gives an account of the researcher’s voice. Reflexivity allows for the
threat to the accuracy of qualitative research outcomes to be addressed. Reflexivity allows for the
researcher to take presumptions based on various aspects of life, such as demographics, e.g., age,
gender, and race, or others such as socioeconomic status, cultural background, or political
orientation into consideration in the respective research study. Patton (2012) described reflexivity
as a process of self-questioning and self-understanding in which the researcher finds one’s own
voice and owns this voice. Berger (2015) posited that a researcher should clearly describe the
contextual intersecting relationships between the participants and themselves, as it both increases
the creditability of the findings and deepens the understanding of the work. Therefore, researchers
should identify who they are and the bias they might have, all in order to enhance the
trustworthiness, transparency, and accountability of the research.
My research journey began while pursuing my Master’s degree in Public Administration,
with a concentration in Human Resources. During this time, I worked with college preparatory
programs for first generation, low socioeconomic students in pursuit of college and took a special
interest in the male students. Many were without fathers and desired to be successful in life,
mostly through sports. They had the academic acumen to do well, but not necessarily the
confidence. As I grew in the field, my belief in experiential learning, preparation, evaluation, and
training, and my passion for the success of Black students, led me to have great interest in the
enrollment and success of Black males in higher education. I have come to recognize and visibly
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notice that Black males on college campuses are absent, and that is most alarming. As I continued
traveling on this path in my research journey, there were some questions that I asked myself. How
has my personal history inspired my interest in this topic? What are my personal values and how
are they interwoven into the fabric of this topic? How does my race and culture influence my
positioning in relation to this topic and equally important, to my participants? How do I explain
who I am and why the success of Black males is important to me?
Over these last 20 years, I have noticed that diversity is not actually diversity, inclusion is
not necessarily inclusion and success may look different for students based on race, ethnicity,
gender socioeconomic status, and various other factors. These differences became quite prevalent
to me as I began my career working in a multicultural affairs office and recognized that students
who were not considered part of the majority population had challenges, impediments and barriers
that were significant to them, and therefore, the road to higher education and their experiences
once in college looked very different from their other male counterparts. While working in
admissions for years recruiting and assisting students of color in their pursuit of higher education,
starting with summer bridge programs and then intentional “underrepresented student” recruitment,
the doors of opportunity did not seem like opportunities, rather obstacles. As I moved through
various types of institutions and positions, I observed students entering these institutions with test
scores, GPAs and experiences that were not very different than mine, but as I led certain programs,
I started to notice the presence of Black males was not significantly increasing over the years.
Therefore, as a Black professional woman in higher education, working specifically on male
student success initiatives, I felt a need to better understand the Black males at the university in
order to better assist them in being successful.
I am passionate about the success of Black males because when I look at the students on
this college campus, I see my own family. I have a brother, nephews, and cousins who identify as
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Black, and I have witnessed their success and challenges throughout their lives. I never
conceptualized their successes nor considered their challenges while growing up as anything other
than life situations. Consequently, as I grew, entered college and then pursued higher education as
a career path, my understanding broadened and deepened. Because of my exposure, my lens
changed and my views on the multifaceted dynamics of Black male success transformed. It has
been my desire for years that the voices of Black males be heard and the misinformation and
stereotypes be corrected. There is an over representation of Black males in the mainstream media
in depictions of uneducated individuals, associated with crime, drugs and violence, and poverty
stricken. The positives are never illuminated, success stories are rarely portrayed, and there are
many, inclusive of the Black males in this study.
I am connected to these participants because we come from similar backgrounds; we were
raised with similar values and experiences; and we have religious beliefs as the foundation and
core of our family. I feel as though I can identify with their lives and their community, because it
is in part my life and my community, and I have been living it to some extent vicariously through
my brother, nephews and other male family members. I also had to recognize that some of these
young Black men might view me as a big sister and some might see me as a mother figure. My
position as a Black woman may not have been the most comfortable as it pertains to sharing
specific experiences with someone who has not lived their particular gendered experience.
However, I had to proceed because I believe it is my obligation as a professional in higher
education to assess the needs and work towards a resolution that will allow for Black males to find
their place in higher education, take their position on the global stage, and continue working in
their communities to bring about a change that will impact future generations.
My Learning Experience
This study was a transformational experience. I felt such a sense of honor to have met
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these awesome young Black men, who I believe will make tangible impacts within the Black
community and the world at large. Their stories were empowering and encouraging and gave me
greater hope for the generations to come. The interviews and findings provided insight and
understanding of the lived experiences and perceptions of Black male students. Personally, I
learned that Black males in spite of all that continues to touch them in society have grown stronger,
more determined to succeed, confident in their abilities and their future, and have made a
conscious decision to live and thrive beyond the views and opinions of others. and more
determined to succeed. They are living to be an example in their communities and a success story
to the younger Black males coming behind them. These Black males are not allowing the
stereotypes to derail them, but using those same stereotypes to ignite the fire within and propel
them into their destiny.
Professionally, I recognized that while we have made great strides at the university in
closing the gender gap and starting to address male student success more broadly, there is still
significant work to be done. In my role with some oversight of the male student success initiative,
we have begun making campus stakeholders aware of the gender gap, which started with a male
speaker series in the summer of 2019. We have been collecting data from programs around
campus to determine what exists and how students might be using programs and services. Various
meetings with stakeholders within the colleges and campus community have also taken place. We
also conducted focus groups with male students which yielded approximately 101 students to learn
about their overall university experience. What I learned from these participants as a professional
is that the prescribed answers and some of what we have implemented on campus is not necessarily
the answer to the success of our students. As a professional, I believe it is imperative that we listen
to the voices of our students, and then act based on what they indicate are programs, resources and
services needed for their continued success. It is time that we become even more intentional in
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moving from theory to practice, if we plan to be the change agent in closing this gap and preparing
students for life beyond college.
As a researcher and my first study, I learned how to conduct a relevant study supported by
literature that provided the foundation of my research. I learned that it was important to create a
clear research focus, as aspects were blurred for me initially, and equally important to establish
small goals to accomplish each aspect of the study. I recognized the importance of my own lived
and learned experiences in this qualitative study. I had to situate myself in this instance as a
researcher and not a professional at the institution, which took consistent effort to separate the two.
I also learned that while others may have extensive knowledge and expertise in various field of
study and in conducting research, I was the expert in my study and was able to own it accordingly.
However, that does not mean that I did not take the advice of others, because I did and was
appreciative of the expertise shared. I learned so much from so many and believe it helped me
tremendously throughout this process.
As I consider next steps, I believe my research can make tangible contributions to the Black
male students at the University of South Florida. My plan is to present my findings to the Vice
President of Student Success, Presidential Advisory Committee on the Status of Men; and the Male
Persistence Subcommittee. I plan to discuss how we can utilize the findings and recommendations
to create an environment that is conducive to Black male student persistence and success. While
meeting, collecting data and having discussions about the gender gap is critical, we must now
utilize this data to help bring about tangible, substantive, and sustainable change for Black male
students at the university.
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Appendix A: Email Recruitment Letter
Voices of Success: Exploring Black Male Students’ Perspectives on Their Academic Success
Investigator: Carmen Goldsmith
PRO#: Pro00039612
Dear USF Student:
My name Carmen Goldsmith and I am a Ph.D. candidate in the Higher Education Administration
program at the University of South Florida. I am writing to let you know about an opportunity to
participate in a dissertation research study focusing on the success of Black/African American
males at USF. You were selected as a potential participant in this study as you met specific
characteristics as outlined by the study.
The purpose of this qualitative case study, Voices of Success: Exploring Black Male Students’
Perspectives on Their Academic Success, is to explore how the lived and learned experiences of
successful Black males at the University of South Florida to gain understanding through their
voices of factors they perceive contributed to their conceptualize success. While males are
entering postsecondary institutions and graduating, we have yet to realize the attributes of their
success in order to enhance the success of other Black males in hopes of closing the completion
gap between females and males.
Participation in this study would require the following:
Each participant will be involved in the study for a maximum of 3 hours to include:
• Electronic Questionnaire - 30 minutes to complete online demographic questionnaire
• Interview – maximum of 90 minutes in-person or video conference to answer interview
questions
• Follow-up Interview - 30 minutes for follow-up interview for clarification or additional
questions (if needed)
• Member Check - 30 minutes to review transcript(s) for accuracy
To ensure confidentiality, pseudonyms will be used in replace of your actual name. Your
responses will be kept confidential and at the conclusion of the study, you will be provided with
a copy of the findings.
I believe this research will highlight the various aspects of success of Black males in higher
education, will give other Black males insight into what it may take for them to be successful in
higher education and incite and motivate other Black males to continue the pursuit of achieving
their academic goals.
The benefit for you participating in this study is to share your experiences and your success story
in which others might garner a greater understanding of what it will take for them to be
successful in college. You will also receive a $25 gift card for your participation.
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If you are willing to participate or would like additional information about this study please
respond to my inquiry at cgoldsmith@usf.edu. I sincerely appreciate your consideration of my
invitation to participate in this research opportunity. I look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely,
Carmen Goldsmith
Primary Investigator
Pro00039612
Ph.D. Candidate in the Higher Education Administration Program
USF College of Education
cgoldsmith@usf.edu
Cell: 425-444-3147
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Appendix B: Thank You Email to Participants
Dear Research Participant:
Thank you for agreeing to participate in my dissertation research regarding the attributes that
contribute to the success of Black male students in higher education. I look forward to
interviewing you and would like to schedule a time in which we can begin our conversation.
The purpose of my study is to explore how successful Black males at a public four-year research
institution conceptualize success through their lived experiences in college.
In preparation for your interview, I have attached a brief questionnaire for you to complete. The
survey solicits some basic personal, family and educational information that will be central to the
comprehensive review of the data in my study.
At your earliest convenience, please complete the attached questionnaire and return it to me via
email at cgoldsmith@usf.edu. In order to complete the form, you will need to open the attached
word document, fill it out on your computer, save it, and attach the completed saved word
document and email it back to me. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me at the information below. I greatly appreciate your time and support.
Regards,
Carmen Goldsmith
Primary Investigator
Ph.D. Candidate in the Higher Education Administration Program
USF College of Education
cgoldsmith@usf.edu
Cell: 425-444-3147
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Appendix C: Informed Consent Form
Informed Consent to Participate in Research Involving Minimal Risk
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title: Voices of Success: Exploring Black Male Students’ Perspectives on Their Academic
Success
Pro # 00039612_
Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in this
document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections in this
Overview provide the basic information about the study. More detailed information is provided
in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Carmen Goldsmith who is a doctoral Candidate at the
University of South Florida. This person is called the Principal Investigator. Carmen is
being guided in this research by Dr. Thomas Miller. Other approved research staff may act
on behalf of the Principal Investigator.
Study Details: This study is being conducted at The University of South Florida. The
purpose of the study is to explore how the lived and learned experiences of successful Black
males at the University of South Florida perceive which attributes have contributed to their
conceptualize success. Each participant will be involved in the study for a maximum of 3
hours to include the following: (1) Electronic demographic questionnaire for about 30
minutes; (2) Interview (in-person or video conference) for a maximum of 90 minutes; (3)
Follow-up interview for clarification or additional information for a maximum of 30 minutes;
(4) Review of transcript for accuracy for a maximum of 30 minutes.
Participants: You are being asked to take part because you were identified as having met the
following characteristics as specified in the study: male undergraduate students; currently
enrolled as a full-time student on the Tampa campus; identified as either Black of African
American; Domestic, U.S. Citizens; entered the University as First Time in College (FTIC)
students; obtained a minimum of 90 credit hours and have a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to participate and
may stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties or loss of benefits or
opportunities if you do not participate or decide to stop once you start. Your decision to
participate or not to participate will not affect your job status, employment record, employee
evaluations, or advancement opportunities. Your decision to participate or not to participate
will not affect your student status, course grade, recommendations, or access to future
courses or training opportunities.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: There is no cost to participate. You will be compensated
a $25.00 gift card for your participation. This research is considered minimal risk. Minimal
risk means that study risks are the same as the risks you face in daily life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your study
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information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at your records must
keep them confidential.

Why are you being asked to take part?
You are being asked to participate in this study because you have been identified as a successful
Black male student based on the criteria of this study. Your insight and feedback may prove
beneficial to other Black males in pursuit of higher education at the University of South Florida.
Study Procedures:
If you take part in this study, you will be asked to:
▪

Complete an electronic Participant Demographic Questionnaire about your educational
background and demographical information. This questionnaire can be completed by the
following: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/NMWSFPL.

▪

You will be interviewed (either in-person or by video conference) about what you believe
are the attributes that contribute to your success in higher education. Prior to the
interview session, I will review the informed consent form, interview protocol and
interview questions that I will address in the interview. The initial interview will last a
maximum of 90 minutes.

▪

A follow-up interview will be requested if clarification or additional information is
needed. The follow-up interview will last a maximum of 30 minutes.

▪

You will be asked to review the transcript(s) for accuracy, which will last approximately
30 minutes.

Interviews will be audio-recorded and later transcribed. Efforts will be made to keep your
personal information confidential, including the use of a pseudonym.
Your interview data will be stored in a computer that is password protected, only accessible by
the Principal Investigator. All interview materials will be destroyed and deleted within five years
after the final report is submitted to the IRB.
All data will be kept for a period of five years upon completion of the dissertation report.
Total Number of Participants
About 15-20 individuals will take part in this study at USF.
Alternatives / Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study. You should only take part in this study if
you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the study.
You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or
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loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study. Decision to not
participate will not affect your student status, course grades, or job status.
You should only take part in this study if you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is
any pressure to take part in the study. You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at
any time. There will be no penalty or loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop
taking part in this study. As a student, decision to participate or not to participate will not affect
your student status or course grade.
Benefits
The potential benefits of participating in this research study include: You will have an
opportunity to participate in a study that may give insight to how other Black males in pursuit of
higher education may be successful.
Risks or Discomfort
This research is considered to be minimal risk. That means that the risks associated with this
study are the same as what you face every day. There are no known additional risks to those who
take part in this study.
Compensation
You will be compensated $25.00 gift card if you complete all the scheduled study visits. If you
withdraw for any reason from the study before completion you will be compensated $25.00 gift
card for each study visit you complete.
Costs
It will not cost you anything to take part in the study.
Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot guarantee absolute
confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. Certain people
may need to see your study records. These individuals include:
•

The research team, including the Principal Investigator, and advising professor.

•

Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research:
o the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS)

•

The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and its related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, staff in the USF Office of Research and Innovation,
USF Division of Research Integrity and Compliance, and other USF offices who
oversee this research.

Your information or samples collected as part of the research, even if identifiers are removed,
will NOT be used or distributed for future research studies.
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We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your
name. We will not publish anything that would let people know who you are.

You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints.
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Carmen Goldsmith at
425-444-3147. If you have questions about your rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking
part in this study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact by email at RSCHIRB@usf.edu.
Consent to Take Part in Research
I freely give my consent to take part in this study. I understand that by signing this form I am
agreeing to take part in research. I have received a copy of this form to take with me.

Signature of Person Taking Part in Study

Date

Printed Name of Person Taking Part in Study
Statement of Person Obtaining Informed Consent and Research Authorization
I have carefully explained to the person taking part in the study what he or she can expect from
their participation. I confirm that this research participant speaks the language that was used to
explain this research and is receiving an informed consent form in their primary language. This
research participant has provided legally effective informed consent.
Signature of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
Printed Name of Person Obtaining Informed Consent
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Date

Appendix D: Participant Demographic Questionnaire
Demographic Questionnaire
I appreciate your willing to participate in an interview for the research: Voices of Success:
Exploring Black Male Students’ Perspectives on Their Academic Success. This study
focuses on the success of Black males in college. One aspect of this study is to obtain
demographic information that will assist in the data analysis. Please note: All identifiable
information will be kept confidential.
1. Your name/age
2. Where are you from?
3. What high school did you attend (name, city and state)?
4. Describe your family structure (parents, guardians, grandparents, extended family)?

5. Are you the first in your family to attend college? Yes

No

If no, what’s the highest

level of education completed by your parent(s), guardian(s) or family earn (2-year associates,
4-year bachelors, masters, doctorate)?
6. What year of study are you in at USF (Junior, Senior, etc.)?
7. What year did you start at USF?
8. What is your major/minor?
9. Did you change your major? Yes

No

If yes, how many times?

10. How many credit hours are you enrolled this semester?
11. Do you work? Yes

No

How many hours per week?

On or off campus? On

Off

Work study or other employment?

12. What are your career goals?
13. What is your anticipated graduation date?
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Appendix E: Interview Protocol
Interview Protocol
Research: Voices of Success: Exploring Black Male Students’ Perspectives on Their Academic
Success
Interview Date:

Interview Time:

Place: TBD by Participant
Participant’s Name:

Pseudonym:

Verbal Re-confirmation of Consent Form already signed: Yes

No

Interview Details
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

The interview(s) will take place in a setting on or near campus where students are
comfortable communicating and their identity will not be compromised.
To protect the identity of the participants, each participant will remain anonymous and
given a pseudonym.
Prior to the start of the interview, the participants will be reminded that the
interview(s) will be audio recorded.
Semi-structured, open-ended interviews will be conducted for a maximum of 90
minutes, with breaks taken as needed.
The interview will begin with an opening statement to share why I am interested in
this study, my background, and inform them of my intention of learning about their
experiences and success as a college student.
A set of semi-structured open-ended questions will be asked, see Appendix F. At the
end of each interview, participants will be asked if they have any questions or
additional comments. In the closing statement, I will ask if there is anything that’s
important for me to know about their story that I didn’t ask.
The participants will be reminded that they will receive a copy of the interview
transcript and will be asked to review and revise of its accuracy. They will also be
reminded of a possible follow up interview if clarification is needed.
The interview will be closed by thanking the participants for their time and sharing
that compensation will be given once they have completed the review of the interview
transcript.
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Appendix F: Interview Questions
Interview Questions
Opening Statement
I am interested in learning about the success of Black males at the University of South Florida. I
am passionate about the success of Black males because I have two nephews and have often
wondered about their path in higher education, and because I have been working in higher
education intricately involved in programs, departments and initiatives focusing on student
success for approximately 20 years. I am excited to hear about the attributes that you believe
contribute to your success and as I learn about your story and journey, it is my hope that other
Black males will be able to benefit from the success of those who are succeeding. I love learning
about others and I look forward to learning about your story and success in higher education.
Research Question
Research Question 1
To what do Black male
students attribute their
undergraduate academic
success at the University of
South Florida?

Interview Questions

Alignment with
Theoretical Framework

•

Astin’s IEO – Inputs
Harper’s Anti-Deficit
Achievement Framework

•
•
•

•

•

Tell me about your
background, where you grew
up, your family structure, i.e.
parents/caregivers/siblings.
Where do your
parents/caregivers work? What
do they do for a living?
Why did you decide to attend
college?
Tell me about the people and
things that were instrumental in
helping to shape your
aspirations to attend college
(i.e. family, extended family,
community, church, etc.)?
Tell me how you prepared for
college (high school
curriculum, tutoring,
mentoring, test prep, assistance
from teacher, guidance
counselor, etc.). Who was
instrumental in this process
(specific people, organizations,
mentors)?
Which programs, services, and
support systems do you believe
enhance college readiness for
Black males?
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Research Question 2
What do Black male students
perceive has contributed to
their academic success at the
University of South Florida?

•

How would you describe Black
male student success and to
whom or what do you attribute
your success?

•

Talk about your entrance into
and adjustment at USF. What
did that look like, what did you
have to do, how did you make
your transition a success?
How has that experience
changed over time?
Talk about some of the skills
you believe have been essential
in you being successful at USF.
How did you acquire and refine
these skills?
Tell me about a time in which
you used campus resources
(advising, tutoring, career
services). Which resources did
you use and how did using
those resources impact your
success?
Please think about a
meaningful learning experience
you had in class and tell me
about it.
How many hours do you spend
on studying per week?
Tell me about the things in
which you are involved with
outside of the classroom on
campus (clubs, organizations,
friends, work). What about
your involvement off campus
(community activities, work)?
Let’s discuss extracurricular,
out of class activities. What
motivates you to get involved
with extracurricular activities
on campus? If you are not
involved, why have you chosen
not to be involved?

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
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Astin’s IEO – Environment
Harper’s Anti-Deficit
Achievement Framework

•

•
•

•

•

•
Research Question 3
What advice would
successful Black male
students give to the
University to enhance Black
male student success?

•
•
•

•

Tell me about a time when you
were stereotyped in college?
What happened? Who did it
come from (professor, staff,
another student)? How did you
respond?
In general, how do you cope
with stereotypes?
Do you have other male friends
at USF that are academically
successful? Explain why you
believe they are successful?
If you had an opportunity to
meet with a group of incoming
young Black male students,
what would you share with
them?
Which college experiences
contribute to Black males
successfully persisting towards
graduation?
What would you change about
your college experience?
Talk about how USF has
prepared you for your next
steps.
What are your plans after
graduation?
If you had an opportunity to
change or implement a policy,
program or process that would
enhance Black male
achievement, what would you
suggest?
If you had an opportunity to
share with administration about
your experience and what you
believe would be most
beneficial to future incoming
Black males, what would you
share?
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Astin’s IEO - Outcomes
Harper’s Anti-Deficit
Achievement Framework

